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Who Are the New Alchemists?
" . . . a small band who work together,
bound by a vision of a sustainable future
-a kind of New Age Tool and Die
Company that can help to create the
software or biotechnic technology to
realize that vision. "
Now celebrating its tenth year, the
New Alchemy Institute is a small international organization dedicated to
research and education on behalf of
humanity and the planet. " Our major
task," they say, "is the development of
ecologically derived forms of energy,
agriculture, aquaculture, housing, and
landscapes that will encourage a repopulation and revitalization of the countryside. The Institute has projects in several
countries in the hope that our research
and experience can be used by large
numbers of people in diverse regions of
the world. "
In this first trade-book edition of
their annual JOURNAL, the New Alchemists provide an overview of how
their Institute came about, the people
who have become actively involved or
contributed to its development, the early
experiments and their failure or success,
their hopes for the future-the future of
the Institute and of the world.
How Did They Get Started?
The Organization began when a few concerned people, disheartened by evidence
on all sides of an endangered ecosystem,
began to ask whether it is, in fact , possible to sustain human populations in
ecologically viable ways rather than with
the capital-intensive, exploitative, wasteful, and polluting methods presently employed. And if so, how? Increasingly, it
appears that it is indeed possible.
In 1975 the New Alchemists teamed
up with solar architects David Bergmark
and Ole Hammarlund to build the prototype of the bioshelters that were
christened "Arks" . . . family-sized solarheated greenhouses with aquaculture
tanks. In 1976 two arks were built; one
(colltill u ed 0 11 back [lap )

(co n tinued fr o m [rollt J7a p )

on Prince Edward Island with funds from
the CalTadian government, and one on
Cape Cod. The Cape Cod Ark has
weathered every winter siRce without
auxiliary heat and has produced satisfying
yields of food and seedlings. Yields from
both gardens and solar-algae ponds were
exciting. Earlier issues of the JO URNAL
recount the simultaneous evolution of
the New Alchemy Center in Costa Rica,
and are worth tracking down.
What Are Those People Doing Out There?
In THE JOURNAL OF THE NEW ALCHEMISTS No.6, experts who have
been working at the Arks report on their
research , experiments, and conclusions
to date. Under the subject of Energy,
you'll find a primer on a water-pumping
windmill , and reports on an integrated
wind-powered system to pump, store,
and deliver heat and cold. Under Land
and Its Use you'll read of further experiments on the effects of mulches on
crop yields and soil conditions; about
tree crops that create the foundation of
a permanent agriculture; reports on New
Alchemy tree crop research. Under A quaculture yo u 'll learn where all the fishes
have gone; about cage culture as explored
by Bill IVIcLarney and Jeffrey Parkin;
what 's new and hopeful about solar
aquaculture ; a summary of fish culture
techniques in solar-algae ponds and the
energetics involved.
The staff of New Alchemy and Solsearch Architects detail their experiences
of the first three years aboard the Cape
Cod Ark, and an exploratory section presents a biological perspective of sensitive
societies, the economics of renewableresource-based technologies , and some
personal reflections of some of the New
Alchemists.
Looking back on ten years of effort,
Nancy Jack Todd concludes, "the results
of our research , especially when compared in scale with the funding and
personnel that go into more orthodox
paths , indicate strongly that a sustainable
future based on an earth-kindly ethic
and nonviolent technology is \vithin the
limits of the possible , indeed , well within
our grasp. "
When you've read THE JOURNAL
OF THE NEW ALCHEMISTS No . 6,
you'll know why.
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THE NEW ALcHE,vIY I:--isTITUTE is a small, international
organization dedicated to research and education on
behalf of humanity and the planer. We seek solutions
that can be adopted by individuals or small groups
who are trying to create a greener, kinder world . Our
major task is the development of ecologically derived
forms of energy, agriculture, aquaculture, housing,
and landscapes that will encourage a repopulation and
revitalization of the countryside. The Institute has
centers in several countries in the hope that our research and experience can be used by large numbers of
people in diverse regions of the world .
The Institute is nonprofit and tax-exempt and derives its support from private contributions and research grants. Grants for the scientific research are
usually available, but adequate funding for general
support remains uncertain. The success of the Institute
will depend upon our ability to address ourselves to
the genuine needs of people working on behalf of
themselves and the earth, and on the realization by our
friends that financial support of our research is essential
if the task ahead is to be realized.
The New Alchemy Institute has an Associate
Membership ($25.00 per annum, tax-deductible)
which is available to those interested in helping support our work. Upon joining, Associates receive the
current annual Joumal of the New Alchemists. Newsletters and other special interest mailings sent throughout the year keep Associates further informed of the
work in progress . Over the years, the support of our
Associates has been critical to the continuance of the
Institute and its work.
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All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced ·without written pamission from the publisher, except by a reviewe'r who may quote brief passages or
reproduce illustrations in a revietv; nor may any part of this book be reproduad,
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mechanical, photocopying, recording, or other, without written permission from
the publisher.
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On the island of Bali in Indonesia , in July of 7977, the
Pacific Science Congress convened a conference on
the subject of appropriate technology As part of the
dialectic inevitable to such occasions, both official
addresses and private conversations were involved as
much in debate over the failure of the Western, industrial, technological paradigm as they were with the
appropriateness of alternative approaches. One day at
lunch the talk turned to speculation as to why I've, as
the apparently rational products of modern civiliza tion,
had such difficulty in moderating or envisioning limits
to our ever more powerful technologies, both peaceful
and military Why do we seem bent on consuming anc/
expanding far beyond need, reason, efficiency or even
survival? It was 'at about such a turn in the collective
train of thought that Margaret Mead, who was on the
American delegation, fired one of her unforgettable
broadsides. "Well, you know," she pointed out, as
though all of us did, "there's no 'no' in the unconscious. "
Like so much that is obvious, it was so insightfully
simple, self-evident even. But I think that many of us,
although we accept the idea theoretically, have failed
to incorporate it into our understanding of human
behavior Fundamentally, we are still insatiably curious,
exploratory creatures. This is borne out by the most
ordinary observation. One need only witness the
outrage of a two-year-old at any limitations placed on
her or his compulsive investigations of the world. An

"----

outburst of fury is most frequently followed by an
adamant "170" hurled as a defiant tool of self-definition
against the adult's world. Perhaps as a culture we are
still caught in the dilemma of the terrible two. Our earlier
concept of manifest destiny and its present extension
in technological development, the arms race, or the
recent, almost religious enthusiasm for space colonies
certainly bear out Dr Mead's statement. As so many of
our myths from Pandora to Eve have taught, in the
depths of our being, there is no '170 '. Limits must be
imposed. They are learned.
Perhaps it is not so bad to be, at heart, an affirmative
rather than a negative creature, but the agonizing
paradox in which we currently find ourselves lies in the
probability that, without integrating a sense of limitation
into our understanding and into our behavior, it is
unlikely that we shall survive. It may be that it is the
extremity of the exigency of our dark predicament that
will ignite our conciousness, and, sparking some long
inactive synapse, foster a realization of mutual destiny
with each other and with the earth, and that this, in turn,
will serve to moderate our behavior There is, in the
nature of all of us, a side that is concerned with
nurturing, conserving and preserving. It is most often
described as the immanental, feminine principle
defined in contrast to the outreaching, transcendent,
masculine principle. The yin yang is the best visual
image of creative tension and balance between two

The Journa l oj the New Alchemists

such opposing realities. It is this equilibrium between
endless questing and what William Irwin Thompson
has called the "interiorization of consciousness" that is
to be hoped for on an individual and on aplanetary level
synergistically.
There is an old adage that one can't change human
nature; but perhaps it's not an absolute, although for a
century that began with the hubris of the Tiian ic. our
slowness to seize on its implications seems to corroborate it. Yet, a t this juncture, wherever one lives and
whatever one's culture, it is becoming increasingly
impossible to continue, ostrich-like, to pursue the path
of expanding industrialism and development, for the
evidence of its barrenness and {aNy is everywhere. If
before the near melt-down at Three Mile Island, the
dangers of nuclear power were understood by
comparatively few, the shock waves resulting from the
accident there may well create a turning point for the
nuclear industry. And if we are forced to abandon
nuclear power, we abandon with it forever the idea of a
society · structured on cheap, accessible fuel even
though, for the interim, that is the one in wh ich we go on
living.

Although the analogy of nuclear energy is perhaps
the most obvious one because it is so endlessly
unforgiving, the countless other incidents of pollution of
the soil, air and waters have become sufficiently wide spread as to be no longer an abstraction, but a discernible reality in the lives of a great many people. For
urban dwellers this is a truism, but rural and even tribal
peoples are suffering as well. People whose area has
been strip-mined or used as a deposit for industrial
wastes or those living near plants like Four Corners
ha ve hardly less dramatic experiences than the inhabitants of Nevada who lived near the atomic testing sites
of the fifties. Naiive Americans who have fled our world
and chosen to return to their ancestral ways cannot do
so because so much of the wild life that they relied on
to sustain them is gone Abroad, representatives of
developing countries are beginning to look accusingly
at us because our missions of development have most
often served to exacerbate their problems. The
masses of uprooted people crowding into cities can
never hope to drive cars and yet must continue to
breathe the worsening smog.
Yet it may be that our greatest hope now lies in this
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crescendo of evidence of our failure. Cyberneticists
talk of feedback, of information that has a flow and is
circular, whereas we ha ve been accustomed to think in
a linear mode of cause and effect. Unquestionably a
model consisting of multiple feedback loops is a more
accurate and useful way of trying to understand the
world. We receive daily an extraordinary range of information through the experience of our own senses as
well as that which most of us receive through the
media. Such feedback may be the best means we
have for awakening large numbers of people. If the
ability to say no to a culture predicated on carcinogenic growth does not lie innate within us, surely, like
two -year-olds, we are capable of eventually learning
and incorporating it into our actions. If we are exploring
creatures, it is because that kind of behavior, for millennia, had survival value. It was most often successful.
Now the news begins to come in irrefutably from every
side that this is no longer so. This is what we shall have
to learn and to internalize.
Just a few months before her death, I heard Dr Mead
speak again. She was addressing thousands of people
and the subject of her talk was the future. As ever, she
brought to it her own fierce commitment to the hope of
continuation of the human family One story she told
was based on Fraser Darling 's studies of the Red Deer
in Scotland. According to his observations, in times of
stress, like drought or famine, it was the habit of the
herd to turn to its oldest females because in them lay
the composite memory and wisdom of the herd.
Usually they could remember back to a time of
comparable need and lead the herd to a watering hole

6

or an outcropping of lichen that would otherwise not
have been known. And so the herd would survive.
With Dr Mead's death we have lost one of the wisest
among us. Stephanie Mills once said that she was one
of the angels who walked among us for a while. Yet still
we ha ve a few equivalents of the oldest of the Red Deer
that could guide us through the cultural readjustment
that the post-industrial period is likely to bring. They
may be as widespread as the cultures of indigenous
peoples who still live in mutual reciprocity with their
environment, in the reawakening religious respect for
all sentient beings, or in the Gaia hypothesis that has
emerged from the most advanced biological research
which envisions the earth and biosphere as a giant
living pulsating cel/' They may lie in the mind in the
waters of the whales and the dolphins if we could learn
to understand them.
From our own work at New Alchemy and from that of
many other like-minded groups, we know that
ecological analogues to present industrial methods of
sustaining human populations are both possible and
viable. There remains for us only to internalize the
essential limitations that are becoming so evident as to
be foolhardy to deny E E Cummings put it poetically,
if paradoxically, when he said.
of I lie lie of 770
rises a lrulh of yes
(ollly lierself alld '1.L'i1O
illimitably i.r)
0111

To learn to say no in order truly to say yes.
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It has been recently pointed out to me by one of our
readers of long standing (Malcolm Wells) that he had
never realized that the Journal is written, not by solicited contributors, but by New Alchemists themselves. It's true, of course, that occasionally friends
like William Irwin Thompson, Evelyn Ames, Richard
Falk, and, in this issue, Francisco Varela, have given
us articles that we have included, but these are exceptions. Whatever its virtues and failings as a publication, the Journal is a work out of process. The same
people who carry out the projects and do the research spend the fall or early winter describing and
evaluating them for the next year's Journal. The same
holds true for the graphics and the artwork. Although
friends like Molly Bang, Alan Pearlman, and Fritz Goro
have given us drawings and photographs that have
cost them considerable effort and added immeasurably to the aesthetics, most of the artwork is still done
by ourselves. Jeff Parkin and Jorge Bueno did the
graphics for this issue. Hilde Maingay and more
recently Ron Zweig have always been the principal
photographers. And guest and New Alchemist alike
work gratis. No one has ever been paid for a Journal
contribution per se, simply because there was no
money available to do so, although as New Alche mists it could be claimed to be part of the work to be
expected for our salaries. The Journal springs directly from our experience and a conviction that our
work is meaningless if it takes place in a vacuum
Also we feel there is a need for a nonspecialist
publication that presents a panoply of ecologically
related activities excluding neither precise scientific
data, practical hands-on information, nor human interaction.

This section, entitled New Alchemy, was created to
try to avoid any kind of cultism or mystique developing around the group, although, as the article by
Nancy Wright later in this section indicates, some of
that seems inevitable. We wanted to give our readers
a sense of who was behind the papers and reports,
what the farm looked and felt like, and what th e
day-to-day work entailed. For this issue, anticipating
new readers through our affiliation with The Stephen
Greene Press, I have written a short history of New
Alchemy, and in this year of nuclear alarm, tried to fit
our work into the larger context of antinuclear activity.
Nancy Wright, who was a volunteer in 1978, has sent
us a summary of her thoughts on being an apprentice
at New Alchemy. Its inclusion seemed appropriate to
an issue with an underlying theme of the struggle both
to learn and to unlearn in some very basic ways.
Traditionally, this section also includes a report from
Bill McLarney on NAISA, the New Alchemy center in
Costa Rica. This year we again include a machetewielding, mud-slinging recitation of Bill's adventures
there.
Finally, in a slot that is usually taken advantage of
by Bill and this time Christina, there is a space devoted to book reviews in which we try to draw attention to books we think important that people might not
otherwise encounter
As is becoming evident, the section is essentially a
literary grab bag giving us a chance to say, as Christopher Robin did in the introduction to the World of
Christopher Robin, " Thank you . . . for asking us into
your house. We've come."
NJT
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New Alchemy: Creation Myth and Ongoing Saga
l\!a71cy Jack Todd
There seems , these days, to be some controversy regarding the exact timing of both the beginning and the
end of human life. Hovv much more difficult it is, then,
to pin down with any assurance the moment of birth of
the collective life of a group such as New Alchem y .
\Vas it when the original idea or ideas were first gropingl y articulated, or when the idea was given a name?
The date of lega l incorporation as a nonprofit institute was certa1l11 y a visible and identifiable moment,
but still there was little in the way of a physical
reality then that one could point to and say that it was
New Alchem y . We had to wait until 1971 for that
actualization, nearl y three years after wha t seemed the
1l1ception to those of us who had been a part of it for
that long. Yet because with this issue of the Jouma/ we
begin a joint publishing venture with The Stephen
(;reene Press, and because like the Montague Farm
Col lecti ve and the Who le Earth people, two other
hangers-on from the sixties that have survived in the

same incarnation, we are marking the tenth year of our
existence, a retrospective of our evolution seems a
fitting part of this Journal.
In 1969, John Todd, Bill McLarney and I were
living in San Diego in California . Bill and John were
teaching and doing research at San Diego State. One of
their experiments involved the observation of the
effects of pollutants on fish behavior, in particular, that
of DDT on the brown bullhead, lctalurus nebulosis.
Their findings were disturbing. Minute amounts of
DDT did not kill the fish outright, but jammed their
social communications, disrupting established behavior patterns . What this meant essentially was that
evolved surviva l patterns broke down and the group
of fish were doomed to slow social disintegration,
chaos, and death . Data like these were not only
informative, they proffered a splendidly allegorical
interpretation of the prognosis for ecological decay as
well. Many other like-minded biologists at that time
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were reporting comparable observations on the threat
posed by industrial society to a wide range of species
of animal and plant life and to their life support
systems.
We began to hold seminars in our living room at
which students or invited speakers presented papers on
one or another aspect of the overall problem. Often
people would stay afterwards, sometimes it was just
John and Bill and I, and we would talk on into the
night. I guess this could be called our cpffee-house
stage, although it was usually beer that we were drinking. Usually the ramblings of the conversation would
eventually turn to what, if anything, could be don e"
What, if anything, could we do?
T hat same year we had another set of experiences of
the kind that is usuall y called formative w hen John
and Bill decided to take their biology classes on a series
of field trips. These consisted of excursions into the
dry hills of the border country just east of San Diego .
We went there because we could prowl about freely on
a ranch that had been rented by friends who hoped
that, as a result of our forays, we might be able to teach
them how the y might be able to support themselves on
the land without destroying it.
Their and our bly the expectations were quickl y
dimmed. T he rambling, lovely hills stretched under
vast reaches of bright sky were composed of hard, dry,
sandy soil that gave rise largely to manzanita bushes,
bou lders, and ,he occasional li ve oak. We cou ld find
no source of water. Discouragement set in until John
decreed that we simply did not know enough, that we
could not, as he said, read the landscape . And so the
second phase of the project began. We initiated a more
intense study with every student undertaking to examine some part of the environment in detail. So il and
soil animals, insects, p lants, shrubs, rocks, trees, and
birds were collected, studied and catalogued . Very
slowly, some patterns began to emerge . Midway up a
small gorge we found a plant, the roots of which were
known to need moisture, indicating the presence of a
hidden spring. Belo w, where the gorge began to flatten out, there was a Ii ve-oak tree that grew in the midst
of an association of plants that included miner's lettuce,
which we knew to require good soil. Having stumbled
at last on water and tillab le soil, agriculture became a
possibility. And if fish ponds were to be made to link
the two, an agricultural ecosystem was within reach.
The story has an abrupt but pointed conclusion. As
excitement began to stir over these newl y discovered
possibilities, the landlady ar rived and, in a variation on
one of the classic themes of melodrama, announced to
our gentle, long-haired friends that she was raising the
rent. The increase was more than the y could afford
and so they were forced off the land. Even before they
departed, the bulldozers had appeared on the crest of
the hill to begin leveling for yet another colony of
California weekend cottages.
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Before a creation myth becomes too firmly established, it should be mentioned that our beginnings
were not all idealism. John has been a frustrated farmer
since his childhood . Bill has been described, accurately
I think, as a fish maniac. There is littl e that could have
kept them from work ing with the land and with fish,
sooner or later. And I was an unemployed peacenik,
disheartened by the election of Nixon and feeling
dread at the promise that the future seemed to hold for
m y children. For all children.
The accumulated experiences of the field trips and
the late-night discussions slowly formulated them selves into a question which , in retrospect was, and is ,
the underlying paradigm of New Alchemy . We began
to ask whether it was, in fact, possible to sustain human
populations in ecologically viable ways rather than
with the capital-intensive, exploitati ve, wasteful and
polluting methods we now emp loy. A nd if so, how?
At that time, it was an open-ended question for us.
I have my own highly subjective sense of when it
was throughout this period that New Alchem y actually began. On a Friday evening that was the twelfth
of September, 1969, I sat reading an article in Ramparts
by Paul Ehrlich entitled "Ecocatastrophe." It was an
imaginati ve account of the death of the oceans through
pollution. The cover of the magazine graphically reinforced the story with a tombstone that was engraved
with the lifespan of the seas . I finished the article,
lowered the magazine and gasped, "J ohn, we must do
something ." With that, I fe lt a familiar twinge, and the
preliminary labor contractions that heralded the birth
of our third child, Susannah, began. I was momentarily distracted from m y other mission, but since then I
have come to think of it as something of a twin birth.
Susannah was ten on the thirteenth of September, and
in roughly the same period, it can be approximated
that New Alchemy is ten as well.
Our infancy was stilll argel y made up of talk, studying, planning and the ea rl y stages of the paper phase.
We became incorporated, as a nonprofit Institute, and
were beginning to formulate concrete ideas for projects . Then in the summer of 1970, John and I and the
children, and later Bill, crossed the country and resettled on Cape Cod. John and Bill began research at
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, and Bill
began the monumental task of writing the text Aquaculture, w hich has since become the definitive work
on that subject in English.
F or the next year we were still mainly a paper
reality, which anyone w ho has ever been with an
organization from its inception wi ll readily understand. Letters flew back and forth , supportive , helpful,
some even containing small financial contr ibutions .
We began to cast about for serio us funding and to feel
increasingl y the need for a land base. John wrote A
Modest Proposal, which was published as the first New
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Alchemy Newsletter and was unexpcctedly well received and widely read. This made our empire of
papers cven larger and we rented a small office in order
to contain thcm. vVe wcre joined for a veal' bv Annie
Hinds who helpcd to reign over the ever-expanding
flo\\' ,md with her drawings set the format for "'ew
:\lchcmy publications. With fri ends from Cambridge,
Mu lti Facet and Marsha Zillis, we built a small dome in
the front yard of our house . We installed a children's
swimming pool for the fish and planted the edges with
vcgetablcs. It was our first bioshelter.
That winter, Bob Angevine, one, if not the major,
sccret to our survival where so many other wellmeaning institutions havc failed , took over much of
thc financial administration. Earlicr 10 the year \.I'e had
gottcn wind of an old dairy farm in Hatchville that
might bc availabl e for rent. We approached the landlord, Bob Gunning . 0l'egotiations \I'ent smoothly, \\'e
signed a lease and by May had moved onto the land.
The move was at once a culmination and a challcnge. Having acquired a land base at last meant that
the ti me had come to test our rhetoric. To transpose

the theoretical into the tangible, to materialize an idea,
is not necessarily easy. Until then, we had been trying
to equilibrate what Stewart Brand called our talk / do
ratio with backyard gardens and fish tanks in various
people's basements. Bill McLarney created an amazing
watery underground labyrinth for his fish one winter,
but overall our efforts fell short of what we considered
productive research. What we did with our move out
to the farm and the chance to concretize our work was
to structure our initial paradigm into three areas of
basic human needs: those of food, energy, and shelter.
The 'work with food branched into projects involving
organic agriculture and aquaculture . Our energy research was involved with various ways of harnessing
the renewable sources of the sun and the wind. The
concerns for food and energy came together synergistically, almost of themselves, in the evo lution of the
form of shelter that is called the bioshelter, which is a
solar-heated greenhouse that includes an aquaculture
unit, and, in one case, provides living quarters for four
people.
That summer of concrete beginnings, Hilde Maingay took charge of the gardens, and two young men,
Earle Barnhart and Marcus Sherman, arrived in short
succession of each other to become our windmill buffs.
Later that fall, as we faced the cameras for the first time
for a B.B.e. film crew, Earle and Marcus provided us
with a memorably heroic image. They had been working for some months on constructing an electricitygenerating windmill, and had spent countless hours
high on the tower being buffeted by autumn winds,
and feeling, as Marcus said, like Jonathan Livingston
Seagull. The wmdmill, however, had yet to rum. The
day of the filming had dawned gray and raw . Unda unted, thev clImbed the towcr. Then, ovcr the morning, \\'ith
providential a touch that it would bc
suspect in Hall vwood, the sk v clearcd to an uncompromismg bluc and thc sun srreamcd down. As the
cameras whirred, with Earle and Marcus high and
windblown on the tower, the windmill blades began to
turn for the first time. Although much of our work is
fairly repetitive and mundane, it does have occasional
bursts of glory like this one. More often than not they
are associated with the windmills which borrow from
sailing ships a romantic quality of freedom. Since then,
Marcus has gone on to found his own windmill company. Earle is still with us, but is now working on
researching and developing permanent agricultural
forests. He and Hilde were married on the fall equinox
in 1977. It should be added that any accounting of our
first year on the farm would not be complete without
remembering that Rich and Yedida Merrill came from
Ca lifornia to lend us their agricultural expertise and
an enormous injection of energy and commitment.
For a step-by-step account of our progress from that
summer until the present, contingencies of space dic-
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John Ryther of W.H .O .I. Bill spent over three years
on the text which was nominated for the National
Book Award in 1974.The following sprIng saw the
arrival of Susan Ervin and Tyrone Cashman; Susan to
sta y and devote herself to th e gardens and Ty to
become a windmill builder, then move on to join the
staff of Governor Brown of California, and, more
recently, to become the president of the American
W in d Energy Association . That summer, as the numbers of visitors swelled, Farm Saturdays, which had
begun as a day of shared work and a convivia l picnic,
evol ved to include a tour of the farm and extended
explanation or talk on the work of the Institute. The
fall brought greater harvests from both the gardens
and the fish ponds, helping our feeling of confidence
in our collective sense of self and in our ideas as well.
The following winter, Bob Angevine was forced to
announce that the amount of administration that the
group was generating, both from within and without,
\-vas more than could be endured, and Christina Rawley arrived to help him. She has since taken over the
membership program and the editing of the membership newsletter. Tanis Lane and Denise Backus have
since joined us and work on various aspects of the

tate that interested readers will have to refer to the first
through the fifth Journals, while I confine nwself here
to landmark occasions and the entrances and occasional exits of the central cast of characters that make
up the group.
The year 1973 was a year of digging in, getting the
gardens and the fish off to a prompt start in the spring,
and then seeing the work through to the completion ot
a full season . We were still very young as a group, and
even the most ordinary event seemed something of an
adventure. In September, we published the first Journal, which was illustrated by Camas Lon, who continued to do the covers for several years and established
much of the visual style of the jOllrJItII. John and Bill
decided that trying to carry what had necome (\\'0
full-time jobs was impossible and that financial securi ty would always be elusive at best and so left the
Oceanographic Institution to devote themsel ves exclu sively to New Alchemy . That fall also saw the publication of Aquaculture wh ich Bill McLarney wrote with
John Bardach, now of the East West Institute, and
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administrJtion. Recently, Conn Nugent spent a year
with us as co -director Jnd fund-raiser, but found tr y ing to raise money for a group such as ours , which
defies orthodox categorization, so disheartening that
he decided not to stay.
In the summer of 1975, with promise of support
from the Canadian government in the offing, we
teamed up with the redoubtable pair of David Bergmark and Ole Hammarlund who together form one of
the most innovative and, b y now, experienced solar
architecture firms around. With the possibility of
greater things on the ho rizon, they built, at New
Alchemy, a small prototype of the bioshelters that we
were to christen Arks, in the form of a famil y -sized,
so lar-heated greenhouse with a concrete aquaculture
pond. Earle named it accurately, if not poetically, the
Six-Pack, and so it has remained. Under Hilde's care, it
has weathered every winter since without auxiliary
heat and has produced satisfying yield s of food and of
seedlings. It was later that summer that Ron Z \veig
started to work with us and to quickly become pivotal
to the aquaculture program, and Kathi Ryan arri ved to
add her gentle presence to the benefit of plants and
people alike.
The year 1976 was a landmark year. Both of th e
':\rks, the one of the farm on the Cape and the o ther,

funded by the Canadian federal government, on
Prince Edward Island, were completed . Both were
opened with due ceremony that involved feasting,
music , dancing and crowds of friends. Former Prime
Minister Trudeau and then Premier Alex Campbell of

..
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Prince Edward Island arrived, by helicopter to launch
the Canadian Ark.
Later that same fall, the size of the yields from both
the garden and the solar-algae ponds were as exciting
as the more highl y publicized openings . In her experiments with intensi ve vegetable cultivation in raised
beds, Hilde found that she could grow enough food on
one-tenth of an acre to provide thirteen people \,\lith
three servings of vegetables a day throughout a year.
W or king with the solar-algae ponds , which are translucent, cylindrical, above-ground fish tanks, Ron
found that he could attain fish yields greater than those
of any other known standing body of water when the
data were extrapolated to pounds per hectare, which is
the standard international unit of measurement . By the
end of the following winter, when both Arks had
acquitted themselves with flying colors, we began to
feel cautiousl y optimistic as to the answer to our original question of ecological alternatives. It seemed that
the results of our research, especiall y when compared
in scale with the funding and personnel that go into
more orthodox paths, indicated strongly that a sustainable future based on an earth- kindl y ethic and nonviolent technology is within the limits of the possible,
indeed, well within our grasp. We are all the more
con vinced toda y.
It was at this Juncture that we were able to interest
the U.S. government in our work and received a grant
from the National Science Foundation to monitor various conditions in the Cape Cod Ark, such as hours of
sunlight, relative humidity, and the pH of the ponds.
The goal, one that is now being achieved, is to create a

mathematical mode! of the processes that take place
within a semi-closed ecos ystem such as this one in
order that the processes be better understood and that
any malfunctioning can be spotted quickl y . With such
a model, replications of the ' Ark can be created more
readily, although we are equally committed to developing guid elines based on sensory signals that will be
just as instructive for those who eschew the inclusion
of a computer in their vision of a bioshelter.
Apart from funding in Canada for the Ark on Prince
Edward Island, the National Science Foundation grant
remains the onlv government money that we had received. Projects have since been funded by the Department of Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency. Otherwise support has almost always
come through the efforts of private individuals representing foundations, man y of whoIll, like fvl ichaela
Walsh, Robert Rodale, Stewart Brand, Edith and John
Muma, and Frank Dobyns have long·been friends and
fellow travelers. Our members contribute substantially to our continued existence, and, in fact, have
more than once carried us through periods of prolonged financial drought w ith their annual subscriptions and supplemental donations.
Over the years we have evolved a nonhierarchical
structure that is large! y self-governing and makes
major decisions in a weekl y meeting where all general
business is discussed . Although most people have
started as I'o lunteers and worked for several months
without payment, all permanent members receive
equal salaries, regardless of t y pe of work or number of
degrees.
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Accompanying the computer into our lives came Al
Doolittle and subsequently John Wolfe . Later Joe
Seale, who is also conversant with computers, brought
his engineering and analytical ability to the aid of our
windmills and to our general repertoire of technological skills . Wi th the most recent arrivals we are beginning to feel that we are approaching our limits to
growth in terms of the size of the group. Colleen
Armstrong is working with Kathi in the Ark . Later
this year, J. Baldwin, one of the pioneers of alternative
technology, will arrive with Kathl Whitacre who is a
graduate in soil science and will work with our agriculture people. And all the while volunteers and apprentices come and go, some to remain an ongoing
part of our extended family . Gary Hirshberg and
Robert Sardinsky were vol unteers that have been with
us for so long that they became permanent part of us.
Both of them have been vital to New Alchemy's political and educational outreach.
Over all the years of this rambling tale, I must ask
our readers to envision, in flashback fashion, the simultaneous evolution of the New Alchemy Center in
Costa Rica. Beginning as no more than the dream of
one sunburned gringo in ragged tennis shoes who was
quite simply in love with the Gandoca area, and as a
result of Bill McLarney's dogged persistence and
Susan Ervin's and later Kathi Ryan's support, it has
become a sma ll center for agricultura l and aquacultural
research that is dedicated to and an inseparable part of
the local community there. Bill's writing on his adventures in Cos ta Rica and his thinking on development in
Latin America are well worth the trouble of tracking
down previous Journals.
By this time, we are fast approaching the present; the
wa y things are now, as opposed to the wa y they were.
This Journal is, in the main, concerned with the events
of 1978. Because it is an annual, publication inevitably
lags about a year behind what is actually taking place.
The dovetailing of putting the Journal together with
the yearl y rh ythm of the rest of our wor k was chronicled in the fifth Journal. The most exciting and encouraging news of the year just past came from Bill
McLarney's andJ eff Parkin's work on the cage culture
of the yell ow bullhead, Ictalurus natalis, which is described in the Aquacu lture section. Their harvests last
fall at last justified their faith in this form of pond
aquaculture as a source for protein in a hungry world.
Jeff has been with us since early 1977. He came to
work with Bi ll as a biologist but with Tan is has also
become artist- in-residence and designed the cover and
the graphics for this Journal.
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Now like Susannah, who began at about the same
time, we are ten . Weare older and, I hope, an edge
wiser . We have grown and changed, but not that
much. We are still a small band or collective of friends
who work together in considerable financial insecurity, bound by a vision of a sustainable future and of our
ro le in bringing it about as a kind of New Age Tool
and Die Company that can help to create the software
or biotechnic technology to realize that vision .
At the end of our first summer on the farm, I wrote :
The world turned copper, rhe leaves fell and summer fades inro rhe
pasr. A nd yer, so much rhar was fanta sy o r plan or rheory as rhe
summe r began has edged into rhe realm of realiry. We ha ve grown
anorher generarion of ri lapia . We have planted and harvesred our
fir sr gardens. Many people hav e come ro see us and lefr us wir h
somerhing of rhemselves ro give us a sense of being parr of a force
larger rhan ourselves rhar is g ro w in g now and is very real. The
summer is gone; yer we ha ve feasred and laughed and dreamed
rogerher. We have learned ro lo ve one anorher. We have begun.

It's not so different now.
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Farm Saturdays and Beyond
Since 1972, Farm Saturdays have been our major
way, outside of our publications, of reaching out
beyond our own immediate context and of sharing our
ideas. Farm Saturdays have been through a number of
incarnations. They began as a rather informal exchange
of information, talking with people while working in
the gardens or over lunch. When that became unworkable because of more vis itors, we adopted the tactic of
a tour accompanied by a fairly extensive exp lanation
of the wo rk . But after several summers, this in turn
became impractical as it was hard for the again
expanded population to crowd in and out of variou s
buildings and still stay w ithin range of the accompanying lecture. T his led to our workshop phase, which
in volved structuring the da y more tightl y . We began,
as we still do, at noon, with an introductory talk w hich
is followed b y a sha red; pot-luck lunch. After lunch
we offered a series of workshops in all the major areas
of our research. We stayed w ith this format for another
several summers, but as crowds continued to increase
and our visitors grew more diverse in their interests,
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we sensed a need to revive the tour. We did so, and as of
1979, Farm Saturdays have become an amalgamation
of the tour and workshop schedul es.
We ask people planning to come to arrive by noon
o n Saturdays from May through September. As before, at thi s time there is a general introduction on the
background and paradigm of New Alchemy's work.
After this, everyone revives wi th lunch. We ask Ollr
vis itors to bring food with them- -a bit more than they
are lik ely to eat themselves - and, preferably, something like bread or fruit or cheese or a casserole that
is easily shared. This way there is alm ost always
enough and people get a chance to meet each other as
the y serve th e food.
The tours begin at one-fifteen, after a clean-up.
There may be as many as four tours if that is what is
needed to accommodate the number of people interested. Workshops begin at two -thirt y and as man y as
four or fiv e may take place at once. T he topics cover
our basic areas of research and, accordingly, are on
various aspects of agriculture, aquaculture, energy and
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bioshelters. The specific subject for each of these ma y
vary from week to week . Pest resistance or agricultu ra l forests ma y he discussed under agriculture , cage
cul t ure or semi- closed aquatic systems under aquaculture. A t three-thirty there is a second round of \\1ork shops . So me of these ma" still be on our work, or a
guest workshop may be given by our visitors on relevant topics like holistic medicine or antinuclear poli tics . T here may he ,111 additional \.vorkshop by one of
the ;-\e\\' Alchemists on a subject less specialized than
most of thc' others. on the social and political implications o f the alternatives movement for example, or on
feminism and ecology
Recently we have received the mild complaint from
a fc:w Saturdav visitors that there is so much going on
that it tends to be confusing. This could well be tru e.
Rethinking the means of human sustenance is a fairl v
complex undertaking and for tho se newly introduced
to the Ideas, there is a lot to assimilate. We can only
hope that people who come on Saturdays will find the
information that they need and feel free to keep coming
back as their time and the availability of gasoline
permIts.

Farm Saturda ys notwiths tanding, wi th time some
of us began to feel increasingly uneasy about what we
felt was a strong need for a broader educational effort
that would cater to children particularly. With the
arrival of Rob Sardinsky we had, at last, the right
person for the job. Our first major and, to date, largest
effort rook place on Sun Day in May of 1978 when
over six hundred students from Falmouth and Cape
schools were gi ven a tour of the farm. Su bsequent to
that day, which was really a glOrIOUS success, Sardo
began a program of school tours. Since its I!1ception in
Octo ber of 1978 he has guided more than 1,500 students from preschoolers to postgraduates about the
farm. Sardo has a talent for making information about
natural systems and biological processes accessible and
relevant even to very young children . Although we
remain painfully aware that this is only the smallest
drop in the bucket in terms of the re-education that will
have to occur with times changing with such great
rapidity, we feel very much better about having made
a start.
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john Todd had been lecturing in the Socia l Ecology
Program at Goddard College. Before leaving, Dr.
Mead waved her stick at the windmi lls, domes and fish
pond s that dotted the Goddard landscape, nodded
approvingl y, then added, " But, y ou know, it won't
do a bit of good if we don ' t stop nuclear po wer."
As ever, she was right on target , and we stretched to
incorporate that reality . Dev otees of th e sun that we at
N"ew Alchemy ma y be , we still li ve in a wo rld where it
is not y et possible just to cu lti vate one's garden, as
Candide advised . Even though solar research is making great stri des, at the present over one half of the
res earc h scient ists of the wo rld are still emplo yed in
military resea rch and development, and a significant
proportion of this research is used in developing th e
technology of mass destr ucti on and repression. Steve
Baer summed the situation up mo st succinct! y when he
said:

I

.-\ dog that ha sn' t been chained long forgets. Ir rushes acro ss the
ya rd and then --bang. Toda v w hen peop le become excited about
the future and invol ve them se lves with ncw uses of technol ogy
the y often get carried awa y w ith hope -t hen bam th ey think
abollt the atomic bomb, the H bomb , thc ballistic miss ile. Toda y,
like the dog, we all ha ve th e ch,lin o n us . The re is nothing ve r y
marvelous go ing on unless it is som ething to untie that chai n.
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No Nukes
Nancy Jack Todd
As the seventies draw to a close, the scent of incipient
change strong in the air, and we begin, mentally at
least, to fasten our seat belts for the eighti es, the unresol ved issue of nuclear energy still looms large before
us. It is too soon to know whether the near melt-do w n
at the Three M ile Island Plant near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in March, 1979, will prove to have been the
turning point in the energy debate. Perhaps that is too
much to hope for thi s soon . What is becoming undeniably evident is that events in the energy arena are moving at an enormous speed and that the decisions and
policy that are being made w ill affect our lives dra stically and for a long time to come.
New Alchemy's position on the subject of nuclear
energ y is probably too obvious to n eed explaining. We
ha ve always considered it self-evident that the fact of
its existence was in itself an antinuclear statement , but a
remark from Margaret Mead several yea rs ago convinced us that suppo rt of the antinuclear movement
was as vita l to our wo rk as was solar design. She and
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The best handle that we have to date for focusing
public attention on the larger question of the arms race
is w ith the apparently more immediate and visible
issue of nuclear po wer.
The first step in active resistance for any of us at
New A lchem y came in 1976 w hen C hristina Ra w le y
join ed the Cla mshell A lliance and was arrested for
occup ying the site of the Seabrook plant in New
Hampshire. A few weeks later, at the opening of the
Ark on Prince Edward Island , we had a chance to
express our vie ws to then-Prime M inister Trudeau.
His reply was to the effect of, all right, but what else
do y ou suggest? His question further reinforced our
own conviction that the issues are con joined or that the
antinuclear and alternative technolog y movements are
t wo sides of the same vision.
Since then , man y of us have gon e to rallies, meetings
and demonstrations. Mos t of these were concerned
w ith Seabrook but increas ingl y we are focusing on our
own do wn-home reactor at Pl y mouth. P il grim I has
the not to o reassurin g reputation of being one of the
oldest and leakiest plants in the count ry (a nd there are
onl y t wo bridges on and off Cape Cod) . And to add to
our grieva nces, Pilgrim II is being plann ed. It 's becoming harder and harder to culti va te one 's ga rd en
at all.
In the fall of 1978 , with the Seabrook plant under
construction , we began to hear more of plans for a land
and sea blockade of the plant's reacto r press ure vesse l
w hen it was to be shipped from New Bedford, where it
had been constructed, to the plant site. Rebecca Todd
started a loca l Clamsh ell affinit y group that was mad e
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up of a mixture of local people and New A lchemIsts.
They took training in civil disobedience and became
conve;sam with the arguments for and
against nuclear energy. After many months of preparation and vigilance, waiting for the call that would
announce the departure of the reactor pressure vessel
from 0.'ew Bedford, the momem came with the ring of
the phone on the evening of the eighth of March, and
OLIr people, their bags long packed, were swallowed LIp
1I1tO the night. By earlv afternoon of the next day ,
those of us keeping vigil at home received word from
John Wolfe that Rebecca and Rob Sa rdinsk y had been
arrested and charged w ith disorderly conduct. The
local support »'stem, headed bv Christina, rallied with
hail money and the)' were released later that day.
On March 8, the surreality of Three [vIile Island
began . I spent the first day or so wondering what that
odd, numh son of
around my heart was, and
with time recognized it as terror. I know that individual reactions must ha ve been as varied as the millions of
people who were exposed or endangered by the radiation , but I ha ven't felt so directly and helplessly threatened by events utterly outside my control since the
C uhan crisis in October, 1962, as Russian warships
steamed steadily and it seemed irrevocably toward
Cuba . As the most immediate danger at Three Mile
Island apparently began to abate, with sequential
irony, the appointed date to launch the Ohio, the T ridem-missile-bearing nuclear submarine from Groton,
Connecticut, arrived . As President Carter was represented by Mrs. Carrer and the John Glenns, the antinuclear people here were represented by Rebecca and
Julie Genatosslo . They chained themselves together to
block passage to the naval shipyard and again the y
were arrested. While President Carter declaims the
cause of human rights abroad, some of our own young
peoplc arc prisoners of conscience in their own
country.
The'ecological d,11l1age left in the wake of what was
not quite an official disaster ma y take rears to assess.
-\t the time of thi s writing it has just been reported that
the depth of radioactive water on the floor \\-ithin the
plant had been underestimated by' several feet. The
amount of radioacti\'e steam vented into the atmosphere and the effects it will have on human and environmental health are unknown and no doubt will be so
for some time. One of the few givens is that official
stateIllents will continue to equivocate as to what actuhappened. "Vhere will all that water
How
Illuch has leached our alrc3dv into the Susquehanna
and on dO\\'nstream to Chesapeake
In terms of soci31 ecolog", the aftermath has been an
exponential increase in general awareness dnd concern.
\Juclear power has hecome, at last, a public issue.
Considerable credit is due unquestionably to Jane
Fonda and her film, "The Chllla Syndrome," the
amazingly fortuitous timing of which reinforced the
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message of Three Mile Island . Equally fortuitously,
assistance is coming, albeit still quietly, from financial
projections, an area from which we do not frequently
recruit allies, as the economics of nuclear power begin
to look increasingly bleak. Certainly Babcock and
Wilcox arc not faring too well, and increased demands
for safety in other plants arc going to escalate building
and operating costs to hopefully prohihitive levels in
the fairly near future. The all-too-obvious hedging on
the part of the authorities has wea kened public confidence 111 the credibility of officialdom . This in turn
111a \. further serve to keep the nightmare of nuciear
fusion at ba v.
With glin';merings of hope on the nuclear front, we
could well find oursel ves on the horns of yet another
dilemma. Even as the antinuclear forces gain in
strength and become increasingl y accepted, the claims
of some of the proponents of nuclear energy grow
concomitantl y in stridency and, one assumes, conviction . We would do well to keep in mind the possibility
of a backlash. What more logical culprits for a failing
economy than the opponents of continull1g growth?
In several recent popular works of fiction , including
.-\rthur Hailey's Overload, and The Wanting of Levine
by Michael Halkerstaur, environmentalists and antinuclear activists are portra yed as irresponsible and uncomprehending or as villains. As the last article in the
Ex plorations section, by Francisco Varela , describes
experientially and so well, the danger in sharp and
rapid polanzation of opinion is that it can lead to a
complete breakdown in communication between partisans on both sides. Inadequate thinking or, in his
words, poor epistemology will most often result in
ill-conceived behavior. If the nuclear issue is to be a
major pathway to a sustainable future, then it is crucial
to avoid unnecessarily alienating tactics. Intractable
dichotomy is likely to lead to the frustration and
potential violence of mutual incomprehensibility.
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Notes of an Alchemist's Apprentice
Na7lcy Wright
It is difficult to encapsulate a revolution, personal or
otherwise. It's even harder to explain something very
close to your heart without sounding foolishly sentimental.
In 1978, in the spring of my sophomore yea r, I
wrote a letter to New Alchemy. In it I expressed
frustration and dissatisfaction with my education at a
supposedl y prestigious uni versity. It seemed to
amount to a stale compendium of lists, facts and grades
in a framework of competition and social pressures . I
was being spoon-fed (force-fed?) "information" that
seemed isolated from either thinking or reality. Worst
of all, I was coming to accept it passively, living with a
vague dissatisfaction. Some call it atrophy of education, for me it was atrophy of the brain . The golden
temple of academia wasn't helping me to learn, even to
be a productive ind iv idual in society. At most I would
become a marketable commodity, a graduate from a
big-name schoo l. Money. Prestige. I watched my fel-
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low robots to' see if the y felt this deca y of a ur education , but I saw them lining up, comparing clothes and
competing for lucrative jobs in a tight market. I wrote
to New Alchemy to see if I could break through this
educational apathy . To save myself. To start caring
again. I wanted very much to have faith in something.
At that time New Alchemy represented almost a magical solution.
Almost a year later, I have found that faith I was
looking for . Iv Iy mind IS \ovorkingagain and my education becoming meaningful. This is because throug h
New Alchemy, I have gained a new attitude about
people, m y self, and science-- m y field of study.
In August I began as a New Alchemy volunteer, as
an apprentice with the semi-closed aquacu lture program. I thought at first that perhaps New A.lchemists
were a mythical lot, a step or two removed from real
people, free from problems, virtuous, and for some
reason, all vegetarians . I was petrified that someone
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m ight find out t hat I indulge in junk food o r, at tim es,
wear mak e-up. For some reason , I had strange preconceptions , on es that I find others share. M uch to m y
relief, I found the Alchemists to be a di verse mi x of
extra o rdinary b ut v ery human peopl e. T he y w ere
neither the "New A ge" god s and goddesses, no r the
irresponsibl e freaks various peop le had pictured fo r
me. T he d iffer ence la y in their attitudes , not thei r
affectations. In fact, the most tangible difference I
could pin do w n w as that the y us ed a different slang
than I do w ith a flavor of the sixties not heard o n
campus es today , the slang I associate w ith co llege activism . I guess, deep d ow n , I am jealo us of the spirit
that sixties students had. I had always believed that
college ou ght to be w here yo u got all fi red up and
showed your fe rvo r rather than the alligator o n your
shirt as they do toda y .
T he sheer num ber of pro jects going on at the farm
impressed me . I had been exposed to little in the way of
alternative techno logies and I felt as uninformed as is
possible. I wo ndered how many o ther people are as
oblivious of the existence of such things, from windmills and solar greenhouses to fish and kohlrabi. The
endless flow of q uestions began . How do these things
wo r k? How wil l t hey affect society? The economy?
The en vironment?
Cradually, the concepts behind each project began
to come into focus . This was especially true w ith the
aquaculture systems with \vhich I was involved. In my
mind, the solar-algae ponds progressed from a random
bunch of fish, algae and fiberglass, to an intercon nected, living web- a complete entin' of interdependent factors and functions. NI y questions mu ltiplied.
I was fascinated by the social aspects of Ne,,,
Alchemy - - another set of interdependent factors.
There arc strong pressures d ue to lack offunds, equipment, and hours in the day . There is the ongoing
stream of questions from visitors and outside seminars
and talks t hat are given. Volunteers come and go and
must be trained, yet each is treated with tremendous
warmth, a fact I shall always remember and cherish. It
is by no lllcans a nine-to-five job. Pressures and emotions can often run very high. Yet there is a co heSIveness and a balance within the group that enables it to
deal with all thcse things. It is a strong, and strongly
protected, sense of community; a fine -tuned ecologv
(in the classica l sense of the word) that is maintained.
Wednesday meet ings, which the group lets vo lunteers attend, 'allowed me to see some of the structural
bases and goals of New Alchemv. I saw why things
were the way they were, whether it was finances or
how the Ark was closed at night. I could stay informed,
but more impo rtan t! y I could understand and deal w ith
fru strations that L as a vo lu nteer, or an yo ne else
mig ht have to dea l with. [ feel this is essentia l when
wo rking closely w ith a number of people.
In the wee ki y disc ussio n s, the goals and their under-

lying justifications that give a sense of purpose and
di rectio n fo r the Institute become apparent . Everyone
co ntributes tow ard this end , fortify ing the group unity.
Ha ving goal s o r working toward an end is something
we seem to have lo st touch with in many aspects of
so ciet y . Often , if we have the means to do something,
we plow right on , simply because the technology is
there. The ends are neg lected till the y arrive . In the
recent past, many o f these new arrivals, like nuclear
po wer, ha ve been fraught with unforeseen problems.
We fail to quest ion mo tivations and look at ramifica tions of actions. The New A lchemi sts tr y to embod y
thi s w ith their ongoin g assessment and group discus sio n polic y . U. S. go vernment, ta ke note.
My actual work as a vo lunteer varied in amount and
complexity . Rega rd less o f its sometimes menial appearance, I was never treated as an insignificant "gofer" in th e aquacult ure group . No o ne was ever condescend ing despi te my negli gible background in some
areas . I was, instead, taught patiently and encouraged
to learn . What was wonderful (and refreshing) was
that I enjoyed my work, from feeding fish to counting
algae. Through daily exposure, I found myself awed
by the complexity of the o rganisms, the systems, and
simp ly of life itself.
My stay at New Alchemy was a period of academic
as well as personal growth . The ideas and beliefs I was
exposed to affected me in a numher of ways. Since
dissatisfaction with my education had been a prime
motivation for going to New Alchemy, I became
a ware of some alternati ve and different wa ys of better
utilizing education. Two concepts to which I had
never been fully exposed are those of thinking and
reality. I had been educated through a system of repetition and memorization, with an emphasis on speciali zation. Even early on, educational goals were either
professional or job-oriented. Now I am finding that I
do not have a \-vell-developed way of thinking and
have no idea about milny basic things. There are two
things that could be done to remedy problems like
this - or, more hopefully, cure them.
The first is beginning to be implemented at lower
levels and involves giving t he student a broader educa tional base from which to work. This in cl udes, or
should include, social sciences, humanities and natural
sciences, and JUSt current fact. We should be ta ug hr
other modes of reasoning and thought, and their his tory . A. student shou ld have a picture of the human
being as a soc ial and bio logical organism and as pa rt o f
a larger entity as well. T hen perhaps each of us co uld
internalize a set of va lues or orientations, beca use
today we are called upon to make such difficult choices
and to think about the future in an incredible way .
Science and techno logy have reached a poi nt at w hich
we mus t careful! y ques tio n each step we ta ke . Judgments and va lue decisio ns have to be, and are bei ng,
made . To make su ch decisio ns we must be fam iliar
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with moral, ethical, social and economic issues as well
as the more practical and "scientific" sides. Noone
person can be an expert in all fields of thought and
action, but the awareness of the existence of other
things, of the "whole," gives us a stronger framework
to work from, a belief system to hold on to.
The second educational factor is much more concrete. People need exposure to real things and situa tions, and the chance for practical experience. J\!l y
exposure to the aquaculture systems at New Alchemy
gave me a strong sense of what ecosystems and ecology are. I cannot begin to compare this with a written
description. This almost innate feeling now gives me a
better appreciation for any other systems, biological or
social. If each of us could experientially gain a comparable sense, we would have a greatly expanded ability
to understand and to work. We could then make use of
a broad background in a theoretical sense, yet link it to
reality. In terms of environmental education, for example, such a technique would stimulate a higher level of
public awareness and an understanding of major environmental questions facing us today.
Taken together, tools of background and depth and
exposure to "reality" would develop the ability for
constructive, careful thinking, something that people
don't seem to learn today . With the linking of the
classroom with the real world, education would become a "whole" entity instead of a scrapbag of fragments and facts. Thus equipped, an individual could
face and question the things going on around him or
her. We must go beyond caring and become thinking,
aware people.
Finally, and more intimately, my experiences at
New Alchemy led me to personal growth, to the education of my self. It alwa ys seems to come down in the
end to "myself." Perhaps this is unfortunate, perhaps
not. U ltima tel y, one still mus t deal with one 's self. This
seems to demand thought and reflection combined
with input from many sources. For me, l\'ew Alchemy
was an ideal environment for personal growth. There
were sensitive people with stimulating ideas. I had
both a dynamic place and time to think. I became
a ware of choices and deCIs ions I could make, priorities
I might have to choose, and roles I might or might not
fill. T his was exemplified b y the women at l\'ew
·A lchemy. I saw and was ffIends with women who
were very consciousl y dealing wit h their changing
roles in society and m their own lives . There was a
spirit that I had never felt before, a pride in being who
and what they were as vital, contributing individuals
and as women . It was, in my mind, not onl va manifes tation of women's
but
liberation .
T his and other experiences as well opened my eyes to
new satisfying and meaningful possibilities for me.
The net result of this flood of thinking, this " internal revolution " (at least that is how it feels to me) is
that I '-Jm back in the same institution 1i1 which I started.
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But now I can see it as a bounty of resources and of
opportunities to learn and explore in many directions.
!Vlany of the apathetic and social problems sti ll exist.
They did not evaporate, but the opportunity for an
education is there for the taking. To do that is J mJner
of priorities, and dealing with, not fighting, the hassles
of college as it is today. Granted, it is a compromise, but
the trade-off is worth it. I have regained m y enthusi asm. I ha ve energy and moti vation again . I ha ve a
belief. People can turn their energies toward creati ve ,
useful ends. They can think and learn. They can deal
with technological problems on a human scale . I found
that sp irit at i"ew Alchemy .

Book Reviews
Poirot, Eugene M . 1978 Our Margin of Life. Acres
U.S.A., 10227 East 61st St., P .O. Box 95"47, Raytown, Missouri 64133. 139 pp., $3.5"0.

Pholo b\' Iii/de M.1mg<lY

reviewed by Bill :HcLarney
I first became aware of Gene Poirot as the inventor of
Rube Goldberg fish-harvesting contraptions that work.
I later discovered that in the more than 50 yea rs since
he first began farming w ith " no education, just a university degree," he has done man y things that work .
He began, and still farms, on 1,900 acres in southwest ern Iv l issouri. He has allowed 800 acres of tim expanse
to remain as on e of the last stands of virgin bluestem
prairie on the continent. One thesis of this book is that
it is that 800 acres which has taught Gene Poiror how
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to farm. And now he asks his prairie to teach us , not
necessarily to farm, but at least to see more clearl y how
nature relates to society through the farme r.
The book is like old-fashioned farming, at once
practical and romantic. Poirot's thought can be as basic
as the need for food or as romantic as a prairie night in
Ma y . It is on such a night that he invites us, "Come
walk with me in m y virgin bluestem prairie on this
night in earl y May. Listen, while it revea ls its past .
Learn, since it teaches the lesson of survival. Take
hope from the beauty of its flo wers and renew your
faith from the murmur of its creatures. " During a
12-hour period we watch the cycle of events on that
prairie and listen while Poirot alternatel y addresses a
sharp-shinned hawk who lives in an old elm b y the
bank of Coon Creek, Lady Moon, or us, his guests.
Through the author 's relationship with the hawk and
the moon we are given not onl y an appreciation of the
prairie ecosystem, but sound agricultural advice, a suggestion for a national agricultural policy, and a landbased philosophy of life.
Poi rot was one of the first of the " scientific" farmers
and one of the few wise ones. He has realized that
science is a tool for the farmer, nota panacea . American
agriculture today seems to take the attitude that a
phenomenon begins to exist only w hen science analyzes it. And we tend to behave as if science and its
stepchild, technolog y , could be used not only to alter
natural systems, but to mutate the la ws by which both
natural and human-modified systems operate. But
Poirot says, "We humans are one product of the Grea t
Scheme of Things. Science tries to determine how we
got here, where we fit and what we may do to survive .
In fact we did survive because of the Sch\me long
before we had much part in its performance. 1fhis in
itself is reason enough to believe its teachings as we can
observe them in a general way, without waiting for
science to come up with all of the answers, for we
cannot wait long and be sure of survival." The book is
filled w ith examples which show how Poirot's application of scientific knowledge rests on a firm foundation
of experience, and how his use of scientific insights
reveals whole new vistas where intuition and perception, as well as the rational powers, can play. I was
struck by the thought that humanity may one da y
concl ude that the rea l purpose of science was to lead us
back to a more sensual and intuitive relationship with
nature .
Poirot's attitude toward technolog y is made in his
references to chemical fertilizers. He is not a doctrina ire "orga nic" farmer, bur a practical farmer who
recognizes the limitations of a technological approach
to natural systems . Speaking of the contemporary use
of chemical fertilizers, he notes, "In the last few years
we have returned more plant food than at any time in
our histor y, not to improve the soil bur to meet the
immediate needs of the crops we grow ... bur we are

still losing more plant food than we are replacing" (due
to our disregard for living organic matter in the soil).
He describes his use, in the early days of his farm, of
limestone and superphosphate in conjunction with
sweet clover to restore prairie soil. By drilling the
chemicals into the soil with the clover seed, they were
held in place long enough to help the young clover
roots get started on their part of the job. The cost of the
chemicals used in this manner was 15% that of the
fertilizer technique which was recommended to him at
the time. His use of chemicals was but one step in a
long-term process which has resulted in virtual elimination of chemicals, made his farm among the most
productive in the United States, and earned him a bevy
of awards from both agriculture and conservation
groups. U nlike many of his contemporaries he did not
lose sight of the fact that " taking minerals from mines
is a temporary measure, not a solution to the problem
of recycling plant foods."
Poirot makes an economic case for his methods of
soil restoration. "The Farmers State Bank in Lockwood, M issouri" (not far from Poirot's home in
G olden City) "showed a significant growth after financing soil and water restoration for ten years. In the
last seven of these years , the bank grew an average of
over $1,000,000 per year, to a capitalization of
$ 14,300,000 .. . . In 1922 some economis ts suggested
that this land should be abandoned; it was, they said,
worn out and could never be farmed in a profitable
manner."
But economics, like science, is only a tool in the
author's kit. He castigates humanity's "eagerness to
get money rather than a permanent source of life."
And he pities the "banker with a hoard of indigestible
gold living now by the charity of those who would
share with him the margin of fertility still remaining in
their farms ."
The notion of "margins" is central to the book. The
hawk is just enough faster than the quail to be abLe to
catch his supper; that is part of his margin of life. The
hawk, and the quail, upon death are returned to the
soil. T hat is part of the margin for plants, for more
birds, ultimately for us. We owe our existence to "an
accumulation of margins at a progressively higher
le vel of life." And, argues Poi rot, it is an extra rnargin
provided by the farmer-what we call "abundance"
-which ultimately determines the quality of our lives.
In practical terms, the central point of the book is
that modern agriculture, and the philosophy which
determines it, are eroding our margin of life. "Those
w ho have implicit faith that the law of supply and
demand will correct the decadence of our soil resources
should note that the same law in other nations has
hastened soil destruction, with the result that human
diet had to change from animal proteins and fats to
vegetab le proteins and starches." Poirot asserts that
"man's failure to recycle the resources he uses, adding
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more where they are needed, and keeping rec ycled
resources and additions within reach of new life at a
time and place where nature can use them, iI the farm
problem all over the earth."
This leads him to a suggestion for a national farm
policy radically different from the present one. While
Poirot apparentl y has more faith than I in the capacit y
of our federal government and our economy to discern
and take the right course, his ideas are certainly worth
promoting. He suggests that "in our nation, which
tries to make supply and demand work, the answer is
simpl y to make a market for resource restorati on that
operates in direct competition, price-wise, \\'ith the
market for buying agricultural products, which according to our present methods is destroYlI1g and mis placing resources."
What this would come down to is to make the
customer foot the bill for soil restoration and resource
conservation. In this day of Proposition 13, that may
not be a popular idea. Yet I would submit that Poirot's
suggestion cannot be considered without being balanced against what we are asked to contribute to
inflated defense costs, destructive energy programs,
space exploration, questionable high way construction,
hidden industrial subsidies and general bureaucratic
inefficiency.
Poirot propos es some pretty radical ideas. He be lieves farmers should be rewarded for producing the
most nutrition, not the most "food." He suggests that,
since the owner of a phosphate mine or an oil well is
entitled to a depletion allowance on his taxes, all the
more so shou ld the farmer receive one for soil minerals,
so that he can afford to go ahead with soil restoration .
He asserts that so il is capital and crops interest, and
until our agricu ltura l policy takes cognizance of this,
farmers wi ll be economica ll y pressured to take a destructive course. He believes that the only legislation
w hich will effect soil restoration and conservation is
legislation that rewards the good farmer by offering
incentives, rather than intensifying competition, thus
punishing the bad farmer.
His suggestions for a national farm polic y are of
course directed to the seats of government, but the y
are also addressed to us. "I am your farmer," says
Gene Po irot . Here is his challenge: "If we are going to
try to sol ve the farm problems for abundant production, plus environmental problems of clean air and
water, flood control, wild life conservation, extra recreation and the preservation of natural beauty, we had
better employ the farmer to help us . . .. I have demonstrated what can be done over a period of fifty years. If
you want it on a national basis, get busy and push for

it . n
So far I seem to have reviewed the technical and
po li tica l aspects of Our Margin of Life, whi le paying
o nly passi ng notice to its poetry and philosophy. This
is not meant to be in propo rt ion to their worth . It is
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merel y a confession of my inability to do justice to
them. \""hen Poirot looks ahead ro the da y his hawk
will die, and describes rhe event in terIllS of its place in
the larger scheme, one rna y weep for the ha wk, but at
the same time one will see the beauty of the w hole.
And one will realize that the author makes no distinction between Gene Poirot the technician and Cene
Poiro[ th e nature pact. If all the people responsible for
our agriculture had such a unifying vision, Poi rot
cou ld \\Tite onh' poetry, without
w; to husband our resources.
There is rcally only one thing wrong wirh tIllS
book, Jnd it is a familiar problem. "" ie" will read it
and love ir. Bur it is not clear th ar it wil l be re,ld hy
"them." 0111' . Hargill 0/ Life needs to reach the modern
fanners and bankers and politicians and polic y makers
Jnd informed vorcrs who steer the course of our agriculture and who ordinarily read only what agribusi ness wants them to read . For they are the ones Poirot is
challenging directh·. Fortunately the writing is sllch
that the book \\·il l appeal to anyone with an aesthetic
sense or a feeling of responsibility for the future,
w hether or not he or she has ever been concerned with
agriculture. T he challenge to liS · and I include the
book's publisher - is to get this book, and this philosoph y, ro these readers.

Gyorgy, Anna, and Friends . No Nukes: Everyone's
Guide to Nuclear Power. South End Press, Box 68, Astor
Station, Boston, Massachusetts 02123. 478 pp ., $8.00

NO NUKES
sy'!de .

power
anna gyorgy&friends

reviewed by Christina Ra·wlcy
Over the pa st decade we have worked with many
other groups sim ilarly dedicated to the creation of a
sustainable future . At abollt the same time as NC\.v
Alchemy began working on the farm in Hatchv il! e, a
small commune sertl ed on land in Montague in the
western part of Massach usetts almost diagona l! y across
t he sta te from Cape Cod . As New Alchemy has
focused on the research and educationa l aspects of
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appropriate technology and land use, the people at
Montague Farm have been primarily concerned with
direct-action political organizing against our number
one dragon, nuclear power.
Anna Gyorgy, the author of No Nukes: Everyone's
Guide to Nuclear Power, lives on the Montague Farm.
She began organizing the No Nukes movement when
a twin nuclear plant was proposed for the town of
Montague. This threat made her aware of the problems with all atomic power plants . She is a founder of a
local citizens action group, the Alternative Energy
Coalition, and of the Clamshell Alliance. As a member
of the Clamshell Resource Committee, she has served
on regional energy task forces and has spoken at
countless rallies and meetings locally, regionally and
internationally. This seminal and continuing antinuclear research activity makes her well qualified to write
"everyone's guide."
No Nukes is an excellent educational tool for anyone
concerned about the nuclear power issue. It contains
nearl y 500 pages of facts about nuclear power, its
histor y, technology and economics, as well as its socia l
and political implications. A veritable reference enc yclopedia , it was produced with the help of eleven
friends, experts, and people directly involved in the
no-nukes movement around the wo rld. It is w ritten in
a clear style which can be easily understood. The
t ype face is easy on the eyes and is printed in doublecolumn textbook style. Six graphic artists prepared
the hundreds of illustrations that are on nearly
every page. Each chapter is backed up with pages
of footnotes.
At the end of the first chapter is aN 0 Nukes dictionary that I referred to constantly this spring during the
ncar melt-down of the T hree Mile Is land nuclear facility. On page 415 there is a reference to public political
opposition to the Three Mile Island facility even
before the accident , reporting that in an Appeals Board
meeting it had been said that the license for TMI II had
illegally and that the plant should be shut
been
down'
T he second section on economics guides us through
the nuclear power structure and the impact of the
industr y on economic growth from uranium reserves
to power- plant construction. With regard to the fallacy
that more nukes mean more jobs, Ms. Gyorgy says
"money invested in electricity generation creates fewer
jobs than money invested in almost an ything else."
The last half of the book is devoted to solutions .
A fter defining the problem of nuclear power in the
first half we are given ideas about what can be done. A
section called "Some Alternatives" begins w ith th e
practicalit y of conservation, of improving efficiency
of energy usc while conducting research to develop
renewable energy sources . Strong consideration is given
to small-scale, decentralized energy systems, controlled
b y communities and individuals . Alternative energy

sources such as passive solar, hydroelectric, wind, biomass, biogas , alcohol fuels and wood are all described
with a summary of their major benefits and attendant
problems. Some "high" tech applications such as pho rovoltaic cells, photothermal and ocean thermal con version, geothermal, solar satellites and fusion are also
described with a warning:
Just because a particular method of producing energy is solar
powered , it is not necessarily "appropriate." What we must ask is:
\Vhom does it serve; who controls it; and what are its costs in
social, environmental, and financial terms. As we approach and
begin ro enter the solar age- and enter we must- let us not be
into ti1inking that 'solar technology is inherently smaller
sca led and therefore " better." Solar systems can be very hightcchnologv stuff. They can be complex, centralized, expensiveand unnecessar y .
:\s we enter a ne w era, it is appropriate to q ucstion the standards
by w hich the new energy sources will be developed. Will it be for
maximum profit, for pri va te enterprise, including investor owned
utilities' Or will the solar age have values and goals besides profit:
things like the quality of life, health and safety, creation of good
jobs , maximization of public and local control. . . Choosing the
appropriate alternatives is not an economic problem but a political
and social one.

The footnotes in this section again show the detailed
research efforts of the whole book.
Beca us e over half the book describes alternatives and
efforts to transcend the nuclear culture, while we are
gi ven the grim picture of nuclear power on the one
hand , we are offered other possibilities on the other.
T he book is not depressing. It is a result of Ms. Gyorgy's and her friends ' dedication to the struggle against
nukes and oppression and for the liberation of clean
energy as though people mattered.
As a feminist, decentralist and no-nuker, Ms. Gyorgy has made a strong statement through the process
bv which this book evolved. Working on a very low
budget and instead of traveling around to gather information as is customarily done, she bought stamps,
wrote letters , and contacted people from all corners of
the wo rld who wrote of their own work. Many women
such as Liz Apfelberg and Jan e Swanson of Mothers
for Peace in San Luis Obispo, California, and Native
.-\me ricans lik e T homas Banyaca of the Hopi tribe
contributed to the final section of the book, which is
made up of reports of the activities of various antinuclear organizations . The writing style throughout
the book is easy . Even the sections dealing with the
technical aspects of the issue are written in such a way
as to demystify th e system. And that's part of what it's
all about.
In conclusion Anna Gyorgy says,
J-:ducatc, agit,Itl', organize . .The hest wa,' to fight nuclear power
is [0 s tud " up and start talking ... Look into solar alternatives in
"our cOllllllunitv . Practice energv conservation and support local
;lttclll pts to take over power production and distribution. Check
ollr the sources of radiation nearest you r hOlllC. \\'rirc letters . join

or forlll ,111 actiVist group. Be aware and be active. Delllonstrate.
Our future depend s on it.
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A t the Threshold of Winter Looking Tm.lJards Spring
The seed, the life-bearing seed,
fr already in the grmmd, hidden
From those who ..ee only the fields
And imagine that summer is forewr.

So YOll say
but 'U:hl'll the HOllse
Of credit cards col/apses, or is b/ou'n
Dou'li by r/lll1c1eaT bl,l.rt , one black hole
Is a.< good as another to pass th,' time.

Not so, deal' friend ... SummeT has gOlle
And what you live 'With Oil the surface
Is not mrrre than the husk .. of the past,
Ready to rot and be tumed IInder.

In the midst of uillter the most difficult
Task for tho.re -r.Vho gutlTd a crrt,lill 'visioll
Will be to remember, to remember
Not the past, not the flltllre - -the pre.rellt.

Who wallis to Imow that 'winler is wming?
Yet ill the mOUlltailh' of han sno-<.I.'
Has aiTeady fallm-the same sno'w
That will cowr us all this winter.

That pulse is 1Iot yet felt or heaTd
Except bv those it allimatn, 'who breath,.
.-1 differmt air, the great (OnliNtor
Of today's IIl1drrgrrrll.1ld, germillatillg tOIlIOI1071'.

Flakes of terror, chaos, the ·whill' death,
Are f'llIi1lg now 011 all 0111' cities,
But melting quickly, before anyone
l.r constrained to acknowledge the fact.

Witholll
l-liithollt
I-! -it hout
Without

"Times are b,/d, but the stock market
Is almost keeping up with inflatioll
A nd there seems to be oil aud gas
Enough to see us thTough the next electioll."

So let me fall illlo the grollnd aud die,
Whate·vel· is t-rue 'will come up ill the spri1lg,
,-111d that which iSIi 't
'<.I.'itat is.
111 the ·womb of the ,\;fother, nothing i.r u'a.rted.

'wi17fa, 110 spTi1lg.
death, no biTth.
sll/fering, 110 com pa.rsioll.
lov e, I/O joy.

George
6 ,\lav 1979

/a711l'.r
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Costa Rica-Fish Culture
Bill ,HcLanzey
It is a cliche that nothing happens on schedule in rural
Latin America. This report verifies that cliche. I had
hoped to be ab le to write of the first New Alchemy fish
harvest in Gandoca. Instead, I can offer only a tale of
slow progress in the face of obstacles and setbacks. At
first the realization of what I wou ld have to write for
this Journal bothered me as much as the lack of a giant
fish crop; presumabl y our readers want more than
amusing stories . But then I thought of the correspondence we get about N AISA work, and the visitors
who arrive at the Cape bound for or coming from their
own tropical experiences. And I realized that, though
our aquaculrural responsibility is primarily to the campesinos of Costa Rica, thev do not read this JozlTna/.
Among our English-speaking readership are many
who are working or will work in the developing
nations. Some of you will experience technical aquaculture problems, but all of you, in or out of aquacul-

ture, will encounter the kinds of nontechnical predicaments we get into in Gan doca. I hope my accounts
will help you grin and bear it, reassure you that there is
a solution, and rna ybe even suggest a so lution now and
then .
At last writing (May, 1977), our system of two
ponds with drainage ditches was perhaps 75% completed, and I was on m y way back to the States . At that
time , the plan was:
1. the local "'ork crc'" wou ld finish rhe constructlon hopcfully
beforc the start of thc

scason;

FIsh culture tramee Oscar Cerd,]s would then spend a month
111 a ""'Or k-Stlllh" situatlon at an established fish culture
St,1[IOI1 of Costa Rican government.
) , on h" return. Oscar would lmn[!. Ti/,/jJi,/lIi/Olic,/' brood stock
1 "l"he

CllrrCll[ corrLTf

1r

ha:-<

{;t:'\onomil' n:lfl1C for rhi5

hlf.:b.l generally <lcccprcd

SI.T\'l\l

for
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to he placed in the " reproduction pond " (See the fifth Journal
for a description of the components of the svstem .); and
4. on my return to Ga ndoca in jan uarv, 197 8 , we would make
our first small har vest and stock the larger pond with voung
mal es from the reproduction pond.

Well, as reported in a previous Journal, step 1 went
off on schedule. That news came to me in a letter, but I
really was unprepared for the excell ence of the finished
system, I was particula rl y impress ed with the crew's
ability to layout a functioning drainage system on
apparently flat ground, with no measuri ng instruments
whatsoever. We ha ve approximately SO meters of
ditch snaking around the ponds, and it all flows the
way it is supposed to.
The pond outlets have a dual drainage system.
Large vo lumes of wa ter, such as may occur in the rain v
season, are handled by an L-shaped plastic pipe with a
removable top section, This serves to draw the ponds
down to about 1% feet at the dam. M ore gradual or
more complete drainage may be achieved with a doubl e
set of Rivaldi valves, a Paraguayan innovation which
should be known to all small-scale fish culturists.
Enough malanga (Colocasia sp,) had developed from
the plantings made the previous Feb ruary to begin
feeding fish, But where were the fish? I should have
known it would not be easy to get the stock we needed
when it took four months of intercontinental correspondence to get Oscar into a fish culture station, In
both cases we owe the solution to the Director of
Aquaculture in the Costa Rican Ministry of Agriculture, Herbert Nanne, Jr.
Some time after my arrival in Gandoca, we arranged
through Sr. Nanne to purchase 400 young Tilapia
nilotica, (All available breeders were quite large and
would probably not have survived shipment,) The
fish were to be netted at the Fabio Baudrit field station
near Alajuela, bagged, driven to Juan Santamaria airport, and air freighted to Limon. At Limon airport
they would be picked up and trucked an hour to
Puerto Viejo, There they would be loaded into a
dugout canoe equipped with a 6-h ,p, motor for the
voyage to the bar at the mouth of the Rio Gandocaan hour and a half in good weather, impossible in bad.
(As a safeguard against the latter possibility, it was
necessary to have on hand some plastic screen, lum ber.
and a carpenter, in case it became necessary to float the
fish in cages overnight in a creek in Puerto Viejo .)
Assuming they reached the Gandoca Bar, a horse
would be waiting to carry them the last half-hour leg
of the journey,
Do try to imagine the logistics of all this in a place
where few people ha ve access to a phone and all messages must be relayed in person or put out over commercial radio. Irritating delays are inherent in this sort
of thing, Only "irri tating " for us could be translated
"letha l" for the fish,
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On the appointed day, February 21, we needn't
have worried. Someone at Fabio Baudrit supplied the
lethal factor. I don't know if everyone came to work
drunk that morning, or what. but they packed all 400
fish in one small bag- with a little water. To compound the problem they placed the bag in a box with
no support to hold irs shape, so that sharp corners were
formed, into which the panicky fish crowded and died
of asphyxiation,
Seeing the still livel" " sardin es" at the airport, I
supposed mvse!f to be in the presence of some new
advance in fish transport technique, shaped up the bag
with some coconut she lls , and 103Jed them on the
truck. By the time we reached Pue rto Viejo, it was
clear that emergency measures would have to be taken,
The first step was to open the bag, stir the water and
get out those fish which were al read y
This
attracted the attention of various of the village ciders,
who had been sitting around waiting for 8.n event, I
,;vas soon swamped \vith contradictory advice based
on their accumulated store of wisdom and experi ence.
I managed to borrow a few plastic pails and beg,ln
changing water with little regard for the conventional
practice of equalizing water temperatures, Several hvstanders were pressed into hucket hrigade service. As
mv eres were necess,lrilv focused downward, on the
fish, I became accustomed to add ressing feet as they
appeared. So I was somewhat surprised when I did
look up and saw a rotund, florid San Jose business man
(l suppose) in white shirt and tie wonde ring wh y he
h;1d hcen so peremptor il v ordered to get ;1 bucket of
w,lter.
We loaded severa l pails of fresh water into th e canoe
and continued on down the coast, exchanging water all
the time--not all that easy a thing to do in a canoe
sea . To add to our woes, the day was hot and the sky
clear- a little overcast might have helped . All in all, I
think we did well to release 60 more or less li ve tilapia
into the pond.
But that was not enough, and the whole process,
including the 16 mile hike to arrange the shipment by
phone, had to be repeated on March 8, This time,
thanks to the direct intervention of Sr. Nanne, the fish
were shipped right, Despite rough seas, we made it to
the ponds with only three losses out of 400 fish,
Meanwhile, we were experiencing two other problems . The most perplexing was a water shortage,
which has thus far prevented us from llsing the larger
of our two ponds. Prior to constructing ponds we
surveyed the older residents of the area as to the possihilitv of drought. T here had never been one until
1977 -78. The normal weather pattern is a "drv" SC1son from January to May, then a "rainy" season,
peaking in August and again in November and December. The rains came more or less on schedule in
June, 1977, though theamollnt of rainfall was less than
normaL But, for the first time in anyone's memory,
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there was no significant rain in November and December. That, along with a more or less normal drv
season, led to almost continual low ","ater in the larger
pond, which finall y went dry in April.
By the time the fish arrived it was alreadv apparent
that the larger pond was in danger of drving up, so all
the tilapia. regardless of sex, were placed in the reproduction pond. Evcntually even that pond. which is
quite a bit deeper than the gromIlg pond, fell so lo\v
that we ceased feeding and constructed bamboo and
coconut frond shades in the pond to retard evaporation
and cool the w,lter.
We were worried. not only that that pond might dry
up roo, and CJuse the loss of all the fish, out that the
unprecedented wc<lther might represent a long-term
climatic change, such as has already afflicted the Pacific
Coast of Centra l America. As it happens. the smaller
pond did not go dn', and the rains have been more or
less normal since iv lav, 1978. But it will take a couple
more normal years to completelv convince us that the
drought of 1977- 78 was just a freak occurrence.
One good thing aboLlt being involved in any sorr of
farming venture -there are always enough immediate
problems peculiar to the indi vidual operation to save
one from morbid preoccupation \\'ith long-term em·ironIllental problems. In the case of the :\.-\IS.-\ fish
culture project, while \ve watched our water evaporate
we could ponder what had become of the nets we had
ordered. Trying to do any sort of intelligent management of fish without nets, scales to weigh fish and
food, etc., is sort of like trvlI1g to chop bush \vith a nail
file in place of a machete. But that's \vhere \,'e found
ourselves as of April, 1978.
I had delayed ordering our fish culture equipment
while waiting for a grant proposal to make its tedious
rounds. Finally, in November, 1977, I got up off
N A ISA 's hard-earned nickels and ordered the nets ,
grant or no grant. This theoreticall\' gave us time to
recei ve our tools ahead of the arri val of the fish. The
nets arrived several weeks after the fish.
The plan had been that New Alchemy would purchase the equipment and have it shipped to Catholic
Relief Services (CRS) in New York, whence it would
go by boat to Limon . Our friends at CRS in Costa
Rica would help us get it out of customs without
paying dut y .
Weeks passed. No word of the nets . Some detective
work by John Contier of CRS established that thev
had been loaded on a ship called The American Legion
in New York. The American Legioll does IIOt go to
Costa Rica . Perhaps they were transferred to another
ship? Possibly. The CRS warehouse people in 0:ew
York, the line which owns The AmeTie,lIZ Legion, the
shipping agents in Limon, and the customs peopl e at
the Port of Limon all pleaded utter inability to answer
that question . Fa r all we knew, our fish culture tools
could be like Charlie on the i\lT A. They could have
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been doomed to shuttle back and forth bet ween Spitsbergen and the Maldives until the oil fina ll y runs out.
(l might add that it is impossible to purchase small
mesh nets in Costa Rica, so our problem was urgent.)
Finallv, CRS in SanJosc received a notice. Our nets
\\'ould arri ve Februar\' lOin LImon . They did not . All
hands once again plc,lded total ignorance and inability
to help us. ,\ lore \\'eeks passed. Anorher notice arrived.
Somehow, our nets had gonen unloaded February 1 H
in Puntarenas . :'\or as bad as it could be righ t countrv,
\\'fong ocean .
\:0 \\', those of vou without experIence in this sort of
thmg might suppose that from that point things became simple. You reckon \vithoutthe aduana (customs)
and its capacity to make things difficult. I don't know
what it is about customs people. There are some institutions which are merely confusing. With a reasonable
command of the appropriate language and once you
learn the ropes, what you thought was a morass of
confusion and inefficiency becomes quite manageable. Not so the aduana . T he aduana does not discriminate, on language or an y other basis, nor can it be
" managed." Ad uana employees spare no effort of
creativity, lea ve no informality uninvoked and miss no
chance to invite you back tomorrow for another round.
(I especially remember one episode when John Todd
sent me some Otabs -- tablets which release oxygen in
\vater , to be used in shipping live fish. These were
claSSIfied ,IS "medicine," thus opening a whole new
wonderland of regulations and forms.)
In the case of our nets, theaduana, perhaps mad vertently, outdid itself. Some behavioral deviate in the
Puntarenas aduana actually tried to be helpful. This
8nonymous person sent the package on to San Jose-but forgot to send the requisite forms. The Punrarenas
adu8na was adamant that they couldn't release the
forms unsigned and unstamped. A nd of course the San
Jose people couldn't release the nets without them.
.-\t this point a deep bow to Ho racia Pestana of
CRS. who spent w ho knows how much time shuttling
between San Jose and Puntarenas, and finally
ceeded m extracting our equipment on April 9. Following another truck, boat and horse trip, the nets
8rrived m Gandoca on April 11.
The follo\vmg da y we netted our first sample,
which disclosed that our fish were pleasll1gly plump
and apparently growing well. I say "apparently" because, owmg to the presence of our scale in the Puntarenas aduana, the initial weight of tilapia stocked had to
remain unknown. The sampling also disclosed the
greater difficulty of netting Tilapia nilotica than other
species . Particularly in our soft bottomed ponds, they
are adept at di ving under the net . We ha ve yet to sol ve
this problem to our satisfaction.
In the course of sampling we were able to remove 18
pounds of "weed" fish, which cou ld compete with the
tilapia for food. Thev 1I1c1uded Poecilia sphenops, the
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"molly" of aquarists; Hemieleotris Jasciatus (?) and
Eleotris amblyopsis, two sleeper gobies; and Astyanax
Jasciatus, a characin. Some of these were eaten by our
neighbors, but there was more interest in the three
pounds of delicious fresh-water shrimp we hauled out.
While the future of commercial fresh-water shrimp
culture is doubtful, they are undeniabl y a fringe benefit
of aquaculture in the lowland tropics, where they
appear unbidden wherever there is water.
With regard to feeding our tilapia , this is really the
crux of the project, or at least our claim to distinction.
Those who have attended any of my Farm Saturday
workshops or read some of my other writings are
familiar with my views on commercial concentrates as
feeds for cultured fish. Eco logicall y, economicall y or
energetically based objections to commercial concentrates are all the les s debatable in a developing country
like Costa Rica or when the object of culture is a fish
like tilapia which has been promoted chiefly on the
basis of its low position on the food chain and suitability for low-cost production.
It must be admitted that many of the concentrates
"work" -on tilapia as well as on obligate carnivores
like trout and catfish. It is also only fair to point out
that in Costa Rica great progress has been made in
developing Costa Rican substitutes for imported concentrates which are eco logically benign and a great
deal cheaper than the feeds imported from the U .S. But
all discussion of concentrates is academic in Gandoca,
where neither the economic means to purchase them
nor the facilities to transport them exist.
The primary food of our tilapia is derived from the
natural and augmented fertility of the ponds. The
ponds are buil t in a swampy spot and, as in much of the
lowland tropics, the natural fertility of such areas substantially exceeds that of surro unding high ground. A
more surprising fact is that, while our agricultural soil
is problematically acid, our pond water is near neutral
in pH.
Whatever their chemistry, the ponds, prior to stocking, supported a luxuriant and diverse population of
small fish, shrimp, insects, etc. Less appealing was a
rank growth of filamentous algae. This had its merits
as a mulch (we have even considered building a special
shallow pool just for that purpose), but to a fish culturist it is an unmitigated detriment.
Just prior to the arrival of the first lot of fish, we
began to fertilize the pond with horse and cattle manure
in porous plastic bags. The ensuing bloom of phyto-
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plankton, the primary food for the tilapia, quickly put
an end to the filamentous algae· - a " textbook" example of weed control by competition.
Apart from algae, the principal tilapia foods available to us are the plants ,"ve ha ve planted for that purpose, principally melanga. We have much to learn
about feed plants but at present we recommend ma langa, for the following reasons:
I.
,
3.
-t.
5.
6.

easy to culrivare using rradirional merhods,
likes to !UOW near warer,
pesr-fre; (wirh rhe exceprion of our famolls land crabs),
produces a srarchy corn edible by humans and livestock,
produces a verv large quanrirv of leafy marerial, and
easv to cur and feed.

For ,Ill the virtues of ph\'toplankron and malang,l,
there is still no substitute for ,I small amount of animal
protein as ,I growth promoter, particularly in young
fish. Our first batch of fish got off to a LIst starr, thanks
to the abundance and diversity of smal l animals initiall v
present. Presumably there will always be some production of young mollies, shrimp, insect larvae and
zooplankton, but predation by a large population of
tilapia will drive these sources down to a much lo wer
level than was initiall v present.
Our first attempt to parallel our Cape Cod efforrs
with earthworm and midge lar va culture and U- \'
bug-light insect traps, involved the scourge of local
construction, the termites (locallv kno'wn as c01l1ejm or
"wood lice") which form large round nests wherever
there is dead wood. The local people have long recognized their value as animal feed; it is a common practice
to harvest nests to feed to chickens and they are also
used as bait to trap shrimp. Our attempts at "culture"
so far consist merely or cutting narurally established
nests and setting them up on a suitable site. iVlos t of
these transplants "take" - new runs are formed and
termites go on living in the nests. But the population
density in our transplanted nests has not approached
that in natural nests, thus reducing their utility. We
would
suggestions from any termite experts.
F urrher development of the termite \\'ork is a priority, as is the stocking of the large pond with all male
tilapia and a fe\\' guapote (Cichltlsoma lI1alll1glll'lls(' or
Cirh/asotntl dO'''v'ii), a large predatory eichlid used to control e:-.:cess small fish. But our pbns suffered a setback
when Oscar left to seck \\'ork elsewhere. llnril we em
begin training someone to take his place, the tilapia \\ill
mark time in the ponds, and \\'e will endeavor to learn
Latin patience.
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As the idea of massive, single-shot solutions to en ergy demands wanes with the increasing unavailability of inexpensive, accessible energy sources, the
appeal and the rather satisfying logic of smaller scale,
and specific end-use energy applications begins concomitantly to win acceptance. In his article, "An Integrated Wind -Powered System to Pump, Store and
Deliver Heat and Cold," Joe Seale discusses first the
theoretical aspects and potential pitfalls of such a
system and then goes on to some of the practical
potential applications. Joe 's subsequent shorter article, " Whatever Happened to Compressed Air?" further illustrates from our own recent experiment that,
as with the application of any technology still in its
infancy, there is still considerable trial and, in this one
specific case, error.

Gary Hirshberg 's "A Water-Pumping Windmill
Primer" is the continuation of a series of hands-on or
how-to papers on water-pumping mills that we have
published over the years. As both we and our mills become more experienced and durable, we feel very
eager to pass on what we have learned. Gary has
worked extensively with our own sailwing waterpumper, Big Red, and built a duplicate in Boston
for the Boston Urban Gardening program. He has
also tra veled about visiting other windm ill sites and
windmill people and has taken courses in building
windmills, so it is obvious that his writing springs
pretty directly and recently from his own experience.
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A Water-Pumping Windmill Primer
Gary Hirshberg
Most readers of The Journal of the New Alchemists do
not need to be lectured on the merits of substituting
wind power for conventional energy sources . To a
believer, a windmill is more than an alternate enero'v
device. It is a key to independence and
ficiency · -an inspiration and a banner declaration of
new attitudes. It's sexy and lots of fun.
Because most of us alternati ve-minded folk s are
al read v call v inced , all we reall v need is to have our
heads pointed in the right direction. As with any new
technologv, we need a theoretical understanding of the
de vice, all economic perspective on the application,
and, perhaps most important, a reasondble and current
d os(: of product knowledge in the appropriate ficld(s).
These foundations having been laid, the requisite information for lI1stalling and maintaining a Wll1ci s\"s tCIll COIllL'S casil y.
rhis article attempts to give you some of the fOllnd:Jrioll ll1 each of these areas. I shall discuss the COIl1p<1r;l(ivc advanrages of water-p umping' \\'indmills and

look brIefl y at their use through history. I shall ex amine the parts of a typical water-pumping windmill
system and will discuss how to select a mill for a
p'articular application. Finally, I'll share a fe w "tricks
of the trade" as to erecting and maintaining a mill.
Wind-powered wa ter pumping is dependable. A
proper! y installed and mall1tained wind-powered pum p
can gi ve over fony years of reliable servIce. Recent! y I
dismantled an 1893 Corcoran mill that was still pumping after eighty-six yea rs. A regreasing and the replacement of a few parts has it in shape again for at least
another eighty.
Water pumping ,vith wind is cheap, and needless to
say, with escalating fuel costs, the relative savings w ill
mC1'easing over time. In J 973, Prof. Stephen Unger
of Columbia University published a note in the New
York Times in which he analyzed the economics of
electric pump vs . windmills. He found that a t ypica l
\\',Her- pumping windmill costs 50S{ less than a comp,uable electrical submersible pump over the lifespan
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of the mill, which is rated conservatively at twent y
years .1
As I hope this article will make clear, wind-powered
water pumping is easy, requiring about the same skills
it takes to perform home plumbing tasks , or to huild a
small shelter.
And finally, harnessing the wind for your energ y
needs is inspiring and joyful. The gentle, steady sweep
of moving blades and the trickle of water from your
wel l gives a sense of independence, responsibility, and
an attunement with Gaia and her delicate richness. For
most of us, the transition to a wind-powered water
system can be simple and reassuring . For those not y et
prepared to separate themselves from conventional
power sources, or for those with marginal winds , a
number of efficient and low-cost compromises are
available.
WINDMILLS VS. WIND GENERATORS
For the windmill neophyte, let 's first distinguish windmills from wind generators. Windmills are machines
that capture the energy in the winds directly for such
mechanical work as water pumping, grinding, compressing air, etc. Wind generation, which involves th e
transformation of wind energy to electricity can be
efficient but is general! y more expensive and obviousl y
is more complex .
The current, near-excl usi ve focus on electrical generation cannot be taken as evidence of the superIority
or even the necessity of electricity for all wind energy
uses . The energy requirement for pumping water is
less than that for electrical generation. Water pumpers
are designed to operate in lower winds and at lo\.ver
power levels than wind gtnerators, and thus are able to
operate in a wider range of locations. The lifting and
transporting of water is an appropriate use of wind
power because it is a direct mechanica l application that
requires moderate energy inputs . Energy storage is
facil itated effectively and cheaply by storing water for
w indless periods .
A less obvious advantage of direct wind-powered
water pumping deserves mention. Should a fire break
out in a house or workplace, one of the first items to go
is electrica l wiring. If that is the power that you are
rely ing on for water, to put it bluntly, your goose is
cooked.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
WATER- PUMPING WINDMILL
The roots of wind-powered water pumping are noble
indeed. The first reco rded mills are from seventhcentury Persia and were used for grain grinding and
irrigation. The first account of windmills in Eutope
1 S. Unger, "Disappea ring Wi ndm ills," L etters ro the Ed iror. New York Times.
Janua ry 3, 1973.
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dates from 1105 when a French permit was issued for
the construction of a water-pumping machine . A elced
from ;\Jormandy contains the same report from 1180.
The thirteenth century sa\-v windmills gain widespread
acceptance. In the fourteenth centur y , Dutch "scoop"
or " tower " mills came into use for grinding corn and
pumping water. It is kno\vn that there were at one time
approximately 9,000 wind machines in Holland, a
number so significant that in the early 1600's the
Bishop of Holland claimed the wind as his own and
imposed an annual dut y on windmill owncrs. (Even
the utilities ha ve distinguished roots .) Bv thc late
nineteenth century, there were morc than 30,000 mills
operating in Denmark, Germany, Holland and England producing the equivalent (in mechanical po\\.'er)
of 1 billion kilowatt-hours (kwh) of electricity .2
The multibladed American windmill actually bears
little relation to the European mills . During the period
of the great western thrust of the railroad, steam
locomotives needed dependable water supplies particularly in the remote, dr y areas . With classic Yankee
ingenuity, a man named Daniel Halliday invented the
American multibladed mill in 185+. Unlike the inefficient Dutch scoop mill which was incapable of lifting
water more than 16 feet, Halliday's mills could draw
water from hundreds of feet below the surface. He sold
thousands of these large diameter (25 foot) machines .
In 1886, Thomas Perry came up with a model for an
aerodynamic blade, a design that has not been iIllpro"cu upon even by the most sophisticated computer
projections. Perry 's model has been in us e ever since.
The period from 1880 to 1910 saw over 100 manufacturers in the wll1dmill business . Between 1880 Jnd
1900 the combined capital investment in the American
windmill industry grew from less than $700,O()() to
S.:J. .3 million. 3 Since almost all the machines were opengeared, the cowboys on large ranches were sent out
each week with oil-filled saddle pouches, or with
corked whiskey bottles filled with replacement grease,
to keep stock-watering mil ls in good shape. Most
cowbo y s detested these machines as they did all
mechanical devices ("can't cat a \\·indJ1lill when
things get rough ").
In 1915, the Aermotor Compan y of Chicago patented the first self-oiling machine which simply enclosed the open gears under a water-resistant case.
This carl v and decisi ve advantage Gltapulted Aermotor into being the most widely distributed machine
in the historv of the business , accounting for
of
all sales in the 1920's . Windmills co n tinued to hooll1
until the early 1930's when rura l el ectr ification promised (decepti vel y) che<l p power to everv home and
2 Wilson Clark, 1975, Ellagy F()rSuT'i.:ivdl. Garden City. N.Y .: Anchor Books. p. -' 2 1.

3 "\V indmills in

COllnt ries," Special Consub r Reports. Vol. 3 1. U.S. De-

pa rt ment of Commerce and Labor (\Vas hi ngron. D.C.: Govc rn mc nr Prinr in!;!

Office . 1904). p. 17.
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farmstead . The electric- pump people must have followed closeh" behind the electric- line la vcrs, for the
windmill business dropped with a subsequent sudden
crash . There arc still a few hundred thousand mills
standing our there, and a fraction of them are still
pumplllg . ;'\ ow, thanks to sk y rocketing ene rg y costs,
Three ;\'Iile Island, and a genera l dissatisfactio n with
helpless dependency on the power grids, water
pumpers are starting to sell again around the country
and around the world.

THE \\'-\TFR-PL' .\ IPJ:\T(; \\,/:\' 1)'\IIL1.
1':Xcluding the \vell and storage facilities, a current
water-pumping \\'indmill consists of most of the baSIC
components shown in Figure 1. These are:

The Whal

OT

Rotor Assembly

The wheel is the part of the machine that catches the
energy of the wind and converts it to rotary mechanical power which is available for work. Whee l diameter
is a critical factor 111 determining the appropriate machine for vour needs. The diameters of commerciallv
a vailable
range from 6 to 16 feet. In some
20 foot 'w heels are available. I shall discuss how to
choose the correct diameter in the next section . The
power of a wind machine is proportional to the square
of the diameter of the blades. If the diameter of the
blade is doubled , the pO\ITr output therefore quadrupled.
'1 'he overall povver con version efficiency of the large
surface area water-pumper wheels is much lower than
the sleek aerodynamic blades of a high-speed wind
generator. Most water pumpers are designed to fur l
our of the wind at 35 rpm . Such wheels are designed to
produce high torque at low w ind speeds, however, and
therefore are well suited to direct mechanical applicatIOns.

The Gear or Transmission
The wheel connects to the gear which converts rotar y
motion into vertical motion for pumping. Typical
gear ratios arc 4: 1, that is four rotor turns for one
pumping stroke. Most modern water pumpers have
closed gearboxes and require only an annual oil change.

The Tail (optiollal)
\Nindmills can be either upwind or downwind machines. Cpwllld machines require a rail [() kcep the nose
o[ wheel into the \I·ind. The disadvantage lies in rhe
cost of C\tra materia ls. The advantage of a tail is that it
can be triggered by a spring connected to the gearbox
to pull parallel to the w heel in high winds . This self-

Figure 1.
The COl/'lpOlIl'lltI oj tl Water-PumpillJ; Windmill.

furling mechanism, which can be adjusted by the
spring tension, effecti vel y shuts down the mill and
prevents self-destruction in high winds. When the
gusts subside, the tension on the spring releases, the tail
opens out, and the whee! turns back into the wind. We
chose a downwind design for our New Alchemy
sail wing in spite of this asset, in an effort to develop the
lowest-cost water- pumping solution. I don't know of
another downwind water pumper on the market today .
T he entire top assembly including the wheel, tail,
and gearbox are mounted on a turntable or shaft which
allows orientation or yaw with changing wind direction.

The T07.uer
The most important consideration for the tower is to
get the w heel above nearby wind obstructions . As a
general rule, the tower should be at least ten feet higher
than an \' 0 hstructions to wind flow w ithin 100
of the mill. Commercial towers available from water
pumper manufacturers range in size from 2 I to 47 feet
in height. For higher towers, wind generator catalogues should be consulted.
The tower must be absolute! y plumb and the tower-
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top platform level, or the lifetime of the machine will
be drastically shortened. Needless to say, the tower
must be strong enough to support the w heel mounted
on it and to withstand the maximum anticipated wind
stresses. Manufacturer 's specifications are detailed and
precise. Should you choose an alternate to wer, look
carefully at the stress specifications, and be very sure
not to cut corners. Cost savings vanish w hen the
machine has to be retrieved off the ground after a
storm.
When building yo ur own tower, use only highquality bolts and hardware. On a well-built tower
every bolt should be in tension. Bolts from an old
tower may be fatigued and worn from rower stress and
shouldn't be re- used. Consult an engineer or local
concrete contractor on footing specifications. On Cape
Cod, we use 3,500 pound compression concrete for
towers under 35 feet tall.
As to choice of building materials: wood looks nice,
but is functional only in dry climates like the Southwest. In locations with any moisture at all , it's better to
go with steel. We've tried a number of wooden towers
(see the fifth Journal), but I don't believe any of the
designs will last longer than eight years. Preserving
wood is an expensive and potentially poisonous way
to add a fe w years to your tower. On the other hand, in
the Southwest, I've seen redwood and other wooden
towers that are still sturdy after 70 years. But here we
have decided to go w ith steel. It's dependable and
virtuall y maintenance free, and most steel towers will
outlive you. A final hint about towers: hoisting the
underground pipe assemb ly for repair and maintenance is much easier if the tower height is a few feet
greater than the longest section of drop pipe and pump
rod.

The Well Seal and Pump Rod Assembly
The submerged positive displacement pump or piston
pumps are generally the cheapest and most versatile
water movers. Above-ground pumps that suck water
up are easier to install, but even the most efficient
suction pump can create a negative pressure of only
one atmosphere. T heoretically this means that at sea
level you can raise a column of water 32 feet by
suction, but, as it turns out, friction losses and temperature changes render a suction pump incapable of
pulling more than 22-25 feet.
The linkage between the mill and the pump cylinder
is called the pump rod . T he pump rod begins with a
shaft that extends from the gearbox , through a swivel.
This swivel allows the upper rod to turn with the yaw
of the machine without rotating the entire pump- rod
assembly. This shaft connects to the red rod. Generall y a wooden (ash is most common) 1" xl" piece, the
red rod is designed to be the weakest link, or fuse , in
the system. If anything goes wrong above or below it ,
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the red rod will usually break, minimizing damage to
other more expensive or less accessible parts of the
mill. The red rod extends downward and connects to
the polished rod which passes through the packer head
or standpipe and the well seal. The well seal is just that,
a simple expandable cap designed to keep dirt, insects,
small animals, and other detritus from falling into and
contaminating the well and water supply. T he polished rod is usuall y made of brass to reduce friction.
Brass serves to reduce corrosion as well, which is
important in a part that works in both air and water.
At the bottom of the pump-rod assembly is the
sucker rod , which connects to the pump plunger or
leathers. Shallow wells (less than 100 feet) will generall y use cheaper, solid steel rods. One-hundred to 250
foot wells will use hollow "Airtite" rods for buoyancy, and those deeper than 250 feet make us e of light ,
buoyant oak or ash rods.

The Drop Pipe or Pump Cylinder
Usually the we ll driller cases the well. This is a must in
sandy terrain like Cape Cod . T he drop pipe, which can
be a good grade galvanized pipe of any size, is then
lowered to the desired depth. T he drop pipe screws
into the pump cylinder at the bottom. At the top it is
screwed into a tee or coupling which keeps it from
dropping into the well. The drop pipe should be
slightly larger than the cylinder to permit removal and
replacement of the pump leath ers without having to
pu ll up the whole pipe. It is important that the drop
pipe be smooth on the inside, otherwise, replacement
leathers will be damaged when the plunger is lo wered
back into the cylinder.
You can purchase either open- or closed -top cylinders. The closed-top cylinder is less expensive but
since the plunger and leathers can't be pulled out to
release the water in the drop pipe, you will be forced to
pull the entire weight of the water column to replace
the pump leathers . This comes to about five pounds
per foot of two- inch pipe and can only be used in
shallow wells.
The plunger diameter and length of the plunger
stroke are major factors in the windmill's pumping
capacity. Standard cylinders range from 1Ya to 4
inch diameters. It is best to stick with a 1Ya inch
cylinder if possible, to permit leather removal through
a standard 2 inch drop pipe. Pipe costs can scale
rapidly above 2 inch diameters. In my area , 2 inch is
$3 .19 / foot and 2Y2 inch is $4.80/ foot, a 50.5% increase. T he stroke of the windmill is the distance that
the plunger mo ves up and down. A short stroke
enables the windmill to begin pumping in light breezes,
but in stronger winds a long stroke allows for greater
volumes of water to be pumped. IVlany gearboxes are
designed to permit stroke adjustment.
It is usually wise to put a screen just belm'\! the
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cylinder to prevent sediment from entering the cylinder and damaging the leathers.
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The Packer Head or Standpipe
Once water is lifted, it is pus hed through the drop pipe
to the surface, and out t h rough a tee or discharge pipe .
Before discharge, wa ter can either continue to be lifted
into a standpi pe (Figure 2), o r can be d iverted at a seal
on top of t he drop pipe known as a packer head. The
standpipe is used w hen water is being delivered horizontall y to storage. T he height of the standpipe depends on the desired head or press ure needed to transport the wate r. Wh en water is being delivered to an
elevated storage tan k, or when a seal is desired over the
drop pipe to guard against contamination or vandalism, a packer head must be used. T he packer head is an
inexpens ive fitting th at seals the drop pipe and prevents over fl ow . Needless to say, in freezing conditions, the use of a standpipe would be foo lish . The
packer head would need to be protected in an insulated ,
underground h ousing.
TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF WATER
Once water has been brought to the surface, what
next? How do yo u get it to the desired end-use
locat ion, at the optimal pressure and necessar y flow
ratc? This section w ill touch on the t ypes of options in
thi s p hase.
Whet her water has been lifted by suction, or by
positi ve displacement, the best wa v to build up water
press ure is to raise t he wate r to a greater height than
the p lace of end use. T his can be done by pumping it to
a tan k either on a nearby h ill or elevated on a tower.
Every foot of elevation gi ves you about. 4 3 pounds of
pressure per sq uare inch (psi). In other words, it takes
2. 3 fee t to get one psi. Mos t househo ld app lications
require 18 psi, or about 41.5 feet of head .
T he easiest way to pump water into a raised tank is
to extend the drop pipe to a height greater than that of
the top of the tank. T he upper limit of a standpipe is the
height of the pump-rod swivel, or the top of the tower.
T he d isadvantages of th is system are that it eliminates
the fuse or red rod, and in addition it limits transport to
pa thways below the height of the standpipe.
If elevation is a problem and vo u don't want the
hassle of constructing a tank, you can always use the
simple and proven scheme of moving water to an onthe- ground holding tank that is coupled to a pressure
tank through a smal l electrical centrifugal pump. In
this way, the wmdmil l still perform s the major work of
bringing water to ground level, and electricit v is needed
only for the relatively minor job of building up pressure. Th e larger the pressure t:mk , the less often the
centrifugal pump will have to operate. The pressure
tJnk shou ld be close to the ho use to sa ve on the amount

Figure 2.

A TVateT-Purnping Wi77dmiff 'l.L'ilh Standpipe.

of larger-diameter pipe required to hand le the pressure
tank outflow .
P ipe fric t ions must be considered when choosing
the proper size plumbing for water transport . T his is a
matter of assuring that the psi is still adequate after
friction losses in t ransport . Consult a standard schedule 40 steel-p ipe friction chart or tal k to your local
plumbing supplier to avoid this simple but potentiall y
cost! y error.
Elevating a storage tank is not as awesome a task as it
might seem . A 5,000-gallon tank can be rolled up a
moderatel y sloped hill by several people. You can pull
a tank on to the tops of driven posts with block and
tackle, and then build a platform underneath. Another
simple scheme involves gradually building up the tank
from underneath with alternating railroad ties .
The simple rule of thumb in tank selection seems to
be in accounting for worst case demand. You can
assume a daily rural per capita need of 50 gallons. In
the Southwest, windmill people consider a ten-day
stored supply safe. You'll wish you'd planned for
excess storage capacity if a fire should break out. You
should ahvays plan for enough head to wet down your
roof.
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SELECTING THE MILL
Decisions about the proper mill are based on three
basic considerations :
1. How deep is the water (of how much life is required)'
2. How much volume is needed?
3. How fast does the mill have to pump?

Wells and well technology are beyond the scope of this
article. There are a number of do- it- yourself techniques
for building wells. The VITA manuals are excellent
guides for such schemes. 4 Depending on circumstances,
you can drill, drive, or dig your own well . It is
sometimes best to hire this job out. Professional well
drillers can get the job done in a short tim e. T he driller
should tell you the drawdown or the rate at which the
water is replenished at different depths. T his is more
critical in high-speed, high- volume electrical pumps,
but it is useful information if you are coupling a
submersible pump with your win dmill.
Once yo u have your well, you need to determine
the depth to water, and to add ten feet for pump
submergence. Then calcu late how high you need to
lift the water to obtain the necessary end-use pressure.
T he distance from pump depth to the upper height is the
total elevation (see F igure 3). Again, the required lift
can be calculated by determining desired end-use pressure and mu ltipl ying by 2.3 to get the minimum
necessary storage height. With th e answer to this
question you have your necessary head .
The required water volume can be computed b y
consulting plumbers, farmers, or neighbors. Plan for
water use beyond per cap ita needs , as coverage against
fires, etc. Finall y, calculate the worst case rate demand.
remembering that storage can help save on this item.
When you hav e these three figures, you are read y to
pick the windmill best suited to yo ur circumstances. I
shall discuss four models currently availabl e: the New
Alchemy Sail wings, the Aermotor, the Baker, and the
Dempster. Two other water pumpers are available
commercially : they are the Bowjon, a low - volume airlift pump , and the Sparco, a small (5 8 pounds) lo w volume machine. As of this writing, I ha ve had no
personal experience with the latter two mills, and am
unable to comment on their performance. Addresses
are included at the end of this article, however.
New Alchemy has designed, developed and demonstrated two successful, low-cost, water-pumping w indmills . Our sail wing wi ndmills (see the fifth Journal)
were developed to meet the need for a low-cost,
reliable pump that could be constructed using local
skills and rea dily available materials . One mill is
currently operating a lo w -lift (5 foot), high- volume
aquaculture pump on Cape Cod and the other. implemented jointly with the Area Foundation and the Zen
4 See in particular: Til( Villag( Technology Handbook. 1970 by VITA. 3706 Rhodc
Island Avenue, Mt. Ra inier. MD 20822.
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F igure 3.
Total Ele'<,;atiofl. and Total Dischargf Heart of a Watl'rPumping Windmill.

Center, is irrigating a farm valley in California with a
high-lift (130 foot), double-acting piston pump. Both
mills cost under j!) 1,000 to construct with pumps. This
figure co uld drop proportionally with resourcefulness.
The sail w ings are proven, re liabl e machines . There
are several vital considerations in choosing whether to
employ this design, however. The mills are not ava ilable commercially, although the plans are yo urs for the
asking, and the mill thus yours for the building. A
second consideration is that, un like commercial water
pumpers, the sail w ing does not have an automatic
furling mechanism for high winds but must be handfurled to prevent damage in winds over 40 mph, which
means that it is less capable of operating independently.
If vou want to cur costs and huild y our own machine,
willing to tend it and to remain nearhy, I reCOIllmend the sa ilwing highly . Aesthetically. it has evervthing else beaten cold.
On the other hand, thecon venienceof"off-the-shclf"
windmills and replacemen t parts maybe worth the
extra costs. Baker, Demps ter and AerIllotor aretheo nl v
active. cOIllIllercial, metal Illultihladed water p llmp-
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ers on the market today. Each is proven and reliable
with long anticipated lifespans.
Aermotor is by far the largest manufacturer and
acco unted for 80- 90% of all windmill sal es in the late
1920's . They have since moved their factory to Argentina, and it is no secret in the industry that the
q uality has been reduced in the move. They are current ly known to be crack ing down on defi ciencies, and
do offer materials and workmanship guarantees for
one vear. Baker mills, which are manufactured by
!-!eller- Aller, arc less costl y than ,-\ermotor and ha ve
excellent sa les and service people and also offer a oneyear guarantee. Dempster too makes an excellent machine, and offers a limited fi ve-year parts and construction warranty.
Each of these companies provides elaborate and
detailed literature on ho w to select the correct model
and size for your needs. Figure 4 is a typical chart of
pumping capacities in a IS mph wind . It shows that bv
mixing and matching various windmi ll and cylinder
sizes you can come up with a combination that best
meets your needs. It is important to note that this and
similar charts are based on the long stroke of the windmill. This is done in order that the respective manufacturers \vill look their best on p'lper. An adjustment to a
shorter stroke wil l resu lt in a reduced pumping capacity, but the mill will start up in lower winds. Since few
of us ever sec 15 mph a',;eragr winds, it is better to
choose frolll the chart on the basis of short-stroke
measurelll ents if the v arc available. :4.ermotor's pump
chart, for IIlstance, 'indicates that ,1 change from the
long to short stroke will increase vour elevation bv
third and will red uce vour
capacin'
one fourth.
T he best rule is to pick th e largest whecl and the
smallest C\' linder for \'our situation . This not on lv
allows for' start-up in 'I ow winds, but minimizes th'e
mechanica l strain on the svstem as \\·cll. Yet another
critical con si d era tion is that if winds arc I mph on the
average, the mill's capacin' is reduced b y
and in
10 mph averag'e 'w ind s, th c capacity is red uced b\·
Figure -t. :-1 Typical Chart of Windmill Pumpillg Capacity
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approximately 38%. It is essential that you know your
winds .
:\' eedless to say, to wer height comes into play in this
figure and you should select the tower accordingly . It
is best to purchase the tower that is manufactured fo r
vour chosen windmil l.
. If, for examp le , you have a demand for 250 feet of
head and 800-1 ,000 gallons of water per da y, and if the
wind a verages 10 mph for fi ve hours per da y, you will
have to choose a 12 - foot mill with a 11'8 inch cylinder.
If the same site were subject to 12 mph winds for five
hours per day, a 10-foot mill on a lighter- weight,
less-expensive tower would be sufficient. This means
a cost of about g I ,000 less for the wind speed increase
of 2 mph. Of course costs could also be cut $1,000 by
halving wa ter consumption, but the point is, to know
your winds, and to think hard about your water use.
Joe Carter, of Wi"d Power Digest, calculated that
according to local pump dealers, a typical submersible
pump for this application would cost about $900 in
1979. Operating costs would amount to about 2 kw for
one hour per day at S.05 kwh, or S36.50 per year. If you
add in the lifespan of the pump which , on the average,
is six years, w ith a replacement cost of 40-50% vs. a
20- year conservatively estimated windmill lifespan,
after 20 years vou wil l have replaced three submersi hles, costing about S 15 . Taken together over 20
years with a 7% electricit y price inflation you have
S 13 per vear in the twentieth year for the submersible
compared to 520 to $80 per year for the windmill,
depending on maintenance costs. This crude analysis
supports Unger's findings.
One final note on selecting the mill: Don't discount a
windmill just because your well is not at a great wind
site, or for that matter in a place (like under your cellar)
\A.-here it would be hard to locate a tower. Windmi lls
can be fairly versatile and in some cases can be offset
many feet from the actual water source (Figure 5).
'I'here are simple techniques for combining a submersible electric pump \.vith a windmill. You can use a
gasoline or electric-powered pump jack for emergenc y
back-up pumping power. A large mill and a sma ll mill,
or booster mil l, can be emplo yed in tandem to give
added capacin' for transporting water over large disrances . \Nindrn ills have broader application than most
people realize.
ERECTING YOUR WINDMILL
The bes t first step is to sit down and tr y to think
through the entire process of erecting the mill. Good
planning can sa ve time, money and ext ra trips to town .
T he well should be built first, and the water tested
right away . Then you can assemble the basic tools
needed for the job. These include lots of heavy rope,
some pulleys and chain, hammers, wrenches, vice
grips, drift p unches , screwdrivers, shovels (maybe a
crowbar), pipe wrenches and pipe dope (affection-
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Figure 5.
A Water-Pumping Windmill with an Offset Pump.

ately known as turkey shit at our plumbing supply
shop), and a good tape measure. A transit w ill help for
leveling the tower although a long level can do the
trick.
Once the well has been cased, the fun of putting in
the cylinder and drop pipe begins . Invite a few friends.
T his is definitely not a one-person job.
You can either build your tower now or else build a
temporary platform for raising your drop pipe sections vertically before they go down the well. We'll
get back to tower construction shortly.
For the moment, first connect th e cylinder and
screen (never, never, never put a wrench directly
on the cylinder-grab the coupling) and screw in the
bottom section of drop pipe. Apply pipe dope liberally
to the threads; it pays over the long run.
Lowering the drop pipe is both exhilarating and
nerve-racking. It takes a lot of patience. If you are
unfortunate enough to drop a section dO'wn the well,
you are sidetracked into an auxiliary excursion int o
fishing for it which, at this juncture, is no fun at all . Tie
your tools to your belt, and keep all possible contaminants away from your well casing . One easy way to
lower pipe is \vith an angled bite with :J. pair of pipe
wrenches. You can also use a pipe holder, or a pipe
clevis . These hints take on added significance \\'ith
each added pound of pipe that you lower into the well.
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.-'\ttach each pipe section with great ca re so you don't
have to pull it all back up again. Once vou've reached
the desired depth. fasten on a tee and rest the whole as semblv on the lip of the casing. A typical installation
'Nill have at least one pipe section below the water table
as insurance against drawdown . If YOLI are coupling a
submersible into the system, then be sure to ha ve the
well people calculate drawdown for different depths.
At this point, you can choose either a standpipe or a
packer head. Right now l'll assume you are choosing
the more common, latter strategy. The ne xt step is
seating your bottom check valve and connecting up
vour pump rod.
Seating vour bottom check is as simple as droppingit
down the drop pipe (literally) as long as yo u do it right
side up . Make sure the threaded side is up and the valve
is clear of cotton or paper ball protectors. The threads
are useful when leather replacement becomes necessary, as we'll discuss in the last section. Drop the
plunger down the pIpe, and listen for the thud. Now
attach the upper check to the successive pump rod
sections and lower away continuing to add until you
are near the top of the well. Slide the packer head over
the rod and tighten it on to the drop pipe.
Now you are readv to erect the tower.
Directions for raising the tower are well explaincd in
the manufacturer's specifications . The key is to be certain that the surface over the well casing is level. T he
sIightestangle will damage the pump rod, and definitely
affect the mill's performance.
Most tower footings are about four feet deep. One
construction method is to build the tower piece by
piece. to level and plumb, and then to pOLlrtheconcrete.
Another is to build the tower on its side and gin po le it
erect and into place. I recommend the first method as
it is easier to square up the tower. Lifti ng the rig is
generally a more hazardous and expensive operation,
requiring a truck, tractor, or crane.
The goal, in either case, is to get the tower vertical and
into its holes. Shim it to level and pour the concrete.
Give the footings a day to set and you are ready to lift
the machine. Again. you can use a crane, or heavy
machine if one is available, but it isn't necessary for the
average water pumper.
If you are a bit more adventurous (or poor), get a
sturdy piece of three-inch pipe and chain it firmly so
that you have about six or eight feet above the tower
top . Block it at an angle so that the pipe end is directly
over the tower center, but the pipe will not obstrucrthe
machine as it is lowered into the top fittings. Attach the
block and tackle or pulley and thread through the lift
rope before Vall stand the pi pe up, or you are liable to be
shinnying up some time later. The manufacturer's
directions should take oyer from here. (; rease the
and pull the machine up. :\ guide rope is useful to help
keep the machine away from the tower during the
ascent. One person topside should be able to guide the
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machine into its supports . Now you can fill the crankcase with oil and attach the brake, tail, and furling
mechanism . Assemble the wheel with care and attention
to the order of each part . The sail parts should be
weighed if they arc not marked accordingl y , to assure a
ba lanced rotor. Line up the parts carefully to avoid
wobb le later on. Tighten it down slowly, rotating the
wheel around a few times until it's heen tightened
evenly and firmly.
To connect the machine to the pump rod, turn the

wheel to the bottom of the pump stroke, furl it out of the
wind, and attach the pump rod and swivel. While sizing
up the red rod for proper length, make sure that the
pump rod is blocked at least two inches higher, so that
the top cy linder leathers will not touch the bottom
pi unger. Cut the sucker rod and through bolt it in . It is
best to give the wheel a few manual turns to g uarantee a
smooth and unobstructed stroke. With a little luck,
water should be soon forthcoming. Hook up the lines
and you are set to go.
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MAINTENANCE
As for an annual maintenance check, a few tricks will
suffice. A lways use SAE 7 ·weight non-deteTgent oil for
gear lubrication. A thicker oil will gum up and spill out,
and will also allow metal fragments to flo at about in
suspension, rather than sinking harmlessl y to the bottom of the case. When changing the oil during the
annual tune-up, a magnetic drain plug can be usefu l for
picking IIp fragments . Clean the pan with kerosene,
drain and refill with fresh oil. Check bearings and gears,
and if one of a pair is broken, replace both. This insures
against uneven stress and wear over the machine's
lifetime. The annual tune-up should include a complete
tower retightening.
When and if you ever need to replace the leathers,
simply let the upper check down into the lower check
threads, twist, and pull out. Be careful not to bend the
pump rod and remember, disassemble as each coupling
emerges from the well. Always coat new leathers with
vaseline or a sim ilar nontoxic lubricant. Give the new
leathers a chance to soak and swell, and again, give the
mill a few turns before unfurling, as a quality control
check.
Once operational, it is still a good idea to familiarize
yourself thoroughly with the manufacturer's charts
and parts lists, or in thecaseofthe sail wing, to reread old
JournaL articles . Two excellent sources of information
can be fo'und in a series on water pumping b y JoeCarter
of the Wind Power Digest staff (issues 14,15,16- 1979),
and in an excellent booklet put out by the New Mexico
Energy Institute in Las Cruces. The author of this
booklet, called SeLecting Water Pumping WindmiLls, is a
gruff but charming fellow named M. 1. "Ras" Rasmussen . Ras teaches a top notch, two-weeks, hands-on
course on water pumping windmills twice each year at
New Mex ico State Univers ity, which is a must for
an yone who's contemplating a future in this business. It
is a first-class lea rning experience taught b y a true
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master, and is the only course of its kind any where in
the world .
A few other useful addresses arc included to help VOll
on the road to water self-sufficiency.
Good Luck'
USEFUL ADDRESSES
Aermotor
Division of Valley Industries
PO . Box 1364Conway , Arkansas 72032
Baker
The Heller- A ller Company
Perry and Oakwood Streets
O hio +35+5
Bo\Vjon
The Bowjon Company
2829 Burton Avenue
Burbank, California 9150+
Dempster
Dempster Industries Inc.
P.O . Box 8+8
Beatrice.
68310
SPARCO
Distributed by Enertech
P .O . Box +20
Norwich, Vermont 05055
Wind .-\ccess Catalogue
\Vind Power Digest

5H6 8CR3 1
Bristol, Indiana +6507
Windmill Course
Mexico State University
Agricu ltural and Extension Education
P.O. Box 3501
Las Cruces, :\'ew ,\ lcxico SH003
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An Integrated Wind-Powered System to
Store, and Deliver Heat and Cold
Energy comes in many forms. Atmospheric wind
energy is kinetic energy, the energy of mass in motion.
The best-known way to harvest this energy and channel it to human use is with sails or airfoils such as we see
on sailing ships, glider planes , and windmil l rotors .
Sails and airfo ils transform the kinetic energy of the
wind into mechanical energy, or wo rk, which is force
exe rted through a distance, or equ ival ent ly twi sting
force (torque) exerted through an angular distance.
For example, mechanical work pumps water by exerting force on a piston through the distance of many
strokes, or mechanical work grinds grain by exerting
torque on a millstone through th e angular distance of
many revolutions. These two examples are traditional
windmill tasks.

[n 1978 , starting from first princi pies of ph ys ics and
economics, I set out to identify and describea practical,
wind -pow ered system that might fulfill a widespread
human need and to determine to w hich uses windmill
energy is best adapted. The so lution stems in part
from the starting form of energy, which is mechanical,
and depends on whe re wind energy is obtained which
is llSuall vo n the top of a tower, and also on the distance
of the windmill tower from a location of end use . The
solution further depends on the variab le availabilit y of
wind energy over tim e and consequentl yon whether a
tas k can be performed at irregu lar intervals, as, for
example, pumping and milling, so that the result of the
task such as pumped water or nour can be stored, or
whether the energy of the mill instead must be stored
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in order to perform the task on demand.
This paper documents the outcome of my search: a
heatlrefrigeration pump and thermal storage system.
The one that follows documents a dead-end attempt at
an air compression heat/refrigeration pump and mechanical energy storagelrecovery system that eventuall y evolved into the current concept. Started afresh,
this same kind of search could probably lead to entirel y
different viable systems and many other dead ends as
well. Much of the message of this paper concerns not
the particular system but the process of break ing with
traditional assumptions , as w ill be neces sary time and
again in many contexts in order to build a sustainable
economy based on renewable resources .
If the concepts described in this paper continue to
prove successful (a big "if," knowing how easily small
matters can trip up the best thought-out plans at any
stage of development), we hope they w ill lead to several years of applied research, design, and development, culminating finally in designs mature enough
for manufacture and widespread practical use. The
reader is warned against beli eving that the seemingly
simplest concepts are simple in execution. There are
many ways to build systems that work poorly, briefly,
or not at all, and comparatively few ways to build
systems that pa y for the trouble, materials, and energy
of construction . F ortunatel y, those "com parati vel y
few" ways are still an infinite number.

rotor is mechanical work, one question arises. Might
that form of energy be used directly to perform some
task of major economic significance rather than being
converted to electricity? The answer is emphatically
yes. In the Uni ted States, fully 35% of delivered
energy (strictlv, entha lp y, which is gross energy with out regard to quality of the end-use form) takes the form
of heat to warm things and cold to cool things to
temperature differences from the surrounding environ ment of less than lOO°e. (l80°F . differential).1 The
most energetical l y efficient knovvn method to mo ve
heat across such small temperature differentials is b y
mechanical heat pumps2 Because of its high thermodynamic quality, one unit of mechanical energydriving
a heat pump can move several units of low-quality
thermal energy, the actua l quantit y increasing as temperature differential goes down. Depending on conditions, one unit of mechanica l energy can move two to
four units of thermal energy, resulting in an equi va lent
refrigeration of two to fourrhermalunits , ora refrigeration coefficientof performance (e.O .P .) of two to four.
T he resulting heating on th e other side of the heat pump
is one unit greater, three to fi ve thermal energy units,
since the energy that drives the heat pump appears as
extra heat output. (Note that usa ge of the term "heat
pump" here incl ud es both refrigeration and heating
applications. Some authors apply the term only to
heating end-uses while calling the same device a
refrigeration unit when cooling is the end-use.)

THE PATH SUGGESTED BY
THERMODYNAMICS
Energy production and energy use ha ve become increasingl y specialized and separate. And yet from the
perspective of who le systems, effecti vely integrated
energy systems require attention to the detailed nature
of both energ y resources and end uses. The recent
abundance of energy has created no historical demand
for such attention. Our maladaptive habit£ linger on so
that concern for energy in our society is still overly
abstract and quantitati ve at a time when effective energy
strategy demands attention to particular and qualitatively different tasks. In the case of wind energy, the
current near-exclusi ve focus on electricity generation
cannot be taken as evidence of the superiority of electricity for all wind- energy uses.
Elect ricity is an energy form that is easy to control,
transmit, and convert to many other forms . Thermodynamically, electricity is a zero-entropy energy
form, which, by definition, means that its unavailability to do work is zero. In principle, electricity can be
entirely converted to mechanical work. As the thermodynamic definition suggests, mechanical energy, or
work, is the fundamental standard against w hich
physicists measure the quality of all other forms of
energy.
Since the energy delivered directly b y a windmi ll
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THRFF PR.·-\CIIC-\L HLJRD LFS
While \\. 111 dill iI I rotor pOl\'er is ideallv suited to heat
pumping on theoretical grounds, there remain three
major practical questions to be answered.
Tr<lIlSlIliS,I'iOli

The first question concerns transmi ss ion. Can heJting
and refrigeration be delivered ro where the\' arc needed
in a direct and efficient manner' For short to mediull1
range applications (up to a fel\' hundred meters or
kilometer , depending mostlv on scale), the answer is
yes. Any vapor-c ycle refrigerant can serveas a mediuIll
ro earn' heat from the place w here it evaporates and to
deposit heat \\here it recondenses. Heat pipes utilize
1 \mo n' I.o\'in!'i . S'O(I
Earrh,"'nc. <tlld
L'ven

r

T O-1;,'<!rd .-1 !J ur"NI' Pr.1(f (1977,
of rhl'
Publishin¥ (:0. ) pp. HO. HI.
for orhefl'OUllfril!s run
for C;Hl:lda: SO/ '( for
55('; fo r

rllt'f.!!..'

e ( for Fr:1! lCl'.

C nired
2 See Hw Pump Talil/O/og.\'. June 19i 8. prepared for rhe U .S. Dept. of Ene rg y, pp
ii- v. The result is given for electrical hear pumps, whose efficiencies :lre lowe r than

for mechanical
because of minimum 1
(3-phase) or 15% (s inglcpiusL' ·{.-!ccrrica!-ro-nll'ch<lnioI conversion losses (ihid., p. +H). The study shows
rh;l{ in terms of
i.t', fuel burned at rhl' dccrril'al pOW!:f plan{, cketri<..hear pumps arc not big fuel sa vers or money S<l.vtrs. Electricity generation,
distribution, and com'crsion
totaling 70% ciimil1'Jtc the major advanr:lgl's of
the final mcchanicd heat- pumping step. Fortunately, none of these losses :lpply to
direct
hear pumps.
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evaporation, vapor transport, condensation, and capillary or gravitational liquid return to transport heat
efficiently in this way. A vapor-cycle heat pump is
essentially a heat pipe in which vapor flow is boosted
mechanically to cause heat to flow "uph ill " against a
teI1l!xrature differential. Insulated pipelines carrying
refrigerant gases arc a practica l means of hot and cold
delivery over moderate distances. The mechanical
work that moves the gases can take place in a towertop compressor linked directly or through gears to a
w indmill rotor shaft, and pipelines deliver the end
products (hot and cold) to chosen destinations. 3

The second question is , can heat and cold be stored at a
practical cost for use in periods of insufficient
For many thermal end-usc applications, thermal stor<lge is mllch cheaper and simpler tha n an v indirect
energy storage, slIch as c1ectricit\'-rclated srorage. This
applies particularly to the storage of cold, which is
accomplished through the fusion of icc or inexpensive
so lutions with lower freezing points, as required. 4
PractIcal storage- time increases with scale since large
objects have lower surface-area to volume ratios, hence
inhcrenrh' longer thermal retention, than smaller ohjeers .
a
thickness of good insulating
[(iam, seasonal thermal storage becomes practical on a
modcLlte scalc. For applications where uninterrupted
operation lllllSt be insured, significant investment in
lono·-term storag'e is justified. The alternatives are
eith:r to invest a much larger windmill rotor(easih '
fi ve to ten times the
l11a y be required for'a
system with two weeks' storage as opposed to ten
\;'eeks' storage) to utilize light summer winds to mect
maximum therma l load demands, or to invest in a
mowr-driven back-up compressor. In contrast to refrigeration, space heating dcmands tcnd to be much
bctter corrclated with strong winds, so heat storage
can be smaller. In addition, back-up heating systcms
arc much cheaper than back-up refrigeration components.

Rotor / JJild .11atchillg
The third question is more subtle. Can a windmill
rotor operate efficientl\' driving a heat pump, since the
available torque from the rotor and the optimum rotation speed varv constantlv with
Cnl11odi-

ficd, a compressor will exert a torque that is almost
independent of rotation speed . The optimum backtorque for a windmill rotor should remain quite low up
to moderate rotation speeds and then increase steeply
\\ith further speed increases . Statistical modeling of
pcrformance of rotor / compressor combinations has
shown that for economica l rotor typcs the rotor efficiency loss is greater than 40%, even assuming the
simple "fix" of an automatic clutch to permit rotor
start-up without loadS
The most effective solution to this problem is a
specia l modification to the operation of a refrigerant
compressor to provide a low starring load and steeply
increasing high-speed torque. Electronica lly switched
electromagnets control the closure of thc intake valves
of the compressor cylinders, causing the pistons to
comprcss on some but not necessarily all strokes. At
low speeds, no comprcssion takes place, so shaft torque
is low. As spced increases, compression begins to take
place infrequentl y, then more and more frequently
until, at ma ximum speed and torquc, cvery stroke is a
compression stroke. A f1ywhcel smooths the jitter in
torq uc when the pisrons are alternating between compression and no-compression strokes . The electronic
circuit is simple and operates entirely from the power
of timing pulscs from a magneto turning with the
compressor shaft.

ECO:\'O ,'vlIC PROSPECTS
No wind-power sy stem has combined the three features of refrigerant gas thermal transmission, thermal
sto rage, and compressor matching to windmill rotor
characteristics, into a working, sclf-containcd energy
svstel11. To our knowledge, no wind-power system
has used cven one of these features. W c believe that the
total s vstcm dcscribed will be cheaper than any similarly advanced , total wind -electrical encrgy delivery
systcm with comparable cnergy capability plus storage and / or back-up. Because of the additional advantagcs of high mechanical-to-thcrmal energy gain and
end-usability of the system output, the proposcd systcm shou ld be directly competitive with cxisting utility-based thermal systems b And for its price, the
5 Compur,uions
rhl' author. Rockwell Inrcrn;nional. the conrracr moniror for thl'
Small \rind Energy Conversion Sysrems (SWFCS) program at rhe Rm'ky Flars
pianrs, sponsored by the L',S, i)eparrmenr of
is l'onducting <I computer
based srudy of statistical performance in variable wind
of nonoptimum
l'o mpromise matches of rorors and loads, rhe author
undcfrook rhis
study ro
alrefl1ari\"l' appro;l("hl's to wind-powered hC;:lr pumps
6 Sec.:' footnote 2 , particularl y the iO % net losses from gross primary energy ro clecrric-

deli\'cred ro the hear pump, Lovins (op,cit., p,SS) shows tha t capital "losscs" ro
rransmission, disrriburion, and T & 0 S\'stC:ITI mainrcnancc arc ahout as
severe as' rhe rota I energy conversion loses of
production and dc li very,
Onl\' about 29% of rcsidemial elecrric bills in rhe V,S, and 55% of commercial
clec;ric bills, pa ys for electricity , The remaindcr pays for dclivery to thc customcr.
We find in this a strong argumenr for the long-range diseconom y of wind-powered
$\'srcms rhat rch' on utilitv system energy back-up, Thc marginal COStS (Q a urilit y in
equ ipment and 'cxrra
arc high s'ince the dcmand of such users comcs all af
once, ar rhc end of a long calm spell. See J. Scale. "Sun, Wind and ,he Power Companv . . CQE'·O/UlioIlQII.ma/y, ,Vinrer 1978179, pp. 30-31.
it\,

3 1n CISl' of a cOl11pressor on horizon(oll axis windmill rower-head assembly {h,1t
oril.:nrs with changinf! wind direction.;l [WO-\\'<1 y rotary pneum.nic union is needed
to (o nnen gas now rosrarionar y down- pipes while allowing rhe compressor to rurn

wirh rhe mill. SUdl devices arc m;muf3crurcd commercially.
.4 Shorr - term cold therm,II storage at freezing ,lnd subfree zing rCJl1pcrJwn:s is ('011111101lp!al'C in rhe looel shipping industry. For an examp le of seasonal thermal energy
sror',lgl' \\'l' need
{c(all the unrcfrigcrarcd icc houses thar once " powered" .
in rhe northern L'nircd Stares throughout the summer.
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proposed system, in varying embodiments, \vill perform such diverse tasks as space heating; accelerated
drying of lumber, tobacco, raisins, etc.; air conditioning; food refri geration and freezing; and ice manufact LIre.
A FIRST EXPERIMENTAL EMBODIMENT
Limited technological, financial, and the human resources available at New Alchemy argue for a modest
beginning . We intend to concentrate initially on exploring the no vel aspects of the proposed system in an
easy-to-manage, small -scal e demonstration using one
of our windmills and an air compressor modified to
match the characteristics of the w indmill. The
compressor will be placed near the rotor and coupled
via insulated pipes to freezer and to aq uaculture tanks
that are to be heated. Both are at ground level.
Insulation will be placed in hermetic sections of coaxial
pipe and the insulating space will be filled with a heavy
gas that affords better insu lation than air. T h e freezer
itself will hold approximately two cubic meters (70
cubic ft.), about one- third of which will be filled with
containers of salt brine for subfreezing thermal
storage. Insulati on thickness will be abut 30 cm. (one
ft.) .
The food-freezing component will be useful for
seasonal crops and for the fish grown b y New Alchemists, complementing on-going work and providing <1 demonstration of some of the major potential
appl ications of the system. Winter heating of aq u<1culture breeding tanks by the heat pump will encourage
survival and reproduction for fish sensitive to cold
temperatures. Heat that leaks from the breeding tanks
will help buffer the climate in the Ark and should
enhance productivity in cold periods.
MARKET AND
COMMERCIALIZATION RESEARCH
In the early stages we intend to direct a modest amount
of effort to exploring markets for embodiments of
the thermal system concept with commercial potential. We plan to spend comparatively little money at
this stage relative to what could be spent on a "rigorous" analysis. Rigor is illusory when it comes to projecting w hat inv estors will pay for technologies that
are not at the mercy of OPEC politics. More philosophically, what an "analys is" says that people will pa y
for renewable alternatives should not be the sole determinant as to w hether those alternatives become available. Those who believe that human choice should
guide economics need to take on faith that people will
invest in well-designed equipment th at accomplishes
needed functions at an affordable cost in such a way as
benefits the futur e as well as the next five years? Such
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fa ith is sc ientifically unverifiaole, being part ofa larger
irreducible
force called human will.
The task of market and commercialization research
therefore will be to identifv directions rlut arc practical , usefu l, and affordable, and to facilitate choices
among the most promising directions. The kind of
research apparent in the descriptions in the Ilext section
should illustrate the kind of
to be extended in
the future.
TENT A. TIVE FUTURE SYSTEi\l1
CONFIGURA TIONS
There are two opposing constraints on the choice of
the embodiment of a system for initial development.
The commercial immaturity of large windmill rotors
implies excessive lead times to develop a large-scale
system. Conservatism on initial investments in a new
area also favors smaller systems . On the other hand,
both commercial and engineering constraints, like the
short thermal-storage times practical in small systems ,
as mentioned above, dictate that the system not be too
small . Listed here are the embodiments of four systems
in order of increasing minimum sca le. For the first and
second, storage time is the scale-constraining factor.
For the third and fourth, commercia li za tion constraints
dominate.

1. Dairy milk refrigeration (Ombi77ed with cattle wash·water heating. Icc thermal storage, bio-gas back-up.
Sale of surplus gas . Option to us e heat pump to achieve
pasteurization temperature before chill.
In New England an average dair y herd has approx imatel y 60 cows, each producing an average of 15 kg.
of milk per da y.8 Specifications for a system capable of
handling such a herd in 4 meters lsecond (9 miles per
hour) annual average winds, and a reduced herd of 50
cows in 3.6 m.ls. (8 mph) winds, demand a 10 m. (35
ft .) diameter rotor with a mechanical power capacity of
1,500 wattS to the heat pump. For mil k cooling combined with wash water heat to )S0e. (95°F.), a cooling coefficient of performance (C.O.P.) of three is
currently achieved, along with a simul taneous heati ng
e.O .P. of four. 9 These figures are used for the above
spec ification s. Thermal sto rage consists of 55 metric
tons of icewater contained in a 4 m. x -+ m. x 4m. (13 ft.
7 \rL' do nor ahandon our e-.uiicr conrention thar the hest clllbodilllcnrs of the
proposed system will he economica ll y super ior to competing rcdlllologic$ in rhe
ncar-term, if
eco nomics is the criterion. Bur whole-s yste m economics
is unforrlll1arely nor always market economics. Thus, we appeal to:l. higher wisdom

that must recognize unwise subsidies and simple avarice, and work in rhccomcxr of
these

to

achieve sensible and humane economic goals.

8 Dr. Stanley Caunr. L',S. Agricultural Extension Service. Amhersr.
communicarion

pcrson:lI

9 Or. L()uis A. Liljedahl. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. \\'ind energy specialisr; person:1 1
cOnlllluniGHion. Dr. St:.tnlcy G<l.unr (footnore 8) :1IS0 reports the
gro\\'ing
usc of hC'Jt pumps for this application.
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WIND -DRI VEN THERMAL SYSTEM
FOR A DAIRY FARM
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on a side) water tank (inside dimensions) \vith internal
heat exchanger and milk tank. Insulation is 30 cm. (one
ft.) thick urethane or other foam. Effecti ve storage
time at full use load is 90 days, sufficient for eight- toone variation between the best and worst month average seasonal w ind power fl uctuation. 10
With a counter- flow heat exchanger and warmwater storage tank it should be possible to exchange
heat passively from incoming warm milk to incoming
cold water, further reducing the work of the heat
pump necessar y to ac hieve final temperatures , especially in winter when the incoming water is cold. This
combined with th erma l storage could help improve
year-round efficiency by a substantial factor so that
the same windmill could service much larger herds, or
so that a much smaller windmill would do the same
job.

2. Rural community locker plants for freezer space rental
in possible conjunction with commercial food processing and
storage. Thermal storage at - 21° e. (-6°F.) by freezing
a eutectic salt (NaCl) brine. Heat ma y be used for
nearby space heating.
T he wmdmill specifications are identical to case 1.
Refrigeration e.O.P. esti mate: two. Thermal storage
is also analogous: 55 metric tons of salt brine for 90
days at full use load with a high outdoor average
temperature of 30°e. (86°F.). Freezer interior dimen sions are 4 m. (high) x 5 m . x 7 m., with bottom I .Sm.
filled by a salt brine pool penetrated by refrigerator
pipes and passive heat pipes. Insulation is 40 cm. (16
in.) thick foam. User air lock. Design use load: 70
visits/day, two-minute stay, bringing in 2 kg. offood
every other trip (proportioned two parts meat to one
part fish to two parts watery vegetables, all presumed
to enter at outdoor temperature, e.g ., fresh harvest or
slaughter).
For case 1, conduction loss through 30 cm. foam is
less than 10% of the total thermal load, which implies
that the diary system could be scaled down easil y. For
case 2, conduction loss through 40 cm . foam is 60% of
the total thermal load, so that scale reduction would
demand more insulation to compensate for poorer
(larger) surface / volume ratio.

3. Ice making plants for the fishing industry. It w ill be
practical to design for higher windspeeds at seacoast
sites, as contrasted with cases 1 and 2. lee is preferable
to refrigeration for fresh-fish preservation since layering of fish and ice permits very rapid equilibration of
fish to near-freezing temperatures without danger of
10 See p , C. Putnam, P{)weT fTOm liz, Wind (Van Nostrand Reinhold Co" 1948 ),
pp. 90-91, for an example of seasonal va ria bility in New England. The assumption

of eight-to-one variation is conservative (i.e ., safe). The calculations makea safety
allowance fo r a yea r with 25% less than average w ind powe r for the site, also
indicated by Purnum's data (same pages), Data is ava il able to research these
assumpt ions much mo rc rigorously.
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freezing ..--\lthough heat Cdn be sold for space heating
while allowing a refrigeration e.O.P . of three, he,n
could be rejected to ocean water at a mllch lower
temperarure, permitting a refrigeration e.O.P. of at
least five.
To justifv the investment in harbor space, dock,
loading equ{pment, etc., to service large fishing boats, a
minimum commercial-scale ice plant might need to
produce 2,000 tons l year H A lthough this implies almost ten times the annual output of systems 1 and 2,
several factors combine to keep the necessary rotor
size down. With the availab ilit y of good seacoast wind
sites, a reasonable design minim um average windspeed
is 5 mh. (11 mph) instead of 3.6 m./s. (8 mph) . With
condenser rejection to ocean water, a refrigeration
e.O.P. of five is assumed. And the safety margins
necessary, sav, for a food locker with valuable contents and high cost of a thaw, will not be necessary for
an ice plant that might have to lose a small f[<lction of its
regular customers to a non-wind-po\\'ered competitor
in a year with belo\-\' average winds .
With these considerations, rotor size comes to IS Ill.
(49 ft.) diameter with a rated mechanical power of
10,000 watts . Storage capacity will depend on seasonal demand flu ctuations as well as seasonal wind
variability.
4. Ki/71 dryiJ/g of lumber 01' tobacro. (Similar systems
would be applicable to food drying , but as of this
writing the author lacks concrete experience of food
drying requirements on wh ich to base even a tentative
system description.) \' apor condensation and thermal
recycling for top efficiency. No thermal storage or
back -up.
In this svstem, hot and cold side heat exchangers
operate in
as an air dehumidifier: the cold coils
condense water , then the hot coils boost the dried air to
a higher temperature than that of the Illoist air originall v entering. Drying takes place in an insulated
enclosure and the cvcle remains clo sed except for the
input of wet materials and the remova l ofdr v materials
plus water.
We lack data with which to estimate scale o r performance of a systcm like this. The author ha s witnesscd
hugc cxpcnditures on fuc l oil to dry tob,ICCO in J\'laritime Canada. The winds there arc thc best in
.--\merica, and are very good by the tobacco harvest
timc in thc fall. the demands for home space heating
esc<llate at about the time that tobacco df\'ing is completed ..--\ hybrid drving / llOme- heating systclll would
probablr bc necessary for good utilization ami pa\'b<lck. Summcr, the period of no demand, is thc period
of least wind.

11 James \V \\avor, Jr ., \r oods Hole Oceanor;raphir Insriruion: person;!!
cation
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(;LOB.-\L PROSPECTS
The technology growing out ofsuch a program should
be relatively simple and economical, encouraging small
businesscs to produce diverse subsystems (windmills,
thermal stores, drying ovens, cold-storage warehouses,
solar-pl us-wind heated greenhouses) in a competitive
markcr. While the United States is probably best

equipped to support the eosts of the earl y portion of the
svstem learning curve, the knowledge produced will
require technology of a scale and simplicity that is
accessible to nations with less capital and fewer special ized engineers and techmcians available . Wind-dri ven
heat pumps and thermal storage systems should come
to represent a significant quantitative step to a worldwide renewably based technology.

Whatever Happened to Compressed Air?
Jose ph Seale
Everybod v said that compressed-air cnergy storage
for wind power was a natural and that somebody
ought to try it. So we did. The first setback was
suggested bv theory , but we thought that \\'e could
turn
into an asset. Then economics, engineering
details, and the available, state-of-the-art equipm ent
were lying in wait and ambushcd us.
Theon' first. Whcn you compress a gas, the work
performed to squeeze it adds energ)', causing temperatulT to rise. T he tern perature incrcasc causcs a proportional risc in prcssure, with a resultant increase in the
\l'ork reqlllfed to comprcss the gas. If thc compressed
gas cools off before bcing uscd to run an air motor for
energy recoverv, then thc prcssure will be lowered and
the extra work required for compression will not be
recoverable, For compression to 7 atmosphcrcs (lOa
pounds per square inch) thc ideal theorctical efficiency
limit for one stage comprcssion and decompression IS
onl", 571;. The remaining -1-3 % of the encrgy goes to
pump heat.
Fine. Why not combine heat pumping with a mechanical energy storage and recovery svstem? Use thc
hcat from thc comprcssor to warm aquaculture tanks,
the cold ,lJ[ cxhaust from the air motor to freeze food,
and thc stored mechanical energ\' to run the blowcr
motor for the rock hcat storagc system in the Ark . It
lookcd like a superb example of synergistic, multifunctional use of equipment, We were very excited,
Enter the real world, real air, and real machines. Air
contains moisture. As air cools upon expansion through
an cfficient air motor, ice sublimes alIt and freezes up the
motor. T here is a way around the problem with an air
drying device - but that is expensive. Judging from the
perf0rl11,11ll'C figures on motors, air motor manufacturers ha ve found a cheapcr so lutio n; which is to make thc
motor so ineffici cnt that most of the energy in the
compresscd air generatcs hear to prcvent freczing, The
most efficient combination of compressor and air motor
that \\c co uld find is
efficient mechanicalh', and
thJt is w ith an efficicnt two-stage compressor that cools
the partiallv comprcsscd air to minimize overheating

and consequent excess com prcssion work. Sincc most
of.the energy that might ha ve been recovcred mechaniGlllv goes to ovcrcomc motor freezing, the system
makes a vcry poor refrigerator. Mostly, the compres sor motor systems that wc could buy degrade highquality mechanical cncrg y to low-grade heat which is
of some utilitv , but not worth the price.
We considered the costs of comprcssed-air encrgy
storage costs ..-\ little math and physics shows that for
a gIVcn strength of material (e.g., steel) uscd to makc a
compressed air tank, the quantity of material required
varies in proportion to the volume-times-pressure capacity of the rescrvoir . In other words, thcre is no scale
or disadvantage for cost of matcrials, which
is the major cost of large tanks. Thc following tablc
confirms thcory in practical terms:
1977 Prim,

Tallks Safe
I 'Ollill/I', gal

12S
235
660
USO
2,200

10

125 PSI

Weight,lbs

COIl, S
5 338
S SO.j.
SI,Sn
53, l.J.6
S3,893

196
500
1,115
3,100
UOO

COIt / Volume, $/ gal
SUO
521.j.
S2.31
52 ,03
S1. 77

Our guess is that the largest tank uses a reduced
quantity of higher strength, more expensive steel to
achicve lighter weight at a slightl y better cost.
Suppose we were to use the 235-gallon tanks, which
are bigger than four 55- gallon oil drums, with the
best-combination 8% efficient compressor/motor system, to deliver one horsepower to run the blower
for the rock sto rage in the Ark . Assuming an operating
pressurc range from 125 psi down to 80 psi (you can't
usc up all thc pressure and keep the blower powered
sufficientl v), one tank wi ll last less than two minutes
and it wo uld cOSt S27 per minute storage capacity for
tank capital alone, For comparison, lead -acid batteries
of cquivalcnt energy delivery capacity cost less than a
tenth as much ($17 per horsepower minute, initia l
capital), It should be notcd though that with room for
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roughly tenfold improvement in air motor efficiencv,
and hence in effectiveness of usc of air storage capacity,
better equipment could change the whole economic
pIcture.
What of future possibiliti es if we envision cquiplllenr
not currentl y available? I have already indicated that
the coSts of the theoretica l tank materials will vary
roughl y as pressure-times-volume capacit y. The
energy carr yi ng capacit y of a tank, ass uming ideal
recovery, is a somewhat more complicated function.
The following tab le expresses theoretical energy carry ing capacity divided by pressure- times - vo lume in
order to indicate how performance / cost ratios might
be expected to vary with d es ign pressure:
Pressure.
atmospheres (gauge)
PerformancC' 'Cosr,
arbirrar y units

1.00 :l.00 5.00 1.00 9.00 11.00 13.00 15.00
2H

.62

.S" 1.00 1.13

1. 2 ..

1H

J.-t2

G oing up from the 7-atmospheres baseline case, we see
a slight theoretical advantage in higher pressure, but the
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higher the pr essu re, th e more difficult the thermal
effects. Even when b y - product hear pumping is taken
into account, efficienr high-pressure operation requires
multiple stages of compression and decompression
\-v ith inter-stage heat ex changers. (This applies to the
7-atmospheres range of current equipment.) T his is
the realm of complex indu strial equipment , nor sim ple
\\·ind machin es .
vYher e geological re servoirs such as ca verns, abandoned mines , or dep leted natura l-gas fields provide
free stora ge, lower press ure operation with simpler
equipment becomes feasible. There is a possibilit v that
a compressed-ai r utilit y using pipelines , windm il ls ,
and natural storage might work. There was a munIcipal
compressed-air utilitv e<u ly in this century in Paris.
But at anv practical pressure, rhennal effeers w ill be
significant and w ill represent an efficiency loss wherev er it is impract ical to utilize the heat at points of
energy production and the cold at point s of consumption. Realisticall y , compressed-air storage for isolated
small wind-energ·y systems seems out of the question.
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Beyond supplying the vegetables and some of the
fruit for all of us who work at New Alchemy, the
gardens are one of the most beautiful places at the
farm. And if that were not more than adequate, our
gardens, over the years, have taught us a great deal
about the relative merits of various methods and
practices of raising food. Beginning quite literally
from the ground up, our first task was to create a
balanced fertile soil from the sandy terminal moraine
that forms Cape Cod. Long before our soil had been
tested and pronounced lacking in none of the essential nutrients as it has been recently, we had begun
work with intensive vegetable production, biological
pest control and the effects of such time-honored but
not scientifically corroborated practices as mulching.
For four seasons now, Susan Ervin has been engaged
in a series of mulching experiments. In 1978, having
eliminated as many variables as possible. she arrived
at statistically significant and somewhat surprising

data on the effects of seaweed mulch.
A Ithough the garden and the bioshelters ha ve been
the centers of our agricultural work, Earle Barnhart's
most recent project has started a considerable outward expansion. Earle has begun the extensive and
longterm undertaking of establishing an arboretum of
locally adapted fruit and nut trees, and trees to provide
fodder for animals. The eventual goal, as he discusses
in his article, is to create a mixed and sustaining,
ecologically viable, agricultural landscape. Planting
trees is satisfying not only in that it embodies an
ecological ethic but because it is a gesture that,
unlike so many others, invests in rather than robs the
future. In his article " Th ree Crops," Earle explains
some of the theory behind the ecological soundness
of tree crops and goes on to describe some very
workable designs.
NJT

Photo by R. D. Zweig

Further Experiments on the Effects of Mulches
on Crop Yields and Soil Conditions
Susan Ervin
Over the past several summers we ha ve been conducting experiments to test the effects of mulches on crop
yields and on soil conditions. Our interest is in biodegradable mulches intended to enrich the soil as well as
to control weeds, moderate soil temperatures, improve
soil texture , and retain moisture. In one trial in the
first phase of experimentation, unmulched lettuces
yie lded higher than either those mulched with seaweed
or with those mulched with <]Zolla, which is a small
aquatic fern that grows on the surface of our fish
ponds. 1 In a second trial, azolla-mulched sections
yielded higher. In the second phase of the experimentation, the effects of seaweed mulch , leaf- mold mulch ,
,Ina the absence of mulch were observed on tomatoes,
s\\,eet peppers, chard, lettuce and beets. Half of each

crop recei ved supplemental watering; half did not.
Lettuce tended to be more'productive witho ut mulch.
There was a clear trend toward higher yields for beets,
chard, and tomatoes mulched with seaweed, though
only chard showed a statistically significant higher
\'ield. The significance of the other yield differences
\\'as masked by the fact that varia tion was due more to
site than to treatment. Crops that benefitted from
mulch had higher yields with seaweed than with leaf
mold. Supplemental watering was not a significant
factor ill any' of th-::se cases 2
During the summer of 197 8 we continued experimentation, attempting to obtain more conclusive results
by limiting the number of varIables. Because supp lemental watering had not significantly affected yield s

1 SU$,ln Ervin, 19 77, "The Effects of Mulching with Seaweed and Azolia on Lettuce
Tlif founlal oj Tlu ;\"e'U: ...J.lchtmi)-ts. -k 58- 59

2 Ervin, 19,9. "Effects of .\lulchcs,'· The
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the preceding year, we chose not to water any crop
after a few initial waterings at the time of seeding or
transplanting. The crops tested were tomatoes, beets,
and lettuce. The mulch treatments were confined to
two, seaweed mulch and no mulch. The lettuces were
mulched soon after planting; mulch was applied ro the
other crops on June 24 and renewed on July 3. It
settled to a covering of about 6// .
The lettuce variety used was Salad Bowl; the beets
were Ea rly Wonder, and the tomatoes were Rutgers.
Planting and harvesting proceeded as follows:
Lettuce Trial!: Seedlings were set out June 7. Whole plants were
harvested between July 10 and IS,. with an equal
number of plants harvested per section on each
harvest da y.
Lettuce Trial II: Seedlings set out July 21. Harvested between
September 9 and IS, in the same manner as in
Trial I.
Beets Trial I: Seeded June I. Harvested August 2 and 3.
Beets Trial II: Seeded August 5 . Harvested October 23.
Tomatoes: Seedlings set out June 9. Fruits were harvested
when well ripened, beginning on August 8 and
ending September 26, when the plants were
damaged by frost.

i'v1ois/ure at 5" Depth
.Mulched
June 26
July 10
Ju ly 24
August 7
August 21
September 4
September 11

As expected, mulched plots were cooler on hot
days and warmer on cold nights and showed less temperature variation overall. J ul y 11 is a typical ex ample: Morning readings of 69°F (20.6°C) and 70°F
(21.1°C), afternoon readings of 71°F (21. 7°C) and
72°F (22.2°C) for mulched sections at 5//; morning
readings of 68°F (20°C), afternoon readings of
86°F (30°C) and 84°F (28.9°C) for both unmulched
sections at 5//; morning readings of 61°F (l6.1°C)
and 63°F (17.2°C), afternoon readings of 70°F
(20.6°C) for the mulched sections at 1//; morning
readings of 58°F (144.4°C), afternoon read ings of
88°F (3l.l°C) and 92°F (33.3°C) for the unmulched
sections at 1//. The mulched sections remained moister
than unmulched sections throughout the summer, a
fact of some significance in an area of quick ly drY111g,
sandy soil. Mulched sections also retained moisture
longer after rain .
The following tables are excerpts from the data
collec ted between J line 26 and September 1S. Com plete data is available on request.
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.55

.52

1.60

.25

.22

1.70

1.90
2.70

.30
.18
.67
.71
1.00

.60
.2 8
.92
1.20
1.30

1.55
.90
3.S0
9.S0
14.00

1.30
5.00
25.00
30.00

1.95

Tempera/ures at 5" Depth (degrees FahTl'IIheit)
Umnlliched
JlJulrhed
June 26

I

/

.-\ . .11.

67°
68°
68°

1' . .11.

7]0

.-1 ..11.

72°
72°
70°
71°
69°
70°
6-1-°
65°
62°
62°

68°
69°
69°
72°
73°
75°
72°
73°
70°
71°
6-1-°
66°
61°
61°

.-\ . .11.

P. .\!.

July 10
July 24

1' . .\1.

August 7

1 . .11.

1' . .\1.

Moisture and temperature data were collected using
a Soiltest MC- 300 meter. Sensors were placed 5// deep
in two mulched sections (one and seven), and two
unmulch ed ones (two and eight) . Two sensors were
placed in each of these sections to ins lir e accurate data.
The final figure recorded was midvva v between the
readings of the two sensors. Variation between the
two was slight at all sites. A stick thermometer W,lS
lIsed ro determine temperatures at a depth of 1".
Readings were taken in the mornings between 6 :00
and 7:00 .\.1\., and in the afternoons between 4:00 and
4:30 P . .I\.

Umnulched

August 21

.-\ . .\1.

September -1-

.-\ . .11.

P. \\.
1'. ,\1.

Septem ber 11 .\ . .\1.
I). ,\\.

8

6-1-°
79°
6Ho
82°
73°
87°
72°
80°
66°
7-1-0

58°
72°
59°
68°

6-1-°
/()o

68°
79°
72°
Hl°
71°
76°
67°
72°
59°
72°
59°
68°

Temperaturn a/ I" Depth (degree.\" FahTfllheit)
Mulched
Unmulched
7
2
8

"1..11. 58°
6So
P. ,\\.
Jul y 10
.-I . .\\. 63°
1' ..\1. 71°
July 2-1'\ . .\!.
66°
1' ..11.
71°
August 7
I ..I\.
66°
P.\\.
67°
August 21
.-1 . .\1.
62°
P. .\-\. 67°
Septemher -1- -I. I\. 54°
P. \169°
September 11 '\ ..\\. 54°
P. .\\. 63°
June 26

58°
67°
63°
72°
66°
71°
66°
71°
62°
71°
54°
69°
53°
63°

58°
77°
63°
S5°
64°
S7°
65°
77°
60°
77°
51°
75°
52°
70°

58°
78°
63°
86°
63°
86°
65°
N°
60°
80°
51°
7-1-0

52°
70°

Soil was tested to determine the effects of the mulch
on soil fertility. The analysis of samples was done by
the Cooperati ve Extension Service of the U .S. Department of Agriculture at Waltham, Massachusetts . Mulchrelated variations were evident for nitrate, pH, potash,
and soluble salt readings (Table 1).
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pH
Section No . 1 (m)
2 (nm)
3 (m)
4(nm)
5 (m)
6(nm)
7 (m)
8(nm)
N itrate
Section No . 1 (m)
2 (nm)
3 (m)
4(nm)
SCm)
6(nm)
7(m)
8 (n m)

T ABLE I-Soil Analysis
Test D,lte
6 / 21
7/ 12 7/ 22
8/ 6
6.6
6.1
6.4
6.3
6.7
6.6
6.5
6.5
6.7
6.3
6.4
6.4
6.8
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.2
6.5
6.4
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.8
6.7
6.5
6.+
6.6
6.8
6.8
6.6
6.8

6.4
6. 7
6.5
6. 7
6.7
6.8
6.7
6. 5

8/ 26
6.8
6.8
6.6
7.0
6.6
7.1
6.8
7.1

8 / 16

H
VH
EH
MH
IV!
MH
MH
H

EH
VH
EH
EH
EH
EH
EH
MH

VH
L
VH
ML
VH
MH
VH
M

EH
H
EH
VH
EH
EH
EH
EH

EH
M
VH
M
EH
L
EH
VH

EH
M
VH
L
EH
MH
EH
MH

VH
L
MH
M
VH
M
L
VH

VH
VH
EH
EH
EH
VH
EH
VH

EH
VH
EH
VH
EH
VH
EH
VH

EH
VH
EH
VH
EH
VH
EH
VH

EH
VH
EH
VH
EH
M
EH
VH

EH
L
VH
L
VH
L
EH
M

;;:
:::«

112
15
80
16
130

58
20
110
17
135
17
96
l.J.

150
28
180
H
106

80
21
122
22
18S

Potash

Section No. 1 (m)
2 (nm )
3 (m)
4 (nm)
5 (m)
6 (nm )
7 (Ill)
8 (nm)
Solllbll'S,liu

Section :'-io. I (Ill)
2 (nm)
3 (m)
+(nm)
5 (Ill)
6 (n m)
7 (m)
H(nm)

=llIulch
=no mulch
FH =,"",tra t Ii gh
VH =Ve ry High
[n

[1111

15
20

23
20
17
1.J.
11
12

r:<:

7.

n

250
H

H =High
,VIH =,Vl eJium High
M =Medium
ML =Med ium Low

22

) ,
_.'

222
25

98
17

L =Low
VL = Vcry Low

It is known that potash penetrates more deeply in a
mulched so il because of more uniform moisture distribution 3 We had thoug ht initiall y that during mulch
decomposition there might be temporary nitrate shortages. T his, however, did not prove to be true. Soluble
salt levels, though much higher in mulched pl ots than in
unm ulched ones, di d not reach levels generall y considered to be damaging to most plants.
The yields are shown below (T able 2). The total
yield from mu lched sections in the first beet trial wa s
78.5" % g reater than from unmulched sections. T he
second trial produced yiel ds 225% greater than in
unmulched sections. The total yield of mulched tomatoes was 7.3% greater than unmulched ones, although
some unmulched sections out- y ielded some mulched
sections. In the first lettuce trial the unmulched sections
yielded 33.9% more than mulched ones, and 20%
greater in the second trial though some unmulched
sections were less productive than some mulched ones.
Using the t- test of significance between two sa mple
means, the following resu lted:

Beets I
Beets II
Tomatoes
Lettuce I
Lettuce II

t-·value

significance

5.48
7.48
.22
2.20
.78

99 +%
99 +%
15+%
92 +%
5"2 +%

In both trials, beets mulched with seaweed yielded
significant ly higher. In the first trial , unmulched lettuces yi elded significant ly higher. The differences between y ields of mulched and unrnulched plots for the
second lettuce tnal and for the tomatoes were not
sta ti stically significant.
Lettuce is known to have a low salt tolerance wh ereas
that o f beets is known to be h igh . Thus, the salt levels are
most likely a major factor in resulting yields. Another
3(;corgc I. SlaTe. 1957, "How I .\Iulch
Bor:lIli l' (;,lrdt'l1, \:l'\\ ' York)

C;;lrdclI," in I /,lIIdbflflk

OJJ

TABLE 2- Yields
.ll lIlellI'eI Satioll.\"

rorals
:-\.\'cfage

L etitia I
2) plallts per plat
2,5 98 g
91.6+ oz.
+.6+0 g 163.6 7 oz.
..},73 I
166.HH oz.
+.359 g 153. 78070.
16,3 2H g 575.9501..
16:; g
5. 76 oz.

Lettuce 1/
20 plants per plot
2,I3+g
75.2701..
2,92 8 g 103.2 8 oz.
1,752g
6 1.80 oz.
1,0++ g
36.83 oz.
7,8 58 g 277. 1801..
98 g
:; .+6 oz.

Betlfl
3) plallls per plot
3,9+5 g 139.1601..
3,903 g 137.670z.
5,115 g 180.78 oz.
+,+97 g 158.63 oz.
17,+70 g 616.2+ oz.
125 g
+.+0 oz.

Beets 1/
1,152 g
1,130 g
920 g
1,3 1+ g
+,5 16 g
113 g

+0.6+ oz.
39.86 oz.
32.+5 oz.
+6.3 5 oz.
159.30 01..
3.9S oz.

Tomatoes
) e.lm/l.( f!.er lot
10,7+7 g
379.09 oz.
22 ,762 g
802.91 oz.
37,3 l+ g 1316.2Ioz.
12,88+ g
+5+.+ 7 oz .
83,70 7 g 2952.68 oz.
+,185 g
1+ 7.6 3 oz.

380
+10
152
++6
1,388
35

13.+0 0z.
1+.+6 oz.
5.36 oz.
15. 73 01..
+8.96 oz.
1.22 oz.

1+,702 g
25,100g
19,667 g
18,579 "
78 ,0 +8 g
) ,90 2 g

10 plalils per plot

e

L'IIJ}!I(hhrd
S'n/iolll"

+

5,010 g
6,+51 g
+,7+5 g
5,667

Torals
,-\n:ragc

i!

21,873 g
2 1t)

I 76.i!. oz .
22 7. 55 oz.
16 7.3 8 01..
199.90 oz.
77 1.5501..
7.7201..

2,60+ g
2,660 g
1,398 g
2,7:10£

9,++2 g
118 g

91.H50z.
93.83 oz.
+9.3101..
98.0601.
333 .06 oz.
+.1601.

1,910 g
2,-+26 g
2,835 g
2 .6+1 "
9.S 12 g
70 g

67.3 7 0z.
85.57 oz.
100.000z
93.160z.
3+6. 1101..
2.+701..
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5 18.60 oz.
885.38 oz.
693.7) oz.
6553601..
2753.0701..
13 7.65 oz.
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observation that mayor may not be va lid is that in the
second lettuce trial section 6 was the lowest v ielding
unmulched section and had lo w nitrate levels during
part of the time of that trial.
T he accumulated data from two years' experiments
al lo w some inte resting incidental observations to be
made. Tomato y ields were much lo wer this year using
the same variety of tomato as used in the previous year.
In 19 77 , the average production of seaweed -mulched
plants was 9,132 .06 grams; in 1978,4,185 .35 grams .
Fo r unmulched plants, the average 1977 yi eld was
8,054.63 g rams; in 19 78, 3,902 .4 g rams . Temperatures

were lower during the 1978 season and moist ure le vels
higher. In the next phase of our exper imentation , ,ve
shall continue our wo rk w ith seaweed, attempting to
isolate its enriching effects on the soil from those that
increase salini t y . vVe wi ll also begin to test the effects of
mulching w ith stra w, whic h is a material that is a va ilable more wide l\' .
I should like to acknowledge the assistance of Nanc y
Jack Todd , Rebecca Todd, and Eleanor Labosk y in
carrying out this work, John Wo lfe in the statistical
eval uation, and of A l Doo littl e in plott!ng graphs.

Photo by R. 0. Zweig
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Tree Crops: Creatins the Foundation of a Permanent Asriculture

:\\an's (sic) ver)' existence IS being threatened by hi Sabysmal ignorance of what it takes to run a balanced ccosntem.
Eugene P . Odum
FlIlld,llllflllals

of f:rology

This paper is an exploration of the potential value of
tree crops in agric ultural ecosystems. The ecological
dilemma of increasing population, rapid agricultural
erosion and increasing energy cost is examined. A
partial solution is presented which proposes tree crops
as an ecological counter-strategy to these trends.
Several designs are presented as examples of how tree
crops may be used in rural, suburban and urban biotechnical land scaping. Lastly, promising avenues of
tree-crop propagation research are suggested as necessary prerequisites to widespread adoption of impro ved
agricultural trees .
Maintaining food production apace with population
growth without irreplaceabley damaging the so il base
on which productivity d epends is a major dilemma in
agriculture. While conventional agriculture can undeniabl y produce high yields, it cannot pretend to be
sustaimible in terms of either soil preservation or energy
consumption (sec References 1, 2, 3, + and +6) . The
fo llowing ana lvsis explo res current concepts of energy, eco logy, and erosion in agricultural ecosystems
and delineates the interdependence among land resources, energy resources and li ving communities. The
is to indi·cate that high yields can be compatible
with soil preservation and lower energy consumption
if successful strategies drawn from natural ones are
used as guides.
To feed 6-7 billion people
the year 2000, maintaining present demand use patterns, food production
must be great! y increased (1). This increase can come
from greater productivity on a vailahle .Iands or by
farming more land. Doubling world food production
on current land would require from 3 to 10 times the
energ·y and resources of current agriculture (1, 6).
Farming additional land implies using land of marginal
quality, much of it hill y, which will require expensive
maintenance to keep it productive agriculturallv . The
United
h;lS already lost an estimated one-third of
its topsoil and ;1I1
1
of its former po tcntial productivity, and thc erosion ratc is Jt a record
high (+, ..J.6)-\bout SI 5 billion have been spent on
conservation measures on the L' .S . since the l1lidI 93C)'s, vet each vear 56.8 to S7.75 billion \\·orrh of
nitrogen, phosphorus and porassium ;lIT still being lost,
S 13 billion is spent rep;llflIl g flood
sediment

damage to crops and pastures (1 , +). Presently 64% of
the U.S. crop land needs treatment for soil erosion
which is occurring at a rate man y times higher than that
considered compatible with permanent agriculture (1,3).
EROSION CONTROL OPTIONS
:\.nv country with a serious desire to preserve its soil has
several options. One path is technological, using mechanical force and humanl y constructed structures to
move soil and to restrain it from flowing downhill with
water. 1\\10 examp les of this approach are contour
plowing (annua ll y) or terracing (permanently). Contour plowing costs 5-7% more in time and in fuel but
can reduce erosion up to 93 % (l). Terraces are a
noreworth y strategy since man y of the longest-farmed
regions on earth utilized them (26). Either method must
deal with about 3-billion tons of sediment per year (1).
The terrace so lution is a relati vely simple way to invest
remaining fossil fuels in permanent fertility. It would be
interesting to see an analysis of the cost efficiency of
subsidizing permanent terraces with the money and
energ\' no\\· used for flood control and sediment damage repair.
.-\ second option is erosion control by biological
forces. The biological solution is attractive because of
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" no-till" culti vati on as ways of averaging-in materia ls
from perennial crops and o rganic matter similarto that
accumu lated by unharvested plants. A ll maintain organic structure near the soil surface that resists abrasion
from rain , wind and water.

the man y beneficial by-products and because of its
reliance on so lar energy instead of fossil fuel to pa y for
the tran sition . The concept of using perennial plants,
particularl y trees, to produce human food and animal
feeds while the y protect the soil has been proposed bv
historians of agriculture like F. H. King (26), geographers of soil erosion like J. R. Smith (11), and economists to whom people matter like E. F. Schumacher
(27). A landscape of perennials is the method nature
has evolved for soi l protection for most of the biogeographical regions of the earth that are now farmed
(28,29 ). Perennial plants tend to accumulate gradually
such structures as roots, stems, twigs, detritus and topsoil humus. T hese parts of the plant normall y shelter
the soil from the direct force of the weather.
E. P. Odum, in Fundamentals of Ecology, es timates
that if a natural ecosystem is to maintain its so il and to
sustain a given level of productivity, more than half of
its annual plant growth must be retained as structures
that resist environmental stresses . [f more than this
fraction of annual plant growth is allowed to remain , the
ecosystem gradually builds up biomass, becoming
more productive and more resistant to forces of wind
and water. On the other hand, if more than half of the
annual plant growth is consistentl y removed (as in
over -grazing or over-logging), an ecosystem graduall y exhausts its str ucture and becomes less able to
protect its soil, resu lti ng in losses to erosion, and leachin g, and in less productive capacity.
Only very sma ll amounts of nutrients are lost from
mature communities as compared to immature or disturbed ones, w ith losses decreasing along a scale from
ro w crops to small grains to grasses to perennial forages
to forests (3). Of particular interest are the management
practices employed to bring erosion rates down to
acceptable levels . Most of these in vol ve var ious strategies to allow a more mature plant community to gro\\'
up intermittently and to produce soil-protecting " resI dues. " Such residues carryover into the following few
years, decomposi ng slow l y until the y are lost as protection. We can think offamiliar practices incl uding stripcropping, crop rotation, manure application, and newer
TABLE I

WORLD DISTRIBUTION

0:o\\'hc re is the split hetween huma nit y and nature more df<lmat ic
than in the differing wan \\'ith \\'hich people a nd nature cove r the
land \\' ith vegetation. To maintain the evcr-normal [2' l'an'II'I', 'Igriculruralists favor the monoculture of annuals. :'\atllrc h'IS, for the
most parr. favored the poh'culture of perennlak

T he tre nd of dec reasing erosion with incrC<lsing presence of perennials suggests the ultimate strategy of
using trees as major agricultural crops. ' ]'0 quote
J. Sholto Douglas: "The nee is the too l with the
greatest potential for feeding men (sic) and anima ls, for
restoring water-systems, for controlling fl oods and
droug ht, for creating more benevolent micro-climates
and more comfortable and stimulating living conditions for humanity" (47). Perhaps the most striking
advantage of des igning with trees is that as biological
elements they are self-repairing and self- perpetuating
and their natural functions are powered by solar energy. The concept begins to appear more attractive as
the various benefits are tallied next to the cost of alternatives (or the consequences of nonaction). To replace these benefits mechanically we must bui ld erosion
control works, enlarge reservoirs , upgrade air-pollution control works, improve water purification plants,
increase air conditioning and provide new recreation
facilities (15).
PRODUCTIV ITY
The cumulative advantages of tree crops assume they
produce a reasonable yield of fo od . J. Russell Smith in
Tree Crops contended that trees could match row crops
in both protein and carbohyd rates in y ield per acre.
These are claims worthy of in vest igation , for if tru e,
tree crops would present an attract iv e alternat ive to
conventional agri culture in many reg ions . ] n compar-
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ing ecosystems, ecologists place temperate forests and
most agricultural land in the same range of primary
productivity (Table 1). On a world average of crop
production, growth in fertilized crop communities is
generall y' lo',,\'er than that in woodland; deciduous
forests often approach twice the production of dr y
matter as grains in thc same climate (7). Of course, total
plant material is not as important as the edible part of the
plant or crop. Wild foresttrees yield anIva small fraction
of their biom,lss as edible food; domesticated crop plants
can be nearl y halfedihlc grain . Butrecall that much of the
tree's biomass wh ich is nOl1ediblc comprises the structure that performs essentia l environmental se rvices.
Domestication is a dual selecti on ' protection relationship in which the farmer uses his sk ill and energy to
protect a strain of plant that yields morc food-to-fiber
than the average of its kind Artificial selection of crop

10

TREE CROPS

plants does not normally increase the total production of
the plant so much as it redistributes its productivity so
that more goes into food and less into stems, leaves and
roots. For exam ple , in the la st 50 years wheat has been
br ed to v ield 66 % grain -to-straw from the S1% grainto-straw of earlier strains. This is not, ho wever, the
proverbial free lunch, since the energy rechannelled into
food production is bred out of some other vital function
of the plant. T he improved strain wi ll anI y perform well
if the farmer is prepared to carry out the lost function.
His \l'ork is called an energy subsid y to thecrop, freeing
it to concentrate its energy in food. Some common
energv subsidies to conventional crops are pest protection, weed removal, nutrient enrichment and constant,
adequate water.
If one compares energy subsid y to improved yield,
early gains come cheaply . Food per acre from primitive
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farming using human/ animal! fire energy can yield 100
times that of gathered wild food. Eventually, diminishing returns occur. Conventional agriculture in the
United States has exhibited such a trend since 1945
(2). At high levels of energy subsidy, doubling of yields
can require 3 to 10 times more energy. Evidently some
ecosystem work is easier to subsidize than others. Often
what appears to be a good management choice, such as
monocropping to simplify cu ltivation, has high hidden
costs of pest control and nutrient loss which must be
paid eventually. It is an important challenge to discover which tasks are best performed by nature and
which are best met with fossil fuels .
Table 2 is a yield comparison of edible carbohydrates
from grain crops and tree crops. Two patterns that
emerge are:
1. grain crops with high fossil fuel subsidy show higher yields
than non- fuel subsidized crops, and
2. yields from improved tree crop culrivars are higher than wild or
average seedling trees.

T he best tree crop yields are seen to be approaching the
level of subsidized high-protein grains such as soybeans
and wheat. I belie ve that an y difference is largel yd ueto
rapid genetic changes in annuals that allo w a plant
breeder to take advantage of new energy-rich technologies. Most tree species, particularly those nati ve to
North America, have recei ved less intensive breeding
research than ha ve annuals . Preliminary steps ha ve been
taken, primarily through the efforts of dedicated amateurs: outstanding indi vidual trees of most nativ e
American fruit , nut and forage t y pes have been identified for qualities including high yields, annual bearing,
cold hardiness and fruit quality (48,49). In the process
a few species such as pecan have showed rapid improvement through selection and are approaching y ields of
barley and soybeans. Table 3 shows the progress that
has be"en made in identify ing perennial crops that reach
commercial production rapidl y . It is both surprising
and encouraging that the average time-to-commercialization is generally under 10 years .

TABLE 3-Fruiting Age of Tree Crops

Pnfllll ial
Trl'l' Crop

rmTS /0

brlnillg:

J'l'lrrs /0

gr<7j/l'd
CIII/ i-VIIT.r

CmllJIICrcil7/

.rein/I'd

b((lring:

prodlic/ iOIl

Sl'I'dlillgs

-, vild .\'Iock

COIJII}/{'rCl<71

+
3-+

.'\Imond s
.'\pples
.'\prico[s
Avocados
Blueberries
Chinese Chestnurs
Cherries
English \\'alnur
Filberts
Macadamia sp.
Peach es
Pcars
Pecans

6-/

8- 10
3-+
5-6

5-H

10-12
10
5-6

+-6

3-7
3-+

7-10

.\·OIl-COiJJ }}}('J'ci<ll

12

Black Walnut
Hearrnu[
Hickorv
Honel - Lo clls[
.\Iulherrv
Oak

10-15

.'-+

+0

5
6-9

20-35

From Jaynes (1969); Reed and Davidson ( 195 8); USDA Agricultural Handbook
450; the Fruit & Vegetable Associa tion

TABLE 4

PRODUCT ION
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AND

USE

OF

DRY MATTER

loss of roots and branches)

12

Dry

10

Tons
per
acre
per
year

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

(lost in respi ration )

leave s shed

1. reduce forces of wind and rain;
2. capture and control rainfall;
3. filter the air of dust, ash, smoke, pollen, carbon dioxide, and
aerosals;
4. reduce airborne sound with great efficiency;
5. provide generous shade at exactly the appropriate season to
homes and urban areas.

In a timher tr ee (Table 4) the woody framework that
performs these services is mos t of the t·ree. In domestication some of thi s wood must be given up in return for
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Remember that a tree invests some of its production as
storage In branches, toots, twigs, and leaves . These are
the parts that:
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more food, vet even in the extreme case of dwarf apple
there still is a significant phvsieal structure that is of
benefit to the human enVlronment.
Food trees can serve multiple services in land scapes .
Rather than just listing some of them, examples are
presented in the following scenarios of tree crops used
in rural, suburban, and urban settings .

DESIGNING WITH MICROCLIMATE

NORTH

DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR TREE CROPS
I . I"recs oftel1 serve Illulnplc funcnons:
soil cnnchlllenr
food production
soil prcsen'ation
lI'ater conrrol
,111' purification
lTe,l[lon of fllll'fociimates suitable for other planrs, afllll1als,
and people.
J

III lllultI-storl' agriculture, IaC\' IOIl'-shade sun-rolerant upperston' trees form the upper canop\· . Shade tolerant trees form the
IOIlTr ('>11101'\ '. Pasture grasses and Iegullles form the ground
cover benearh the trees . .\-lcadows and field crops arc rot,l[ed in
open ,Heas betll'Cen groups of trees.

.'. ,\itrogen-fi.'\mg trces and shrubs aJ'e distributed through the
landscape and contri bute nitrogen to the ecosvstClI1 through
Ical'-fall, grazing or pCJ'lodic cropping .
..J.. Orchards of domestic trees have th e same general microclimatological effects as sparse natural forests (9).
5. IVlore open, less dense stands of trees give the best yield per tree .
W ith increased age, y ield from a single tree becomes greater, but
yield per acre tends to be fixed if th e canopy is closed (10).
6. Pasture can thrive under tree canopies if they are not extremely
dense and if nutrients are not limiting.

SOUTH
Figure 1. Shade pattern produced around a standing tree, in
percent of fuLL sunlight. This pattern is for the spring season in
central Europe (after R. Geiger, Climate Near the Ground).

r'-lORTH

RURAL AGRICULTURAL FORESTRY
The ani y wa y man (sic) can have both a productive and a stable
environment is to insure that a good mixture of early and mature
success ional stages are maintained, with interchanges of energy
and materials,
Eugene P . Odum

-.

FUlIdamentals of Ecology

The average American uses about 1 ton of grain per
year, 93 % utilized indirectly as feed for cattle, hogs
and chickens, which supply our main protein sources
of meat, milk and eggs (3). As energy costs rise, conventional meat production practices, which require
considerable tran sportation of both animals and feed ,
Figure 3. CTOIS section of amount of shade Cilst by an established
tra.

/

--

SOUTH
Figure 2. Plantings around an established tree, matching shade
zones with shade-tolerant species. Young tree on south side receives almost full sun and wind protection.
Figure 4. Cross section of three rows, planted to optimize shade
avai/'lble and shade requirements of young species planted as
oTiginal pioneer species grows.
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Larger open meadows are
rotated with field crops

Perimeter hedges provide:
- wind protection
-browse for livestock
- minor tree crop products
-pest control ecosystems of
birds, predatory insects, etc.

Figure 5. Rural agricultural forestry.

Figure 6. Multi-story mixed tree crop agriculture, with livestock in understory pasture.

electric
fence centre
grazing are,
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will yield to growing feed and meat animals nearer to
each other and to the consumer. The ultimate integra tion is to raise meat animals fed on grain and tree feeds
produced in a matrix of fields and pastures protected
by perimeter plantings of tree crops (see F igure 6).
Large fields benefit from being sheltered; the approximately 5% area used for wmdbreaks is well
compensated by higher productIvity trom the remainder. ;\ ondomestic herbivores (wild game animals) are not to be shunned; highest sustained animal
production from a given piece of land will most often
result from a mixture of wild and domestic herbivores (7). Tree products such as acorns and honey
locust pods can match corn and oats pound for pound
as nutritious stored winter feed supplements for Ii vestock.

CRBAN AND SUBURBA N LA;\JO
Approximately 11.7% of arable U .S. farmland IS In
municipal areas. This is comprised of about 40 million
acres that have been converted to urban use, much of it
the flattest , most fertile land available. Further, the rate
of conversion is increasing (l). Every effort should be
made to encourage productive use of this space for
food production and increased environmental quality.

INSULATION OF BUILDING WITH
PLANTED vVINDBREAKS
Windbreaks of Ii ving plants have been well documented fo r their beneficial effect of reducing heat loss
from buildings (8,9,17) . The effect is due to reduced
infiltration through cracks, reduced exterior convection loss, and in some cases reduced radiant heat loss .
T he net result is that a house with good wind protection on three sides (north / west / east) can reduce fuel
use up to 30% in comparison to a similar house
exposed to full wind. W indbreaks perform as insulation, just as other more familiar methods such as double glazing, materials in wall cavities and weatherstripping do. Li ke these other methods, establishing a
windbreak has a capital investment cost, a maintenance
cost, an expected working lifetime and a payback
period that can be evaluated economically.
Unlike these other methods, windbreaks are biological and apprecia te in va lu e rather than depreciate.
They improve their performance automatically, using
availab le sunlight rather than an initial input of fuel
energ y of manufacture. It is thus a unique insulation
technique which requires a relatively small investment
in order ultimatel y to obtain large benefits.
The benefits of growing external insulation will be
particularlv useful to older homes which often have
high infiltration rates and walls too thin for adequate
amounts of wall insulation: both of these difficulties
arc amenable to the effects of a good windbreak . T he

Figure 7. IVindbreak succession / diveniji,,;tion. As early sur//oler<l1ll pioneer trees gror<1.', resu/tiug .Ihade and u'ind protection
pro",·ide.l microclimates jor less hardy plants.

strategy of growing insulation is an example of appl y ing biological solutions to what is normally conceived
as a technological problem. T he concept in vo lved is
that biological systems (in this case, plants) maintain
and perpetuate themselves using solar energy, while
technological systems usuall y require energy of manufacture, maintenance, repair and disposal in the form of
fossil fuels under the attention of people. In addition,
while protecting from wind the plants can:
-produce food,
-preservc soil,
-conrrol and purih' watcr,
-filter ,lir of dust, smoke, odors, and
-provide comfortable and pleasant

conditions.

Eac h of these services has values that become apparent
when a community must construct substitu tes.
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TREE CROPS FOR CONTINUOL'S
POUL TR Y FEED
In many respects poultry are ideal for homestead protein production. They recycle edible household and
garden wastes, produce a high-protein food daily
(eggs), meat occasionally, and require relatively little
space and maintenance. They do need feed supplements to grass and garbage. Commonly this feed is
commercial cracked corn or laying mash, thereby
making the economics little different to buying eggs
(apart from quality of egg) . An alternative to purchased
feeds is a combination of tree crops and perennial food
plants . Suggested plants are:

Cross section of rOW$ of tree CTOPS inteTJIlanted with row! of nitrolen-fidns hedze$

)vill/berry: for summer feed; drops m ulberry fruit in great quantity
for several months; a traditional animal feed in C him.

Honey Locust: for fall feed; produces highly nutritious pods, which
drop throughout late fall and early winter.

Burr Oak
Sa'u:tootli Oak: for winter feed; acorns are storable and ha >'e feed
value similar

to

corn, and can be ground like corn.

Comfrey: for spring feed; a high protein perennial herb devoured
bv ch ickens if given a chance . It leafs early in spring, ,md if
grown in rows under semievlindrical II'ire protectors, the
chickens have access to the dailv growing tips without destroving the plant.

Figure 8. Nitrogen-fixing hedges for sustained fertility.

\"IIII\\i

Figure 9.
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Windbreak
Insulation

Vegetable
Ga.rdens

URBAN LANDSCAPES
As energy supplies dwindle, urban populations will
undergo major changes that wi ll involve transportation, work places and the relative value of food. One
option for city dwellers is to convert space now com mitted to transportation over gradually to agriculture.
Bv encourag ing associations of street residents to
transform segments of street mto street gardens with
pedestrian/ bike corridors, a city can slowly foster
local food production and mass transit. The following
description and illustrations suggest details of such a
transition.
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19 jO 's Normal L'r/J'III Street
I , Surfaces of sldl'\I'alks. streets ,md hllildinf!s result III f!lare. f!rGlt
telllpLTallllT rJ "es III SUlllIllCC ,Ind f!reat run-off of r'lInfall.
1, I.a\l'ns alld shruhs ,Ire prillluih' Orn aIl1CnLII.

I , Block -Iollg' sef!lllenrs of '\orth-Sol1th streers arc I.oned for
pedestrian. lllClTIe ,md lllOPL'd traffic, \I'irh ,ISSUr'lnce of lllass
rransir and car p'lrklnf! ar the cnds,
1

Strcet
Ing street

co[)sr rw.:rcd

O'"l'r

As water makes up 80-90% of a plant's biomass, the
heat capacity of the water absorbs radiation and releases
it later slowly, Both processes combine to moderate
fluctuations in temperature and humidity, making
conditions more comfortable to life. Trees provide
shade for the great benefit of people and solar buildings
at exactly the appropriate seasons , Deciduous trees
even adjust to cold extended springs by leafing out
later, and long warm falls by dropping leaves later.

pa\"ClllCIH, rC:(,.lln-

drall1a!!l' ;lnd sc\\'Cr sysrCll1.

.', Tree crops, gardens and lll sularil'e \I'lndhreaks arc estahlished,

,\LallTe L'rhan .{e;riculturl'
I , I'lolischoid \'('geublc g'ardcns, sola r aquaculture 'Ind trce crops
prOl'l<k local food supplies,
J
:'\formal citl' water supplv provides households, wh ich then
rec vcIe
from wash ing and showers ro trees and
gardcns,
,', InCt'cJscd planr eOITr tlloderJtes relllpcraturcs. purit'ies ,llr and
Jilsorhs ra infall, Plants Jiso greath' reduce
and noise ,
.J., SOtllC of the slrcet
strucrures 'IrL' greenhouscs lIS111g
lI'astl' hcar frnlllioctl light Illdustrtes to suppl \' \\'Inter food 'Ind
to the
g'lrden

F0:\ ' IR00: ,\ IF0:L\L QU.-\LITY :\:"\D

L' RBA,\: AC;RICULTLTRE
On hot sunny da ys, temperatures in urban areas normall)' rise quickly because of high reflection and radia tion from sidewalks, streets and building. The result is
discomfort and extensive use of air-conditioning. In
contrast. when sunlight strikes a plant surface, much of
it is absorbed to evaporate water. Temperatures over
grassy surfaces on a sunny day are IO-li-°F. cooler
than on exposed soil or street surface for this reason (8).

A tmospheric Contaminants
Streets with trees have been shown to have about
one third the amount of airborne dust of streets without trees, Dust, soot, smoke, odors, and other particulate matter are similarly removed from the air ,
Gases such as C02 are actively taken up, Lead from
auto exhaust tends to accumulate on the soil, often in
dangerous concentrations. Preliminary tests in Boston of tree fruit grown in soil with 3,000 parts per
million of lead showed no lead in the fruits .
Noise as an atmosphenc contaminant is greatly
reduced by tree stems and leaves; trees are often planned
by high\vay designers to block freewa), traffic sounds
from residential neighborhoods . Noise reduction effectiveness has become quite well quantified as a result ,
These various environmental effects are quite valuable:
These natural fllncnons are powered by solar energy, and, to the
degree that they are lost, rhev must be replaced by extensive and
continUing Investments of fossil fuel energy and other natural
resources, If rhe quality of life is to be malntalned, we must build
eros ion control works, en large reserVOIrs , upgrade air pollution
control technology, install flood control works, improve water
purification plants, Increase air condinonlng and provide new
reereanon facilincs,·

Figure 10, L'rbcltl space re-allocatiol7, North-s01lth street
,"tglf/l'llts het--u;eell city blocks are gradualiy c/za1/ged from roads to
"treet g,11'lfens, XOTii!-.l'Outh a'Ve1lues rereive slln equally on both
"ides of tile st rut ,
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PROPAGATION OF TREE CROPS
The selection and propagation of trees for agricultural
purposes can produce wondrous crops from relatively
insignificant ancestor plants. Cra b-a pple ancestors were
selected over time to create toda y's apple. More recent! y in the Un ited States the southern pecan has been
transformed from a wild hardshelled small nut to the
paper-thin-shelled nuts of modern commerce. Each
nat ive fruit, nut and forage tree species has much
genetic variability in such qualities as size and taste of
fruit, age at first bearing, annual consistency of yield
and ease of propagation. By finding an individual wild
tree with one or more of these traits and propagating it
into many identical trees, one can create orcha rds of
high productivity. These can be later cross -po llinated
with other outsta nd ing cultivars and can res ult in a
next generation of multiple good traits.
There is a striking difference in the ease of vegetative propagation between long-domesticated tree crops
such as apple, mulberr y, fig and grape and 'Nild trees
such as walnuts, hickories, oaks and paw- paws. Over
centuries of cultivation and migration the trees in the
first group which were most easil y and successfully
propagated were the ones to spread to new lands,
becoming easier and easier to propagate in the process. Forest trees, on the other hand, are in nature
selected b y a multitud e of forces for man y qualities,
and consequently th ey show a wide variability in their
capacity to root or graft successfully.

F or agricultural forestry research we would like to
use many of the native species, in addition to proven
foreign species such as Persian walnuts, Chinese chestnuts and Oriental persimmons, adapted to American
soils and climates. These species are relatively difficult
to propagate, but the following propagation techniques show promise of more rapid and successful
results than those currently practiced.
OBT AINING SUPERIOR CULTIV ARS
Over the past severa l centuries of land use in the United
States, the clearing of forests for agricultural use
has considerab ly reduced the genetic scope of native
tree crops. Some have become endangered species
(53). Yet because of their recognized utility, they have
often been spared by the farmer when clearing land to
provide food for himself or his livestock (19). Thus
good trees have been preserved in fencerows, pastures,
and fa rm woodlots. Over the subsequent years many
outstanding cultivars have been named by members of
the Northern N ut Growers Association and the North
American Fruit Exp lorers (48, 49), whose members
are most! y amateu r plant appreciators who have disco vered much of what is known about the growth
habits and propagation methods of native food plants.
M an y of the best culti vars kno wn o f noncommercial
species are found only in a few private collections of
members of these organizations and are propagated
irregularly if at all. A few of the most popular can be
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purchased commercially, and many can be customgrafted with advanced notice, but to our knowledge
no large arboretum or nursery of native food plants has
been established. For valid comparison of varieties, we
propose collecting many of the named varieties for
propagation and field experimentation. Existing collections by past researchers offer the best access to plant
material. Of particular interest is the remaining tree
collection of the late J. Russell Smith, a noted pioneer
in the concept of tree crops. In the first half of this
century, Smith collected superior food tree culti vars
from across the United States and established them for
observation at his nursery near Round Hi lI, Virginia.
A few of the species obtained by Smith during this
period, such as the Chinese chestnut and various strains
of the Oriental persimmon, were imported and have
since become widespread and valuable commercially.
World War II stopped all work at the site and the
serious research ended. The site has since become
overgrown and unused.
On several occasions, subcollections of Smith 's best
trees were transferred to other sites for farm -scale testing. Most notable of these are the direction of the
T.V.A. in Tennessee and a site in Pennsylvania under
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the direction of John Hershey. In each case the man in
charge fell ill and the collections were virtuaIl), abandoned although portions of the tree stock are still
intact. These three sites are of ardent interest in resuming the tree research of these men. It is likely that many
of the superior trees on each place have produced
chance h ybrids that could be superior to the parents.
These are the onl y places where tree crops of many
types are growing in a forest-like condition so that a
study of the relative ability of each variet y to exist in a
mature canopy situation would be possible.
J. Russell Smith's family, the present T.V.A. staff,
and Mrs. Hershey have all assisted and encouraged
efforts at exploring the possibility of re-evaluating the
remammg tree resources. If research support is found,
we propose to:
1. identify remaining tree varieties,
2. observe chance h dJrids in the vicinities for superior qualir\',
3. collect and distribute valuable cu lri var scions ro other researchers and commercial nurseries,
4. clear underbrush and provide permanent labels for known
varieties, and
5. wr ite evaluatio ns and recommendations for future development.
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It seems appropriate that a serious study of the tree
crops concept should pick up where its foremost pro ponents left off.
NURSE-SEED GRAFTING
An outstanding nut-tree cultivar is normally propagated by grafting one of its branches onto a young
nut-tree seedling of the same or of a closely related
species. This operation requires considerable skill,
time and seasonal accuracy. The final expense is high ,
which is the major constraint on large-scale availabil ity of many important nut trees.
An alternati ve, rclati vel \' new technique called
" nurse- seed grafting" (first described in 196-1) offers
several potential advantages over normal outdoor
spring grafting:
1. The rootstock is sprouted nut seed; normall y two years are required to grow a large rootstock for grafting.
1. Timing and weather are not critical; the grafting can be carried
out at an indoor table or greenhouse bench over several months.
The technique IS relari\';h- simple, requlflnf! less sk ill th'111 con-

+.

quickly and to mass propagate many unavailable cultivars.
A germinating nut is cut to allow a thin-wedged
dormant scion to be inserted at the point of root/shoot
growth. A modified method is to insert the scion into
the split h ypocotyl. The graft is then placed in a warm
medium for healing and rooting. It is later moved to a
nursery of the field.

PLASTIC TUBE CULTURE OF T APROOTED TREES
Many tree species which are highly valuable for production of food or forage normally grow a long taproot as seedlings . Walnuts, hickories, many oaks, pawpa ws, pecans and horse chestnuts are all examples of
food trees that tend to be avoided by commercial
nurseries because of the difficulty of digging and successfullv transplanting them. A taproot without room

\Tnrional Tlut-tn:e

Initial roar-scion comparibilitY' can be derenllllled withll1 +-5
weeks without long and expensive nur se ry growth of rootstock.

The basic procedure is summarized in Figure 14.
Most research to date has been on Chinese chestnuts,
avocadoes and camellias. I.imited trials ha ve also included oaks, pecans, walnuts and some of the drupe
fruits such as peach or plum. Success has varied considerably, ranging from 88 .9% with certain chestnut
stock -scion combinations to little success with mature
oak scions or cross-species grafts. A very limited
number of species and cultivars have yet been tested.
This tcchnique offers an efficient method ro test

0

Figure 14.

nut

<

REFERENCE FOR FIGURE 14
Beck, .4.. R. 1970. "l\' urse-Nut Grafting," Northern Nut Growers
:\Ilnual Report, 61 st Year, pp. 84-90.
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Unl versity. 67 pp.
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to develop results in a stunted tree; a taproot damaged
in early development seriously reduces the viabilit y of
a young tree. Often tap-rooted trees stored and shipped
barerooted fail to survive (19).
A promising solution to propagation and shipping
of such trees has been developed for pecans . The technique uses inexpensive polyethylene tubing as deep
containers for seedlings, which allows normal taproot
development. The seedling can be budded or grafted
while growing in the tube . When needed , the seedling
is carried in the tube to its final field locat ion , w here the
tube is removed and the rooted seedling is slipped into
its hole. Transplanting shock is minimal and the season
during which planting is possible is greatly increased
over conventional bare- rooted dormant stock .
The use of this method is ideally suited to smallscale nurseries, eliminating the need for digging machines or expensive containers normally used for the
same purpose (barrels or lath tubes).

REFERENCES FOR FIGURE 15
Hinrichs, H. A., and Smith, M.W. 1975. "Greenhouse Production
of Pecan T rees in Plastic Tubes." Northern Nut Growers As sociation Annual Report, 66 : 37-40.
Hinrichs, H. A. 1976. "The Effect of Supplemental Light on
Growth of Seedling Pecan Trees Grown in Plastic Tubes"
Northern Nut Growers Association Annual Report, 67: 90-92 .

TESTING NUT QUALITY OF YOUNG
TREES
Systematic tree-crop improvement requires growing
and eva luating hundreds of yo ung seedling trees. These
seedlings are usually the result of cros s-breeding of
two high-qualit y parents in hopes of getting an even
better hybri d. Unfortunately there is a long wait until
the yo ung seedling produces nuts for eva luation of
quality. It can take from 10 to 12 years for walnuts and
hickori es. This waiting period can be reduced by 4 to 6
years if a branch of the seedling is grafted to a mature
tree, forcing it into earl y fruiting (19). Such grafting is
subject to difficulties of incompatibility between stock
and scion, high skill and labor requi rements and the
necessity of maintaining mature stock trees .
A much easier technique to hasten nut production
has recently been described by Stoke (51). In several
different tests with black walnut he chose a small
minor branch of a walnut seedling that had never
produced nuts and girdled it with a band of copper
wi re during one growing season. The band was then
removed in the fall. The next summer that limb alone
produced a good crop of nuts. The forcing effect did
not carr yover to the next summer.
T ree physiologists have reported similar early fruiting in other speci es as a result of controlled girdling
(52). T hese observations suggest that seed ling trees

Figure 1S. Plaslic 11Ibe culture of lap-rOOled Iree.L
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FIRST SEASON

wire girdle on branch

WINTER DORMANCY

SECOND SEASON

girdle removed

branch alone fruits

16. F'lrly fmil ,,'''Ilily II'Slillg bv coilirolll'd girdlillg.

under observation in nurser y rows could be induced to
fruit at a very early age to quickly eliminate inferior
trees . The technique wo uld provide a simple way to
test seed lings growing in the wild when thinning is
necessary . Perhaps most important, ea rl y induced
fl owering and fruiting would make possible rapid
genetic manipulation and tree breeding progress. Research on the effecti veness of the technique would be
fairly simple. Commercial nursery stock of oak, wa lnut, hickory and other slow - fruiting seedlings can be
tested to determine optimum seasons and duration of
controlled girdling that produces earliest fruiting without permanent damage.

EPILOGUE
Foresrs perfom irreplaceable eco logical serv ices as well as provid e
eco nomic products and recrearion. They assist in rhe global cycling
of wa ter, oxygen, carbon , and nitrogen. The y lend stabi lit y to
h yd ro logical sys rems, reducing the severity of flood s and permirtinl' rhe recha rging of spr inl's, streams, and underground warers.
Trees keep soil fro m washing off mountains ides and sand from
blowing off deserts; they keep sed im ent out of rivers and reservoirs and, properl y placed, help hold topsoil on agricultural fie ld s.
Forests house millions of p lant and animal species thar will disappear if woodland s arc destroyed .
Erik !::ckhol m
" Planting for the Future:
Forestrv for Human N'eeds,"
\Yorldwatch Paper 26, 1979.

REFERENCES FOR FIGURE 16
Sax, K. 1954. "The Control of Tree Growth by Ph loem Blocks."
f. of the Arnold Arboretum, 35: 251-58.
Stoke, H. F . 1975. "Girdlin g to Hasten Nut Production." The
Nutshell, 27, No.2: 3.

The ecologica l advantages of tree crops are quite
obvious; the economic consequences are more subtle.
Good eco logy and good economics often appear to be
in conflict w hen viewed over the short term. But a
time-frame of several generations or several centuries
reveals an "eco nomics of permanence" in which ecolo gica l well-being of a settled peop le is identical to
economic well-being. Our present economic theories
of investment and profit fail us as a basis of permanent
community or cultural securit y. The drive to maximize profit results in constantl y searching for and exploiting greener pastures rather than nurturing the
lands at hand. The period of human history is ending
in which migra tion can avoid the consequences of
careless stewardship; we now face the difficult task of
coming to terms with nature.
Forging of a land ethic which carefull y considers
global and future consequences is now paradoxically
only possible by using fruits of knowledge and tech nology produced by the civilization which has made
such a task crucial. Our energy-intensive, medically
protected society is immune to the population controls
most species face, while the mechanical power and
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technical knowledge we control can displace almost
any natural community. Necessar y ecological feedback, which in nature operatef at a subtle structural
and behavioral level, must in () ur case become conscious and monitored with a large dose of communicative technology. The traditional knowledge of past
cultures and present science is a nibble for reconstructive design of human landscapes. Air and water quality
can become sensitive indicators of stress and degradation of ecosystems, with the aid of lo w-energy electronic computation and communication systems to
pinpoint and communicate sustainable levels .
Materials technology offers long-lived tools, shel tel',
and agriculturally useful membranes for plant and
animal management. Perhaps most importantl y, remaining fossil-fuel supplies permit transportation and
distribution of available nutrients, biotic species, and
soil conservation structures that will allow regionally
self- reliant agricultures to become established.
Tree crops and other agricultural perennials are
important elements in agricultures of the future . They
are resilient, self-maintaining food producers which
automatically perform services and functions now

subsidized by fossil fuels. Their culture and maintenance require relative! y simple tools and easily acquired
skills. Eminently suited to rocky hills, urban, suburban and other landscapes not considered agricultural,
they offer the best comprom ise betwcen food production and landscape amenities , and between environmental protection and materials production.
Creative design of agricultural landscapes using tree
crops is in a very early stage; farmers , orchardists, city
planners, foresters, and ecologists have only begun to
cooperatively explore the merger of their knowledge
and recognize the concept of an agricultural forestry.
Many agricultural trees and plants used for centuries in
various biogeographical regions ha ve only recently
become a vail able in other similar bioregions as potential agricultural crops. Extinctions and continuous distribution of plant and animal species around the biosphere has nearly eliminated the chance of retaining
"natural" ecosystems. Thus ecological designers must
now begin to create a symbiotic community of plants,
animals , and humans with the visionary goal of permanentl y sustaining them all.
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New Alchemy Tree Crop Research
Paula Gifford and Earle Barnhart
The following article on mulberry productivity is one
of a number of special tree-crop research papers intermittently being produced for communication with
other tree-crop researchers and associates. They are
special-topic reports on aspects of tree crops, tree culture, and agricultural forestry design that we have
found to be useful or important in our work. The
series is called "New Alchemy Tree Crop Notes" and
includes:
No.1 BIBLOGRAPHY OF AGRICULTURAL FORESTRY
No . 2 ORGANIZATIONS, GROUPS AND INDl\'IDUALS
INVOLVED WITH THE TREE CROPS
NO, 3 NEW ALCHFrvlY MULBERRY YIELD MEASCRE,\lENTS,
1978
No.4 NEW ALCHEMY'S TRFE CROPS RESL\RCH,
1978-1979

plus an additional amount taken by birds and squirrels.
I have extrapolated this yield to 5. 68 tons per acre. On
such a scale the fruit would best be collected directly
by the foraging animals, and various cultivars should
be interp lanted to give a longer, sustained yield of
many months. 1
N utriti ve information on mulberries is scarce and
probably nonexistent for the United States. USDA
sources do not mention mulberries as either human
food (USDA Handbook #72; 1971, covering 2,483
food items) or as animal feed (A tlas of Nutritional Data
of the U.S. and Calladian Feeds; 1972).2,3 The only clue
is an analysis of the dried mulberries used in Afghanis tan, which shows them to have ahout the food value of
dried figs4
Individuals of the North American Fruit Explorers
are the only people we know in this country researching mulberry cultivars. s

NO. 5 N cRsE-Sr':Ell GRAFTINC; OF TREES
No.6 PL\STIC TUBE CULTURE OF TAP-ROOTED TREES
No.7 CONTROL.L.ED GIRll l.l NG OF TREES FOR EARLY
QUAl.lTY TI':STl;\JG
No.8 FEASIBILITY OF Dm!ESTICATINC; SQUIRRELS .-\S NUT
GATHERERS
No.9 W INDSC.-\PINC; WITH TREFS
NO. I0 BEFSCAPINC; WITH POLLEN AND NECTAR PUNTS
;\JO. 11 SOURCES OF "ANTIQUI':" HARDY DO;\IFSTIC
ANI.\IAL VARIETII·:S
NO . 12 WILLOW CClPPIClNC; FOR FUEL, FIBER A\ln FOR.-\Cr-:

Serious tree crop workers ma y obtain copies (at printing
cost plus mailing) by contacting Earle Barnhart, The
New Alchemy Institute, P.O. Box 47, Woods Hole,
Mass. 02543 .
Mulberries represent a valuable food for human consumption and animal feed. J. Russell Smith in Tree Crops
describes a region in Afg.hanistan where dried mulberries
(M orZiS alba) are a major staple. In the southern parts of
the United States, mulberry trees were often found in
pastures for pigs and poultry, providing feed which
was harvested by the animals as it fell. Several varieties
described as "everbearing" bear from May to August
in the South.
.
Our harvest measurements indicate that on Cape Cod a
mature tree can yield over 400 pounds of collectible fruit,
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Mulberry Yield-I 978
Fallen fruit was harvested from a mature mulberry tree
(Morlis alba) with a trunk diameter of 22 inches and a
canopy spread of approximately 1,553 square feet.
Fruit was collected daily over 30 days from netting on
the ground which intercepted approximately 75% of
the C3nopv spre3d (l,1 44
feet). Birds and
sqUIrrels consumed an addition31 unmeasured quantity of fruit. l\hrketable fruit was processed for human
consumption (70%) and the remainder (30%) was fed
to young chickens.
Collection from 74% of the canopy area yielded
135.7 kg . of fruit. To tal collectible yield was estimated to be approximately 184.2 kg. (405 .2 Ills.).
Distrihution of y ield from June 28 to Jul y 28 is shown
In Tables 1 and 2. Unmarketable fruit was eagerly
eaten by young chickens.

1 J. Russell Smith, 1950, Tru Crops: A Permallelll Agr;cullu« (Devin-Adair Co.), pp.
9i-I09.
2 U.s.D.A . .-\gricultural Handbook No .8 , December 1963; 190 pp. covering 2,483
food items .

3 .it/as oj Nutritiml<1/ Datil oj L'.S. and Canadiall Feeds, 1971, Nationa l Academy of
Sciences.

4 Sm ith. op. cit. , pp. IOi-S.

5 '{\;orrh American Fruir Explorers. 18{8 Jennings Drive, Madisonville. Ky. +231.
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TABLE 1-Yield of Fallen Mulberries: 1978
11
10

9HKilograms

collecred
from 7+%
of dripline

6
.1

4-

o
( Doub le and triple poims on graph are twO and three da y accumu lations averaged over (he period .)

T-l BLl: .2

H,lTves/ Data
Gnu.

June 28

29
30

760
2,045
3,940
3,256

luI\'

n
n

9,768

4
.1
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1+
1.1
16
17
18
19
10
11
22
23
14

1S
16
17
18

TOTAL

14,542
5,060
5,596
6,39.1

n

16,099
10,266
9,960
5,841
6, 1+3

n

C)

12 ,81 0
1,314
1,684
3,816
3,91 5

n

n

10,5 72
78 .1
330
3+0
4.18
135,695 gms .
or

135.7 k g

C)

Fruit no t collecred unr il next da), .
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This section of the Journal traditionally has been a
mixed bag, a space in which New Alchemists and
their friends could pursue their personal quests in
areas that did not necessarily fall definitively into any
of our other categories. This time, with "Sensitive
Societies," Ron Zweig extends the thinking that he
developed in an earlier article, entitled "Bioshelters
as Organisms," to social applications of a biological
analogy for the present mechanistic social structure.
Like Lewis Thomas, he is a firm believer in those
"spectacular symbionts -the chloroplasts and mitochondria tapping the sun and making use of it in aid of
all the rest of us."
In "Near Horizon Economics," Joe Seale indicates
the disparities in thought between proponents of continued economic growth and those of us who come to
weigh our actions in the judgment of coming generations, contrasting the traditional economic and the
ecological ethic.
With Jeff Parkin 's interview of Sava Morgan, the
puzzling over learning which underlies so much of
what we do is tackled straight on. Sava has been
struggling for many years to find means by which one
can learn what Gregory Bateson has called "ecology
of mind." The medium that she has found most satis-

\,LA'l"NT.S .

factory for doing so is art, specifically drawing and
painting. Most of the people who have worked with her
maintain that she is the best art teacher they have had.
Jeff, who has studied with her, shares this view and
through his interview with her some of the reasons for
it become apparent.
The last article is the transcript of a talk that was
given by Francisco Varela at the Lindisfarne Fellows
Conference in New York in June 1978 and was subse quently reprinted in the Lindisfarne Letter (8). I was
profoundly impressed by the talk on first hearing it at
Lin dis fa rn e, equally so on rereading it. Bill Thompson
has always warned that no matter how well intentioned one's acts, they contain the seeds of their oppo site or shadow side. As the politics of ecology become
more heated with the debate over nuclear energy and
fuel shortages, the lesson of Francisco's experience
of the political polarization that developed during the
Allende years in Ch ile seems to me particularly apt.
Weathering what is bound to be a fairly stormy transitional period in the next few years may depend less on
vigorous partisanship than on learning to think, in as
much as we can, about the entirety of the Situation,
upon what Varela and Bateson call our epistemology
NJT

-

- -- -1

Sensitive Societies: A Biological Perspective
ROil

"How can \'our philosophy of decentralization and
ecology be concretized into a useful framework for
socien,)" This question was posed b\' a visitor one
Saturdav at workshop at '\ew :\.lchelllv led bv '\lurray Bookchin. I found the question of interest for (\\'0
reasons: the first being the man's selection of words,
and the second, the theme 1m plica in his question.
It is imporrant to consider the war 1I1 \\hich a question is asked to be
tc give an answer \\'ith the
proper perspective. In the case of our visltor the rigidness of his terllllnolol:!\ called for an C\[enS1Ve reph- .

In purSUJl1g the idea of an ecological perspective for
socia l design, the word "concretize" creates some difficultv because the very general nature of the questlon
implies a uni versal so lution , applicab le to di verse social
climates which, even in '\orth .-\.merica, are the case .
Such a concept without flexibility for the parriculanties of region wou ld , in itself, be unecologicaL The
l!1tegrating of decentralization with ecological principles is critical in seeking a viable approach ro design for
human communities.
rhls becomes evident 111 conSidering the vanous
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bioregions of the continents throughout the world.
The "biogeographical provinces " which Dasmond
and Udvardy's work illustrates indicate the neceSSIty
for specific evaluation of a particular region as to it s
resources and climate, assets and Iimitations. 1 With
these criteria in mind, the paradigm for an ecologically based human society, one that adapts with min imal impact into the larger ecosystem, can be formed.
The design principles inherent in biological systems
offer an excellent early foundation for an enduring
social structure. Many of these are found consistently
in all living organisms, and considerable data from
research on individual cells to that of ecosystems has
been documented in scientific literature.
Cells are the modular units, or simplest forms, of
life. Essentially, cellular processes are miniature analogs of the mechanisms of larger life form s. A remarkable number of the better designs for human community have been engineered to parallel cellular functions. The sections following will describe some of the
potential for the adaptation of the principles of cellular
processes, but before doing so I should like to restate
the question that prompted this inquiry into one that IS
more workable. "How can we use the principles of
decentralization and ecology to restructure a guide for
human society:>"
THE PARADIGM OF THE CELL
The analogy of a cell to larger systems has been used
before to increase our comprehension of living systems. In The Lives of the Cell, Lewis Thomas portrays
the earth as reflecting the image of the living cel1. 2
Lynn Margulis and James Lovelock, in their Gaia
hypothesis,3100k at the earth as a single ecosystemthe biosphere-an d postulate that a deleterious impact
on any portion of it would threaten the health of the
entire planet. Such a perspective, conceptualizing the
earth as a single, interconnected, living organism
opens our minds to planetary consciousness. Such a
supposition makes it impossible to ignore any longer
that human enterprise must be considered within such
a framework . Human activity must be integrated to
have minimal impact on indigenous ecosystems yet be
woven intimatel y into specific environments. T he
perceivable intricacies found within the microcosm of
the cell teach us how living systems function. Their
mechanisms have been developed through billions of
years of evolution. An understanding of the processes
of the cellular microcosm can be extrapolated to the
study of the dynamics of the macrocosm of the bio1 R. Dasl11ond, 1976. "Biog('ogr,l phical Provincl's, ' rhl'

QUl1Yt(Y/y.

II l 2-3S
2 I.. Thomas, 19 i -t, "flU'

l. i'i..'fS

oj ,11(' Ct'1! (:-\cw York:

\Ve sha ll nor cease from explorarion
.-\nd rhe end of all our exploring
Will be ro arrive ",here we srarred
.- \nd kilO\\, rhe place for rhe firsr rime'

BIOENGINEERING & THE ORGANELLES
The mechanisms in cell biology applicahle to the
design of a human society are (1) the means of energy
production, (2) transformation of energy to a WIdely
applicable form, (3) the use of resources ll1 productIvit y, and (4) the way in which productI Vity IS managed
and controlled. These are associated with dIfferent
structures in the protoplasm of the cell.
T he process b y which the living cell incorporates
these processes into means of internal productivityinvolves a complexity of networks in close biochemICal
communication . Within the cell, energy productlon
and utilization , and protein production are in delicate
balance and there is a direct relationship between
chloroplasts, which are the organelles involved in
photosynthesis, the mitochondria or subcellular components producing biochemical energy, and the rIbosomes, which are the sites of protein production.
Essent iall y the chloroplasts are solar-driven facto ries within the plant cells. Through photosynthesis,
the organelles produce sugars which arc a primar y
energy source for other cell processes. T he mall1 compounds are water and carbon dioxide. Oxygen, as well
as sugar, is a by-product of the reactions. Some of the
oxygen is used by the cell in respiration. Excess quantities are released into the atmosphere . The excessive
quantities of ox ygen, in a sense, are waste products
resulting from intensive productivity. Such efficiency
and incorporation of all residual products, would be
well worth emulating in industrial enterprises. The
energy in the sugar produced by the chloropla sts is in a
form that can be stored and used readil y hy the
mitochondria .
The mitochondria function as generators of energy
for biochemical reactions. They utilize the chemically
honded energ y stored in the sugar molecules to produce A TP (adenosine triphosphate) from ADP (adenosine diphosphate), a compound that is a low er form of
energy. T his process is cyclic . A TP is readi! v accepted
bv almost all cell processes and provides the energy
for their operation. It is the task of the
mitochondria to transform the energy in sugar into a
mode useful for other biochemical processes within the
cell. This activity of the organelle could he likened to
that of an electricity generator. T he chloroplast
would he ana logous to a w indmill. Without its storage

Press).

3 L. :\\-In!ulis.
I. I .ovdock. 1975, "The Atmosphere as
of rhe ,iiosph<.:rc: :I"he (;11;11 H ypo rh t.:sis. TIll' Cn/:"i.:o/uli()f1 Qtt.1l'1aly. 6: JO-+O
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sphere and for this reason, the use of the cell as a model
is appropriate.

4 T S. Elior.

FOffr Qf{.1flt'/J,
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capacity, the Sligar could be compared to the mechanical energy of a machine that can be used to dri ve a
generator to produce electricit y and to charge batteries, and is like the mitochondria in relation to the ADP
to A TP reaction . The weakness in this analog y lies in
the stages of energy storage, but the basic premise
remains va lid .
The respective sizes of the mitochondria and chloroplasts are nearly uniform . They are not contained in
a single structure. Rather, the requirements that are
answered by their processes are spread throughout the
cytoplasm of the cells. Each cell contains different
numbers of organelles, depending upon need. The
entire cell is not dependent upon a single, la rge energy
producing statio n . Both organelles contain their own
genetic material and are capable of independent replication, dispersing the control of some processes
throughout the cell , and leaving the responsibility for
other activities to those entities directly invol ved in the
particular process. Current ideas for decentralizing
energy production are some\.vhat analogous to those
of the cell and its micro -ecosystem.
This design permi ts a specific cellu lar reaction to
take place at the site where it is required, reducing the
need for extensive internal transport systems. Protein
synthes is, for example, takes place throughout the
cytoplasm, wherever there are ribosomes. Proteins are
necessary for all structura l and enzymatic activities.
A TP is required for energy for their synthesis. The
mitochondria found near a ribosome facilitates the
supply of the energ y compound. This is also the case
for ch loroplasts and mitochondria.
Proteins are made from a series of linked amino acids
that can be used over and over again. Rather than
repeat the energy-intensive process of synthesizing at

every level in the food chain, biochemical means have
evolved capable of breaking down proteins into individual amino-acid building blocks. Forexample, when
one eats a carrot, the proteins in the carrot tissue cannot
be used direct! y but , through the digestive process, are
broken down into separate amino acids and then reassembled into useful proteins . Although extensive recycling of materials is a relatively novel concept in our
societ y, it is an efficient process, well-tested in cell
systems that are not involved in primary productivity.

MANAGEMENT AND
BIOLOGICAL FEEDBACK
A last mechanism of the cell should be discussed before
beginning an attempt to extrapolate to human settlements. There is, w ithin cells, a tight management
scheme for internal functions which are extensively
governed through feedback pathways. It is known, for
example, that the codes for protein synthesis are found
ll1 the ce ll nucleus. The nucleus secretes messages used
by the ribosomex to produce a particular protein. It
has been found that this sequence of events is controlled by the amount of protein available. A particular
protein, in sufficient concentration, is capab le of sclfregulating the processes of its own synthesis. The
effectiveness of this mechanism in any production
scheme is obvious -- the more direct the communication, the better the chances for healthy equilibrium or a
viab le economy.

APPLICATION OF CELL PRINCIPLES
TO A HUMAN COMMUNITY
One way to approach ecologica l design is to look at
existing engineered technologies. The chloroplast
could be seen as offering an analogy that could be used
to create more efficient sewage treatment plants that
cou ld con vert wastes to usable products. At the present, there are facilities that have been designed and are
in operation containing several of the stages of operation necessary to achieve such a goal. In such systems
raw sewage is put first into primary treatment ponds
where the solid material is converted to sludge through
bacterial activity. Methane gas is generated through
this anaerobic process in quantities sufficient for the
mechanical operation of the sewage plant. Possibly
excess heat from the process could be channeled into a
district heating scheme, but this would depend upon
the quantities available. The heat made available
through this and other manufacturing processes co uld
be utilized as a back-up for auxiliar y passive solar
architecture designs . As with cells, such an interconnected net w ork is essential for the most efficient use of
available resources.
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The sludge can be converted to organic fertilizer for
agriculture. The conversion process could be done
using earthworms, and these in turn could be used in
fish cultures Perhaps the amount of sludge could be
considered as an indicator of the amount of food necessary to sustain a community. If all food residues and
human wastes were run through such systems, it
should be possible to calculate th e amount of food
needed, providing a mechanism for direct feedback.
Agriculture of a scale suitable to provide sufficient
food could be designed to surround the settlement.
Sludge fertilizer would be combined with compost
from local plants and from inedible parts of harvested
food plants.
Designs are being developed inthe secondary stages
of sewage purification that use algae in treating resid ual gray water. The algal cells can be removed through
filtration and the water returned purified to the environment . The stability of such a system is obviously
dependent on the quality of the sewage entering the
plant and would ha ve to be restricted to organic wastes
free of heavy metals and toxic hydrocarbons. This

5 J. Parkin, 1978, "Other Friends of the Earth, " The IOllmal oj Tilr Sri!.'
Alchr11lis/s, J: 69-72. P.O. Bo .' {7, Woods Hole, ,\1.-\ 02H3.
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remains a problem in most cities where municipa l
wastes enter a common seVier system. As is true with
size of cells and organelles, the scale of a co mm un ity
remains an important consideration.
Clearly, the above example is a simplified version of
what will be necessary. What it does is offer a partial
format for community designs that would be analo gous to biological systems . It would be naive to
assume that the model of a cell is a complete answer.
The greatest strength of any biological system comes
from the diversity of its components. Just as with the
mixing of genes, inbreeding within a species gives rise
to an increased potential for matching weak genes that
could threaten the vitality of an individual and should,
therefore, be avoided. It is best at this crossroads in
design for human communities to comhine the strongest components from' a wide range of paradigms to
create the most broadly applicable understanding.
"Vhat has been true in the evolution of life itself should
be true in evo l ving fundamental principles for community development . Synthesis with relevant ecological concepts provides the greatest chance for long-term
stability in a society . Hopefully, the outcome will he a
sensiti ve symbiosis .
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Near Horizon Economics and
Renewable Resource Based Technologies
Jose ph Seale
Modern industrialized countries virtually do not engage in any planning that extends beyond a decade
ahead . In capitalist countries government planning is
viewed with suspicion and fear of regulation and
bureaucratization. It is discount rates, which represent
competitive interest plus inflation and dictate the present value of anticipated futur e returns on invested
capital, that substantially determine the time horizons
of corporate planning. This sets those hori zons very
near in inflationary times. 1 Economic planning by
1 For e.'(ample, by geometric discounring (only one method), at :1
annual
rare (nor uncommon for inrernal indusrry invesrmenrs), next
5 1.00 earnings
has a "presenr vallic " of 5.80 (divide by 1.15 ), or 5.64- two yea rs hencc (div ide
"pin
1.25 ). rhcn S.5 1. S.+I and S.33 fo r rhe 51.00 <:-dmed five years hence.
anricipated returns, negari ve or positive. carry lirrle weight in invesrment co mpurations

individuals and families shapes the future onl y at the
famil y level. T he purchase of a house, for example,
affects w here and how one lives, or saving to send
children to college affects their education and vocational future. But the way in which inv es ted family
money is used outside the family is seldom a famil y
concern . lv 10netary abstractions of security, earnings,
and growth rate obscure the particular impacts of
in vestments on the direction of technological evolution . Capital return becom es the sole measure of investment va lue despite the multidimensional consequences of in vestments .
Before the industrial revolution , and to a lesser
extent even up to the beginning of this century, there
was considerabl e planning inherent in cu ltural tradi-
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tions as the long-range cons eq uences of certain activities were known by cultural experience. P lanning did
not depend on anticipating a future unlike any time in
the past. But if cultural ex peri ence once bore so me
weight in deci sion making, mod ern forecas ting seem s
useful , in practice, mainly to buttress self-righteo us
I-told-you-so's after a gloom y forecast comes true. It
seems that no w, as throughout histor y, people learn
lessons the hard way as they are confronted by tangi ble consequences.
Increasingly tangible evidence is bringing man y
people to believe , however , that the future debts incurred by present types of industrial activity are
rapidl y overtaking us, and that, if our civi lization is
not to be swamped, our planning must begin to make
allowance for debts bestowed on the futur e. The simple pollution-control measures of a few years ago are
beginning to acquire dimensions of ecosystem man agem ent and fut ure planning. Advocates are arguing
for renewable resource based technologies to curb the
depletion of and dependence on finite res ources. They
argue for an economy that future generations can carry
forwa rd.
Others contend that th e strongest bu ffer against
pollution and economic collapse is a strong indu str ial
econom y equipped with energy producing technologies that are equal to the tremendous energ y costs of
recycling materials and fighting pollution. Most of
those of th is persuasion consider that nucl ear technologies alone can be implemented on a sca le necessar y for
long-term needs , with pollution cOSts and hazards we
can accept. A lthough man y disagree with th eir assess ment of nucl ea r pollution and ha zards, few co ntes t the
w arnings of nuclear propo nents about the en vir onmental costs of massive-scale coal-electric generation .
Many p eopl e look to space for future reso urces. Hightechnology advocates argue that hi storicall y we have
always been able to discover new resources, unimagined by our predecessors, as the need has arisen.
They contend that the future can best take care of itself
if we build a strong present, by which they mean not
breaking the stride of a successful growth econom y .
Both sides argue for national-scale prioriti es , although man y rene wa ble technology proponents fa vor
that the priorities be accomplished not monolithicall y,
but in ways that are appropriate regionally and b y
relativel y small groups . This es say propo ses that it is
only as individual s and groups, in our economic and
vocationa l activities, that we can effectivel y tak e responsibility for directing technolog y developme nt
according to long-range, whole-s ys tem value criteria .
Such directi on w ill not be accompli shed b y govern mental edict that bureaucracies be fun ded to stud y
large systems of the futur e, nor by leg islation that
indu st ries follow the recom mendatio ns of experts or
lobbies . We have a sys tem in w hich indi viduals, and
consequentl y the corporations they form, are encoUf -
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aged to act entirel y according to self-interest while the
gov ernment is asked to determine what activities wo rk
to our collective detriment and to regulate econom ic
activit y accordingl y . Yet regulation of one secror of
the econom y affec ts other sectors and other activities
in wa ys that are as yet onl y poor! y understood, and the
impact of regu lation is to generate confusion and
waste .2 The problem inherent in the free enterprise
alternative, w hen self-interest degenerates into greed
in the context of a corporate economy, is that anticompetiti ve acti vities can destroy the freedom of enterpnse.
I have littl e confidence in either government regulation or in regulation entirel y by " the market." If indivi d ua ls are to intervene to the b enefit of the whole
system, which I believe is the only viable path, that
intervention must arise from a basis broader than narro w self-interest. Intellectual tool s, likean understanding of the downstream consequences of prese nt
choices, w ill onl y help. More critical is a sense of
cultural continuity, an awareness of relationships to
generations past as well as future, and an awareness of
and reverence toward th e interdependencies of all life
in an ecosyste m. While various traditional moral codes
incorporate particular dimensions of ecosystem awareness, we, for a broadly ecological ethic, must look
to a few long-lived primitive societi es. Where we find
such an ethic, it is not imposed by higher authority so
much as it is integra l to the prev ailin g concept of the
se lf in relation to nature. 3 I should like to look at such
cultural themes in relation to the t hem e of economic
time hori zons, and consider a few historical examples
of changing time spans fo r inves tment planning .
In 1900, a young fath er might have invested hi s
famil y capital and subsequ ently hi s labor, in land that
he ho ped to impro ve for the benefit of hi s new family
and hi s grandchildren . His g reat-grandchildren would
ha ve Ii ved beyond the time fram e of his lifetime and hi s
Imag1l1an on .
In the Middle Ages , artisans labored to build cathedrals started before their birth and completed long after
their death. Cathed ral s we re an investment to the
glor y of God on the part of the whole societ y to come
full term w ith the Second Co ming of C hrist.
Before the y made contact with Europeans, the Plains
Indians of No rth America tried to live as to leave no
trace of their life 's passage on the land. Lastin g va lu e
la y not in monum ents , but in the uninterrupted cycles
of nature. O ne's final investment to wa rd maintaining
natural cycles was o ne 's body, w ho se decomposition
2 Sct:
SII'jJX If).m
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would return the last of borrowed sustenance to the
soil that gave life, although the word "investment"
hardly fits here, for its modern usage impli es the channeling of human effort or the currency of human
effort, capital, to improve on the natural state of things.
C urrentl y investments are not based on the eternal
cycles of nature .
Modern industrial equipment is amortized fully in
about five years. Beyond that horizon, today's equipment is scrap. An example can be seen in the IRS
schedules whereby companies depreciate capital
eq uipment to salvage value in about five years. Computers give 'Nay to faster, more powerful computers.
Typew riters give way to word processors. Fixed typewriter fonts yield to interchangeable fonts. Mechanical
linotype fonts give way to evolving phototypesetting
methods . Next come cathode ray tube (CRT) scanned
optical fonts , then digital fonts that control CRT
letter formation, and now digital fonts that steer laser
beams to make offset plates in one step.
For a more detailed example of economi c pressures
leading to rapid technological advancement and
equally rapid obsolescence, we should consider
oil-well drilling technologies. Mud drilling, based on
pipe rotation to turn rolling conical studded bits, mud
. fl ow to carry away cuttings, and drill stem weight for
cutting force, is being challenged in dry continental
formations by faster air drilling, which uses a flat
studded bit face, compressed air to carry cuttings up
the hole, and pressure differential between air and high
internal pressure rock to eliminate the need for great
mechanical cutting force 4 Drilling with bits may be
made obsolete in the future by fast erosion drilling,
which uses very high pressure (up to 15,000 psi)
drilling mud jets to cut through rock. s
Equipment becomes more specia lized, complex, expensive, and far more productive-of necessity . To
continue with the example of fast drilling technologics, large shallow continental fields run dry, forcing
dril lers to go deeper, or out to sea, for smaller return s
in oil . Production demands drive companies from
$-1-,000 per day shallow drilling in east Texas to
$10,000 per da y drilling in deeper, harder formations
in the Rocky Mo untain s to $25,000 per day for shallow Gulf of Mexico drilling as high paying onshore
reserves dwindle. From there, costs climb to $-1-0,000
per da y for U.S . East Coast offshore drilling, $40,000
to $60,000 per day for North Sea drilling , as waves,
weather, and remoteness add their costs, and to
S 100,000 per day to drill through Arctic ice in north ern Canada in search of even more difficult reserves.
Completion times increase exponentia lly with depth,
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from a da y or two in east Texas to four to six days for
8,000 ft. wells in southern Louisiana, to more than a
yea r for 25,000 ft. mid-continent wells. Pressures for
increased productivity, drilling speed in this case,
come from the need to go to great depths, from high
daily operating costs (crews, fuel, management) , from
interest on tied-up capital (dri lling rigs, ships , offshore
platforms and leases), from inflation, taxes, and ultimately from competing equipment manufacturers .
These pressures force rapid techno logical evolution
and correspondingly rapid obsolescence of equipment .
Inflation is really having to spend more to get the same
thing; however, some people claim that inflation can
be cured by redirected government economic policy
and ignore patterns like this. Do they think we can
legislate easy-to-recover petroleum back into the
ground?
On a deeper level, short horizon economics are a
symptom of a race to stay in one place, to maintain our
economy and our lifestyles even while nonrenewable
resources vanish and must be replaced by resources
that are harder to obtain, like offshore petroleum; or are
currently more challenging to use, like solar energy (as
contrasted with fuel oil), or depleted soils (as contrasted
with the rich soils our ancestors used). The costs of
environmenta l pollution and ecosystem damage have
begun to acquire important econom ic proportions. We
are racing to invent our way out of the consequences of
past actions.
How do markets move from long to short range
economics" Take agricultural land as an example.
Land was once a very long-term investment, espe. cially in Europe, wherea tradition of conservative land
management had evolved around centuries of use of a
finite resource, which is an example of "planning"
integrated with cultural tradition. Much of the investment was not so much in the land as acreage, as it was
in the soils. Management included rotations of nitrogen-fixing legu mes , so il-h olding cover crops, and
non market "green manure" crops to be turned under
for soil fertility. Animal husbandry and market farming were complementary, as manure was a necessary
part of agriculture . The land produced "fuel" for draft
animals, and the animals returned fertilizer.
With the settling of America, people discovered that
they could use land more easily as a nonrenewable
resource and neglected conservation practices. Depleted soils could be abandoned for land further west
w hich led eventua ll y to the geographic separation of
farms and markets, a pattern that now locks us into
cost! y long-range transport of food. Later with chemical fertilizers, farmers found a technological fix for th e
accumulating consequences of their nonconserving
practices. The tremendous success of fertilizers led
farmers to ignore tradition altogether. Increasing
mechanization encouraged larger field size. Mechanization, economic pressure, and loss of a cultural
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memory that trees are useful in agriculture led to the
cutting of windbreaks . Consequently, wind-caused
crop damage and erosion increased. Birds would not
venture out across large fields, far from protective
cover, to feed on agricultural pests. And the simplified
soil ecos ystems bred of chemical fertilization and pest
management did not support the biological balances
that once held many pests in check. Selective evo lutionary pressures from pesticides caused fast-evolving
insects to develop resistance while bird populations
that evolve more slowly dwindled, enforcing the esca lation of the pesticide war. Further destruction of soil
microbial ecosystems reduced the pathwa ys by which
soil minerals were converted to compounds available
for uptake by roots, whi le breeding for optimal producti vity with fertilization led to dwarfed root sys tems equipped to feed only on soluble fertilizers.
In modern practice, "soil " is used in the singular, for
its use is largely undifferentiated. Soil is space for
plants to grow in sunlight. Soil is a floor to bear the
passage of plant-tending machinery. Soil is a mechanical structure stable enough to hold plants uprig ht by
their miniaturized root systems. Soil is capillary structure to hold the nutrient chemical solutions on which
roots feed and the vermiculite of the most economical
form of mass hydroponic food production. Soil fertility has moved from an investment lasting for generations to a one-season investment: chemicals on, crops
off. Land under this type of management acquires a
time horizon for agricultural use of decades , not
centunes.
Current economies reI y largel yon resources that are
either nonrenewable and in short supply or else in
imminent danger of depletion faster than can be resupplied by nature. It seems relevant to ask which
forms of resource depletion are most likel y to affect the
race to invent our way out of past consequences .
Fossil fuels, particu larly petroleum, are becoming
harder to recover as prime reserves vanish. Long
before supplies are gone, several rising costs will combine to outweigh the value of these resources as fuel.
These include the rising recovery and extraction costs
mentioned earlier, as in offshore petroleum, oil shales,
tar sands, land reclamation costs in relation to stripmined coa l and oil shales, and the costs of pollution
contro l for substances like high-su lfur coal and petro leum. The uses of fossil reso urces in chemicals and
materia ls are Iikel'y to outlast fuel uses, but at a price.
Metals are becoming harder to recover. Incases like
aluminum, ores are abundant, but the tremendous
energy requirements for electrol ytic refining binds the
costs of aluminum to energy costs. In other cases,
supp lies of good ores wil l be more limiting, and metal
recovery from poorer ores costs much more in labor ,
equipment, and energy. These rising costs pose a
threat to the construction of many of the devices sup-
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posed to form the basis of renewable resource
technologies.
Soils are being depleted in two wa ys. Erosion has
already claimed about one-third of American topsoils,
and loss is accelerating despite $15 billion spent since
the 1930's to fight erosion. The destruction of soil
structure, organic matter, and microbial ecosys tems is
reversible in principle, but only over decades, and at
considerab le expense. This soil destruction enforces
the continuation of the agncultural methods that
brought it on, ",·hile the quality of soil, even as a
hydroponic medium, deteriorates wi th the on-going
loss of o rganic matter. M icrobial ecosystems are essential both for the conversion of soil minerals to compounds useful to plants and in the return of potentiall y
recyclable components removed with the harvested
crop .
Water resources are coming to be used to capacity.
In agriculture, destruction of soil structure reduces
water retention, increasing both the demand for irrigation and rainwater runoff, accelerating erosion, and
creating expensive flood-control problems. It is casy
to forget that the kind of damaging flood s we commonly experience o r read about were rare in North
America 200 years ago . Industrial uses of water, such
as pumping wate r-suspensio ns of crushed coal from
mines to generating plants, threaten to lower water
table and disrupt ecosystems, ultimately destroying
soils and species.
Mineral phosphate reserves are declining rapidly .
This is tied again to unsustainable soil management ,
which fails to recycle phosphrus-bearing manures,
sewage, and garbage, and allows the leaching of p hosphorus from poor soil structure .
The genetic stocks of the biosphere are being destroyed, as the last areas of arable land arc brought
under tillage. Modern agriculture has relied on the
infusion of diversity from w il d genetic plant-stocks to
develop new domesticated breeds that combine good
productivity under specific growth environments
with pest and disease resistance. But the green revolution led to the development of plants optimized for
petro-chemical- based agriculture. The decline of fossil
fuel resources will generate needs for very different
crops and these cannot be developed without genetic
raw materials.
It is currentl y common to ca ll the depletion of such
resources an "energy cris is." While energy is indeed
very important to an industrialized economy and to
industrialized agriculture, the term "energy crisis"
seems frighten ingl y narrow, as the issues raised above
should suggest. And the measures that are proposed
to fight the "energy crisis, with vast energyproducing techno logies, are still more frightening for
the capital and the intelligent thinking that such projects would divert from whole-system problems and
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from the underlying roots of the symptomatic energy
shortages. Increasing numbers of people are advocating effons toward breeder fission and hydrogen fusion
technologies that wou ld require commitment ofa large
fraction of the national GNP. While the costs of dealing with the side effects of nuclear power cannot be
argued concretcl y, as the y are unknown , and the
necessary technologies do not exist, the fact that the
costs of dismantling the first spent reactors had exceeded their huge construction costs warns of future
economic debts on an unprecedented scale. Unfortu nately, some proposals for renewable-resource-ba sed
technologies, particularl y those focused sing lemindedly on rhe production of energy outside contexts of use, sound equally inadequate, if a little more
benign. Two examples will illustrate.
Many engineers propose planting monocrop stands
of fast- growing fuel trees, clear cutting and replanting
every two to four years. Whole trees would be removed and burned in electric generating plants. Could
such practice result in net profit and sustainable yields,
or would it use forest soils as nonrenewable resources?
Agricultural experience by now should indicate the
high energy costs of maintaining stable immature
monocrop ecosystems against a biosphere that attempts to reimpose diversity. Pests are certain to
require constant control. Regular irrigation, fertilization Jnd herbicide control are anticipated as though
there would be plenty of water for this new and massive need, and as though the energetics of fertilizer and
herbicide manufacture without petrochemicals would
permit such practices.
What would be taken from soil? Nitrogen. Phosphorus. Potassium. Carbon, which is organic matter
from decay. Minerals. Short-horizon agriculture recognizes the first three elements primaril y. The nitrogen compounds in wood would generate vo latile,
polluting stack effl uents. Would such compounds be
scrubbed from stack gases and processe'd to a form
more suitab le for fertilization? Or would it be cheaper
to dispose of scrubbed effluents and synthesize fertilizer from atmospheric nitrogen? Power-plant ash
would contain phosphorus, potassium, and trace minerals that hopefull y could easil y be returned to soils.
What of carbon? Fuel woods would be hardwoods,
whose leaves are better so il builders than needles. Is
that sufficient) Or will the soil structure deteriorate?
Natural forests, and some managed European
forests as we ll , contain deca ying trees that provide
food for bacteria, fungi, insects , and ultimatel y birds
and small mammals. Var ieties of seeds from different
tree species feed birds and animals, thereb y creating
niches for larger predators. The droppings and decaying bodies of the insect, animal and bird life sheltered
by a forest provide soil-building inputs beyond the
mere chemical elements necessary. Enduring soil eco-

systems which maintain structure and microbe-driven
nutrient cy cles have evolved with these inputs. Pests
are a result of predator-prey imbalances that seldom
occur in forests with mature trees, species diversity
and the accompanying diversity of animals, birds, and
Insects .
Forest managers try to maintain early succession
ecos y stems that are more producti ve than climax
forests. In nature, less mature forests are more diverse
than slow-mo ving climax forests. To push for both
extreme immaturit y and uniformity implies difficult,
energy-intensive management. It seems doubtful that
many current biofuel forest plans would fundamentally ha ve a more renewable basis - in fact, coal would
probably be a much longer-lasting resource than unwisely exploited forests. 7
Can windmills become part of a sustainable econ omy" Once, wind machines were used to accomplish
mechanical tasks directly, primaril y those of grain milling and water pumping. The products of these tasks,
flours and pumped water, could be stored for the
duration of calm spells. Now that energy production
and task performance have evolved into separate specialties, windmills are being designed almost exclusively to produce one of the prime commodities of
energy exchange, electricity. For that single purpose,
windm ills are being made more efficiently year by
year in the manner of industrial products in general.
But, unlike grain milling or water pumping, the task of
electricity generation alone is incomplete and requires
an arra y of other devices to serve human needs. Electrical systems cost enormous amounts of capital,
energy, and materials to build. s Fo r wind-generated
electricity systems of the near future, fossil fuels are
lik ely to provide much of the back-up power for periods of inadequate wind. But once the chemical energy
stored in fossil fuels is depleted, as when the energy
costs of recovery exceed the energy value of the fuels,
then the high costs of other forms of electrical energy
storage and back-up power will further diminish the
net absolute worth of wind -powered electricity generators.
This is not an argument against the relati ve merits of
the wind-generation of electricity, which look quite
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favorable. For certain premium uses where continuous
energy in electrical form is indispensable, or where
power can be intermittent with the wind, wind-generated electricity is likel y to rank with the best energy
resources. The question of net absolute worth is as
follows: Will the costs of future total wind energy
systems for continuous power approach or exceed the
value of their lifetime energy production? If the costs
are too high, then such systems wo uld require a net
subsidy, even though they might be constructed for
their special utility in limited applications. This ca veat
applies to other renewable resource technologies. Onl y
the best-conceived renewable-resource-based econ omy, as a well-integrated assembly of .c omponent
technologies , is lik ely to be self-sustaining. T he "our"
of continuing much longer to discover new nonrenewable resources to exploit seems less promising. On l y
clear systematic thinking and planning wil l sustain us.
As I said earlier, t he problems we face are much too
broad to be termed an "energy crisis." Grego r y Bateson reminds us that what is called "human energy ,"
and especially "psychic energy, " seld om means the
kind of energy defined by Newtonian and Einsteinian
physics, and would better be termed information, control, or intelligence. 9 That a light bulb and a computer
consume equal wattages says nothing of their comparative "computing power." The "energ y" crisis might
more pro perl y be called an information crisis, a fail ure
of intelligent control of our technology. The examples
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from agriculture and forest management should indicate the ways in w hich ignorance of how ecosystems
can help us achieve human ends has led to prodigious
expenditures of real energy, the kind meas ured in Btu's
or horsepower hours or kilowatt hours. Eugene P.
Odum mad e a sta tement about plant "energ y" and
human "energy," meaning energy plus information or
organization: "A lot of energy (human or otherwise)
other than fuel is required to keep machines running,
repaired, and replaced; it is not fair to compare engines
and biological systems unless this is considered, because the latter are self-repairing and sclf-perpetuating."1o The folk adage is , "Things break down."
\Vh ereas broken-down machines are scrap requiring
energy for disposal or recycling, dead plants and animals in a healthy ecosystem provide both nutrients and
food energy to the microb es that carry their material
back into the c ycles of plant and animal life.
American Indians were the last residents of this land
to participate full y in such cycles. Can our society find
ways to build sustainable technologies with intelligence, especially biological intelligence, where brute
energy ha s failed us? Beginnings of positive answers
9
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lie all around us. Solar greenhouses that a void the costs
of heating fuel and produce vegetables in the area
w here the y are consumed cut into the cost and resource depletion of long-range food shipment. Bioshelters combining greenhouse agriculture wi th
aquaculture make double use of water for thermal
storage and fish raising, use algae and bacteria to purify
the water and help feed the fish, use fish wastes to
fertilize plants, and usc compost heat and CO! to
enhance plant producti vity before the finished com post builds soil fertility and vitality .11 A waste-water
treatment facility that was half as expensive to build
as its chemical-based counterparts uses sunlight,
rather than fossil or nuclear-derived energy, and
plants for energy conversion to purify waterY Some
of the plants promise to become useful as cattle feed.
A large mixed farm in Iowa operated according to
biological principles has slightly lower productivity
per acre than neighboring farms using chemicals but
it operates in the black, because of reduced operating
costs, whereas neighboring farms are owned by
the banks. 13
Another iss ue of trade- off between energy and intelligence invol ves the conflict between corporate structure and the efficient integration of systems . Ind ustry
is geared toward the manufacture of modules and will,
for reasons of profit, promote the sale of complete
modular systems over the sale of materials that require
finishing outside industry . On the marketing side, advertising is effective at selling modules, not concepts.
The best practical example of this is solar spaceheating systems. Industries have developed and promoted modular component systems consisting of solar
collectors, heat-storage reservoirs, heat exchangers,
blowers and / or pumps, and controls. These modules
taken together are a direct physical and conceptual
replacement for a furnace heating system . The concept
being sold is simple: "The fuel for this furnace is free ."
This sort of marketing molds popular opinion, even
though high costs prevent large sales. How many
places do we see slogans like "Plu g into the Sun and
Wind!" or "Switch to Solar Energy!" as if simple
substitution of one form of energy for another, all in
the same unintegrated framework, would cure our ills?
Now that solar space-h eating has been identified in the
popular consciousness with acti ve solar-collector systems, intelligently edited magazines and journal s carry
the post-m ortems : " . . uneco nomical.
". "
unfulfilled promise . . . " ; " ... complex and unreliable
"; " ... too costly for th e homeowner. ... "
Meanwhile, a new tradition of integrated solar archi11 " F rom Our j·:\:pt:rit.:nCl..: . . Parr 5,
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tecture based on the initiative of many individuals and
not supported by mass marketing is gaining a foothold. Glass walls with insulating shades are more
expensi ve than insulated walls, but far less expensive
than insulated walls plus solar collectors plus thermal
transport mechanisms. Designed-in masonry or water
containers exposed directl y to sunlight are more costeffecti ve storage media than rock storage piles with
blowers and ducts, or than water tanks with pumps
and blow(m and heat exchangers and ducts . Granted,
the more passive integrated solar approaches offer less
tight temperature control, but that is a trade-off that
increasing numbers of homeowners are willing to
accept for reasons of economy and security. Homeowners are also reluctant to become dependent on
repair specialists to keep complex plumbing, motors,
pumps, and controls operating. The "energy crisis"
lies in hundreds of thousands of badly constructed,
leaky, large (oversize by my prejudices) houses going
up each year, where well-constructed, integrated solar
houses would not create such large new energy demands .
To call consumers the victims of industry in situations like this is to point to the counterproductive but
mutually reinforcing habits of industries and consumers. It takes two parties to make a mental illness. The
two parties here are the warring factions of the bod y
politic, our divided selves. 14 As consumers, we are
victims . But as consumers making purchases, we control part of the capital flow of the economy. If we
invest, our inv estment choices reinforce or discourage
corporate patterns . If we are blind to all but maximum
investment returns, we reinforce the short economic
horizons that are a formidable barrier to long-range
renewable technology investments. To be employees
of a system we ma y wish to change, or to be in a
vocation that does not help shape a future we would
choose, is perhaps unavoidable in the short run. But
eventually there is always other work to move into by
our own choice, if we make it. Economic inducements
usually discourage vocational innovation. Highschool and college career-placement counselors too
often play the role of market anal ysts, using computerbased job market forecasts to suggest where we (or our
children) might best cast our abilities, how we might
most profitably sell ourselves in the market place. At
co lleges, the Future wears a business suit and visits
campuses near the time of graduation, illustrating how
Still the Future can choose us with the apparent inevitability of Progress.
Or we can choose the future.
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Learning and Unlearning:
Some Patterns and Connections
Jeffrey Parkin and Sa-ua Morgan
The interv iew that follo ws arose from a strong feeling,
one that I share w ith many other people, that Sava
Morgan's approach to painting and to teaching, which
amounts essentially to learning from one's se lf and
from others, should be shared. I first met Sava w hen I
became a participant in her painting workshops. The
beauty of her classes is that they are meant for everyone not just for artists per se. Through our painting,
she prompted each of us to take a hard look at ourselves. In many instances, this was quite a revelation.
In my case, much of my pre- college life was devoted
to formal training in art, then my college days were
spent predominantly in science. For many years, I
thought of my art and m y science as complementing
one another, the sub jecti ve and the objective, the yin
and the yang. Throughout m y first twelve years of
school, I was taught in art to render my reality objec-
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tively. While this is perhaps a logical, initial step for
aspiring artists, most of us, particularly when we are
very young, are not aspiring artists. Yet largely without exception, elementary-school children are encouraged to compose the inevitable witches on broomsticks at Halloween, predictable turkeys and Pilgrims
at Thanksgiving, assembly- lin e Santa Clauses and
evergreens at C hristmas , and so on as the years and
children go on. Our perception of reality thus, as
objective, through various forms of art, is not fundamentally different from science. W ith my background,
I found it difficult in Sava's classes to displace my
objectivity for long enough to find a greater balance
within mvself. It is the rare teacher outside the discipline of Zen Buddhism who asks questions without
answers, offering art as a vehicle for se lf-expre ssio n
and self-awareness, as a true complement to science.
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Sa va is such a teacher. Although she defies translation
onto paper, I have not been able to resist the impulse to
try.
Jeff: What do you think are the most important
aspects of yo ur teaching of painting?
Sa'va: Many modern artists, like Dubuffet, Klee, and
Picasso, studied yo ung children's art in the hope of
capturing some of its spontaneity . I wondered ifit was
possible to trigger comparabl y spontaneous activity in
adults . In my adultartelasses, I attempt to have participants relate individua ll y to experiences still within
them, from their pre-school stage (from about two to
six years of age). The period is often referred to as the
my tho-poetic or what Pia get termed the preoperational stage of childhood. It is a time in people's lives
when they can directly express their perceptions of
reality through movement, feelings, color, music and
through metaphor, without intellectualizing or being
bothered about the final product or outcome. In our
workshops, we play. We experiment with materials
like large brushes, primary poster paints and inexpensive paper, as children do. You express yourself with
individual spontaneity, through color and forms. As
part of the process, you feel the extent to which you
want the colors to flow, to combine to new hues, to fill
spaces, and so on.
Working like this you might move into a new phase.
When presented with the exploration of materials
exelusively, you focus on constructing configurations
111 rclation to the paper and to your perceptions . These
configurations may be developed into a world of your
own ·figurati ve, associati ve, or abstract. The application of paint may be lacy, heavy or patterned. When
painting a plant, I may suggest that you imagine how it
would feel if it were made out of bricks or feathers . By
doing so, yo u could communicate many of the qualities inhercnt in nature· -the hardness of a trunk, the
softness of a leaf. Often, you ma y not understand what
yo u are doing, hut connections evo lve out of enjoying
the work rather than aiming at results . You reach
toward your own understanding and expression rather
than making something that is going to be pleasing to
others . Y Oll become childlike in that yo u are searching.
A joy like thar in dancing, jumping, or playing is
experienced in your painting.
An important element in realizing this lies in discarding tools usuall y employed for achieveing perfection. The pencil, pen o r fine brush in the child or adult
hand is directed toward achieving results acceptable to
other people. You must be able to write legibly and
draw clear, straight lin es, ora smooth circle . Throughout all these years, you are conditioned to direct your
hands toward planned , nonspontaneous activity . Attempting to achieve this, you have inhibited other
parrs of your self-expression, fragmenting yourself. If
you did not enjoy your work, you relinquished pleasure for approval.

Photo by Hilde Maingay

C sing large brushes and primary colors, YOIl are
reintroduced to attributes of nature like color, space
and movement, as detached from a particular object.
This is characteristic of tribal art, which is an integrated
communication of total experience in symbolic form,
through construction rather than imitation. The quality of essential communication about a state of mind
connects the art of tribal people with that of children.
In tribal art, utility and spiritual values were one. A
drinking vessel can have both ceremonial and symbolic meaning. The work of the artist has spiritual
significance, rooted in the collecti ve life of the tribe. In
my classes, you approach attributes of nature from
yo ur own subconscious and preconscious experience
in an analogous way. You begin to perceive and treat
these interconnected attributes as flowing through
you. Yo u are not by-passing your subconscious to
fabricate a product that might be adm ired. I try to help
you take away the striving for perfection, so that you
can begin to confront yo ur basic, creative imperfection. This may lead you toward new concepts and
disco veries.
This is why I emphasize change when we work.
Each time you do something to your satisfaction, I
encourage yo u to do something entirely different in
which yo u will have to use other capacities. This will
lead to balancing achievement in one direction with
other aspects of exploration. My hope is that you
begin to enjoy every aspect of yourself, which will
gradually result in an improvement of ski lls through
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the process of self-evaluation in terms of your own
complexity . The hope is for a person with an awareness of self rather than one who has been programmed
to achieve a standardized performance.
If you ask me, "is my painting good"," I turn it back
to you and ask, in the manner of Carl Rogers, "Does it
p lease you? Is the feel ing good? D id you discover
something?" You achieve contro l of your own activi ties in terms of your demands on yourself.
In b roader terms, the type of education I envision
has many of its roots in the procedure of Fritz Perls. I
try deliberat ely to dis turb you by confronting you
with your stereotype. T h rough your paintings, or
whatever form of expression you have used, I show
you that often you do not speak for your real self: you
have been stuck for many years in a certain manner of
working because that is what you were taught. Like
one of Perls' cl ients, you may use a greeting to avoid
rather than make contact with people. Then when you
realize this aspect of yourself, you wonder w hat to do .
I may encourage you to try working with color, to us e
it in a new wa y, to perceive it as overlapping spaces, to
stop making outlines, to confront that painting as yo u
would a new person. And that new person is yourself.
Because you are unfamiliar with this, you may implode
and then explode your negative feelings about this confrontation . Yet, as you begin to co ncei ve of a new
aspect of yourself. I try to help you to view it and
express it. But I do this only when you have developed
criteria that are valid for you, not only for me. This is
why, when I teach painting, I encourage people to
discover things important in their own li ves that become valid artistically, and then make a statement of
strong conviction. Originally, the intent is not to make
statements to others. It is to explore the process of
your own growth, your own capacities , and your own
satisfaction.
Jeff: Why do you think painting is uniquely suited
for the self-exploration and expression yo u speak oP
Sava: When you dance or play music, it escapes from
you minute by minute. Photography and film tend to
be technical expressions of selection and association
suspended in time. Construction into single frames
mediated by an instrument can remain a process of
fragmentation . The moment you read back wri ting, it
becomes li near; words and sentences ordinarily follo w
one another according to grammatical sequence and
are viewed analytically. Even sculpture can be viewed
from a li near point of view, as you wa lk around it. You
ma y see it one part after another. In painting, the ima ge
is flat and confronts you as a who le.
While you are painting, you may, within your
painting, have a mi rror of yours elf, moment to moment. You can see what you felt because unlike music
the temporal dimension is hidden. T hrough painting
you can sense your own control over the space as it occurs in time. T his is important. Accord ing to Cassirer ,
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the spatial concept came before the temporal. In the
templum, which was space, one could contemplate,
and thus tempus, time, arose. So you go from space, to
considering space in time, to the origin of the concept
of time. Painting illustrates this process.
leff: Having taught in elementary schoo l and colleges, ho w do y ou view the current ed ucational process?
Sava: iVluch of education today is based on the cumulative theories of the behav iorists, particu larly those
of Skinner. By eliminating the dimensions and comp lexities that are part of children's personalities, they
can be treated as "black boxes, " repositories for facts
and programs . T hen it is justifiable to reinforce those
qualities important for optimal operation as a cog in the
w heel of our progressive social machine. Education is
analogous to feeding . The child may consume what is
offered by way of education, and may even find it
palatable. Because of the great pliability of the young
child, this is overtly successful in the short term.
New curricula are devised to increase the level of
performance rather than competence. The fla w in this
lies in the fact, as Chomsky states, " that production is a
small fraction of competence" at every stage of growth
and development. N ot only is the fraction an inconsistent, inaccurate tool for evaluation, but encouraging performance (production) has an effect that at
best is indirect in revealing competence. Act ually ,
stress ing performance 111 education has led to an increased level of incompetence in man y students because
of rebellion inhcrent in man y living organisms against
being cast into molds not thcir own. It is useless to
attempt to change an eagle into a d uck.
The product orientation of education is comparable
to our approach to agriculture . Crop yields are increased through the application of synthetic fertilizers
A direct relation between the input of fertili ze r and the
output, or performance, of crops can be measured, and
serves as the basis for eva luation. The natura l balancc or
needs of the environment arc not considered. As we
judge a crop by one standard, that of y ield, we assess
children b y two: How much of the input of programmed information is processed and at what rate?
Real understanding is disregarded. If either, and certainly if both, of the two outputs fa ll below a certain
standard of achievement, the children are pronounced
failures by their educators and then by themselves .
Such so-called failures arise because th e children do not
accept the inputs they are given as relating to themselves. T he particularities of their growth and expression are not nurtured. In fact, our d e-emphas is and, in
many cases, ignorance of the processes leading to
fruition, whether in an individual or a crop, has resulted
in the long- term despoiling of two of our most preCIOUS resources .
l eff: Rcturning momentarily to the "education" yo u
give in your art class, I was fa scinated b y your obscrva-
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tions on early childhood. What do you feel are the
important aspects of the my tho-poetic stage of childhood and what might we learn from it as adults?
Sava: The ability to view each experience in a unified
sense is one 0 f the most important aspects of the m y thopoetic stage of childhood . It is in this stage that children
still percei ve a stor y as a story, a holistic image, not as a
series of paragraphs, sentences, dictionary words or
letters. Reading stories in order to learn words and
grammar and to spell removes the children from the
content and meaning of the stor y . In promoting forms
of linear thinking, such as spelling or counting, among
children of this age, we destroy their potential for
unifying each experience through their o w n connections . It is hardl y surprising that man y children reject
their teacher's attempts at injections of skills that are
devoid of connections 'vvith themselves. In our haste to
groom children for adulthood , we deprive them of a
rich inner life at a time when it is ripe for development .
We promote stereotypes. I don 't den y that historically
linear thinking has been and is of tremendous importance , but I do think that the skills can be taught too
early in children 's lives .
In the myth a-poetic stage, the integration of one
process with another occurs not through logical analogy hut through artistic metaphor. Children may project the emotions they feel at a gi ven moment on an
animal or object; they identify their experiences with an
external world. Their realities are composed of passing
series of experi ences and feelings related , connected , to
them. This is how the y percei ve their world as unified.
If I understand morality as an interdependence of the
entire world, then the m ytho-poetic stage forms a basis
of feeling for ethics.
I have seen a little girl of four walk up to a fire
hydrant, clutch the two arms and say, "How are you,
my little teddy bear? It is so nice to meet you ." Children see the events of the world as things connected to
their own lives; they befriend objects as animals. Each
event, each animal, and object has a special significance
in terms of a child's needs , not unlike tribal people who
create gods that correlate significances in their lives.
Tribal hunters and gatherers represented plants, animals and natural phenomenon through language, religion and myth, seeing in them innumerable connections and meanings. In tribal culture as in childhood, a
person Ii ves in a world of significance and connections.
Though some of their perceptions might not appear
objectivel y valid to us , it is important to keep in mind
that the\' were and arc valid to their holistic w orlds .
The relating of object and significance is exemplified
in children 's paintings. In depicting her mother and
father seated at a table, one child greatl y exaggerated
the size of her parents relative to the table, signifying
comparative importance. My grandson has portrayed
his mother as a lady with two (he has a little brother)
small birds on her shoulder, the significance being in the

large, nourishing, goddess mother and the two little
birds whom she feeds. T his is a reccurring metaphor
in children's paintings and drawings.
Cassirer said that creating connections between objects is more important to humanity than formulating
the classes to which the objects belong. As I mentioned
earlier, it is these relations between objects and events as
they change from moment to moment that form the
basis of tribal psychology. This concept can be found
in the immersion in the here-and-now in Chinese philosophy and in nomadic cultures . People constantly on
the move, rooted in impermanence, must be aware of
the here-and-now. Similarly, when children, absorbed
in the moment, are asked what they were doing a little
while ago, they don't remember. They are so completel y invol ved in the present task, the here-and-now .
Events as experienced by children are structured in the
mind as a series of sporadic occurrences, not as a continuum. This may have a physiological basis in the
growth of the brain cells.
Jeff: Schumacher considered education "the greatest
resource." For the potential of this resource to be realized, it's obvious that the role of the teacher is of utmost
importance. In the classroom, what do you consider to
be the most important functions of the teacher?
Sava: T he period when children have the greatest
potential for perceiving wholes as well as essential
qualities occurs in the my tho-poetic stage. This is welldocumented in the literature of developmental psychology . With traditional education children learn spelling,
grammar and other formal aspects of communication
rather than content through which they can identify
and experience. Children are trained to judge by formal
qualities rather than to relate the instruction as appl ying
to themselves . Gradually the ability to distinguish
between the essential and the irrelevant in order to
function optimally in balance with the environment
becomes clouded . Such a shift in perception can eventuall y result in people who vote for a candidate on the
basis of appearance, or buy a chair because of the
veneer. More serious is the justification of prejudice and
war which can be the consequences of bonding emotional states with theories, as we saw in Nazi racism and
social Darwinism.
This is an example of how this might occur. Walking
through a zoo with a child, an adult may say, "ick . . .
that hippopotamus is disgusting; look at how he wallows in the mud!" Such a judgment is both directed
toward the animal and child. How can anything dirty
be beautiful? And the hippo is dismissed. With children
it is most important that you examine the beauty of a
particular structure within its own environment, separating subjective responses from objective qualities .
Through my teaching, I attempt to help people of any
age to di scriminate between what is essential to them
and to their work and what is peripheral, between what
is true and what is merely pretty.
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This process has a wide and much-needed application in education. This might well be adapted to the
method often used in teaching numbers. Children frequently are presented with three horses , five chickens,
six houses, seven spoons, and the like, from which
they are supposed to learn the abstract concept of
number . It becomes easy for the child to fuse or confuse horsiness, or whatever, with the quality of numbers . Rather than eliciting the abstract understanding
of number, the teacher achieves a fixation on those
qualities. This is how people can come to attribute
qualities to a concept or an object that have little or
nothing 't o do with it, being unable, many times, to
distinguish between what is inherent and essential to it
and what is not. Suppose instead the children were
exposed to four sets of the same n umber of objects, all
of which were different. Eliminating color, the qualities of the animals and all concrete qualities at which
children in this particular developmental stage are so
apt, they would arrive through the process of reasoning at the abstract quality of number. The concept thus
becomes general rather than qualified by irrelevant
data.
le!f: It seems to me that an important aspect of the
teacher-student relation (or maybe any relation for
that matter) is the difference between approval and
acceptance. What do you think about this?
Savt/: Very few instances arise in any classroom in
which approval can be given with a long-term positive
outcome. In most cases it has the effect of stunting.
The only time I tend to show approval is when someone lacks a self-image with which to promote themselves or their work - when they 3re floundering. I
give approval immediatel y followed b y acceptance of
that person. In essence I am saying "It is good that you
have lost your way . This is evidence of your searching. The world is indeed comp licated and it is something we all struggle with at one time or another."
On the other hand, the bestowing of approval upon
a child or adult can be viewed as condescension. When
people have low self-images, they may feel that you
are flattering them rather than respecting them or valuing their intellectual capacities. Also approval can isolate a child from other children b y making the others
fee l rejected. The self-analys is, or self-admi ration resulting , distracts the children. When someone is given
a grade or a distinction of whatever sort, the process of
learning may actually be arrested.
This comes back to the bonding of irrelevant qualities to concepts, events or objects. The children 's distinctions between their own processes of learning, or
their subjective feelings of growth, and the objective
grading of their performances by the teacher become
obscured. As educators impose and reinforce these
irrelevant connections, students often turn to bask in
an artificial sun that gives warmth but no illumination .
Approval stratifies you as good, mediocre and / or

bad; acceptance means I am interested in you and what
you are doing. Whereas approval serves to assert the
authority of the teacher, acceptance denotes an egalitarian situation within the classroom as a whole. Acceptance offers internal support for the person's growth
and expression, rather than a crutch . Often in class,
something may happen outside the window that diverts the attention of the children, perhaps the flight of
an interesting bird . The excitement awakened by this
event could be channeled creative! y. They could express the ways in which they experienced it into a
drawing, a musical composition, a drama, a written
story, or in any combination of these. The crux is the
acceptance of an event which has come into the children's world, of the children and their excitement into
the entirety of the learning situation.
Jeff: What is your approach to integrating withdrawn and disruptive children into the learning
situation?
Sava: Withdrawn children are often responding to
damage that has been done to them by refusing to face
the world. Frequently, they don't want to participate
in classroom activities and hesitate to talk. Their activities can be just as disruptive to the class as those of
hyperkinetic children. I once had a little girl in one of
my classes who was seeking the teacher's attention and
affection constantly. She was given a box of bandaids
and asked if she would take care of the other chi ldren 's
hurts. Gradually her desperate need to be loved was
extended outward to helping others as well. Instead of
pestering and clinging to the teacher, she became
aware of the other children. Whenever someone cut
themselves, she was there in a flash with her box of
bandaids . Realizing that her actions were of value to
others increased her self-esteem . Her need for a special
bond with.an " important person" began to disappear
and she began to take on activities in which she acted
on her own. It was through this special function that
she became accepted by her classmates and was able to
receive acceptance not only from them, but also.from
the teacher and ultimate! y from herself. While withdrawn children need approval even while they can't
welcome it, acceptance can be the dynamic, growing
approval needed for health y re!ations.
Disruptive children tend to respond to the way that
they have been hurt by acting it out. T he child I have
just told you about came from a family of ten in which
she had no chance to express herself or to receive any
individual recognition. In other cases, the disruptiveness of the action can depend upon what is required to
elicit a response. When children are confronted daily
with the difficulties of a ghetto, this is complicated and
accentuated to an extreme .
When I was a teacher at Public Schoo l 113 in Harlem, I was given a small group of fourth-grade students that the other teachers couldn 't manage because
of their disrupti ve tendencies. I disapproved of or
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punished these children very infrequently, but rather I
tried to create for them a special situation that would
utilize the intensity of their energy. I might say something like, "Let's tr ysomethingnew; what would you
like to do?" Usually they would have no answer; then
I might suggest, "Let's get some instruments and play
a rainy- da y tune. Let's listen to the drops fall and each
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one of you make the sounds in your own way. Find
your own beat. Just put the sounds together so that
you enjoy listening to them, and then play with
them ." They pla yed for awhile , then went off, with
my encouragement, to the kindergarten, first and
second grade classes to explain to their little brothers
and sisters about improvised music.
I tried to do some reading with them. At that point,
although thev were in the fourth grade, none of them
were able to read. They were uninspired to do so, and
had a strong a version to books, particularly ones the y
felt were for youngerchi.ldren. Here I said, "You want
your little brothers and sisters to learn ho w to read,
don 't you? The only books they can understand are
the ones written for children, not adult books like the
ones you use." Well, the ego-bolstering thoughts of
being older and partially responsible for others they
cared about was enough to interest them. T he first
book I gave them was about m edieval manners. It
began something like, "What would you do if you fell
through the roof of a Queen's
The children
responded with "Excuse me please, Your Highness ,"
holding their pants legs out to the sides . This was a
marvelous parody by these "macho" children. They
were able to act unselfconsciousl y and to begin to
break down sexual stereotypes, as they indicated by
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their curtsies. After practicing reading and acting out
numerous episodes, they decided that they were ready
to go down and perform for the kindergarten class.
O ne returned shortly, tears rolling down his face,
"Teacher, they don't listen to me." I said, "Man, now
you knovv the problems I have. What shall I tell you?
Let's think about how we can make them listen, maybe
you can make them listen if ... "
The most disruptive children in the school had
becolT!e teachers. They had come to realize that they
were functional members of this social grouping and
individually were accepted for themselves. With some
inventiveness, sensitivity and experience in interrelations with children, formerly disruptive activities had
been, and again can be, translated into positive, satisfymg ones.
Jeff: You've made numerous references to ecological ba lance. Could you clarify this?
Sava: I use the phrase ecological balance as a wa y of
describing the enrichment and intrinsic integration of
those elements that I feel all children need in order to
grow, just as one of your bioshelters at New Alchemy
can offer a balanced environment for plants. In an
enclosed area nutrients can be supplied and utilized
with sensitivity. We brought seeds, compost, water,
plants, animals, and machines into our classroom.
These represent elements human beings have needed
always in their passage from childhood to adulthood.
The sprouting plant selects what it requires for its
development from its environment, balancing growth
with ecological restraints. The classroom should offer
optimal conditions for the children to attain within
themselves, with other individuals, and with the environment. The evolution of particular modes of thinking, imagination and projection on interrelatedness can
be built and unfolded in such surroundings.
Within this situation, the teacher is a gardener, a
catalyst for growth, a nurturer. The sensitivity and
respec.t the teacher should bring cannot be over emphasized. The education of teachers should span not
anI y the learning of skills, but also an understanding of
the eco lo gy of children. This must obvious ly be based
in part on the self-balancing in the teacher.
Jeff: How do you as a teacher bring this about?
Sava: I feel it's important to have animals, of whatever sort, in the classroom and allow children to
observe them. So the adaptiveness of the animals can
be seen as meaningful, I try to see that their environment is made as natural as possible for them . My class
at P.S. 113 had a pair of gerbils in a "cage" that was
about four by five feet and three feet deep. It contained
earth and other natural materials like twigs, leaves,
feathers, grass clippings and the like, collected by the
children during our walks through the park. Back in the
classroom, we would decide what to introduce into the
gerbils ' "cage." The children consulted on every aspect
pertinent to the life of their "pets," giving rise to on-

going social interactions.
At one point, much to our delight, one of the gerbils
appeared to have become pregnant because the other
one, the male we thought, selected all the softest materials we put in the "cage," shredded them up, and, with
the Mama gerbil's help, used them to line one of their
burrows. And there was the nest, well-padded and
protected from drafts . The next morning when we
came in, we all stared incredulously at a magnificent
gerbil city which they had built with the materials that
we had given them. They had separated the materials
and then either stored them a wa y or used them for a
variety of purposes. The gerbils had formed bridgelike structures by matting together some of the twigs
and had dug an intricate maze of tunnels through the
earth.
The children felt they had discovered how a gerbil
might behave in natural surroundings. They began to
ask questions about where gerbils live and what their
life is like. We searched through numerous books .
Through their absorption in the gerbils, the children
used their perceptions as metaphors in telling and wri ting stories, in composing songs and in painting.
One da y we made tapes of the chi ld ren telling stories
of what they'd like to be when they were older. One
boy wanted to be a fireman, a girl wanted to be a
mother or a nurse. Then a boy started his story,
"When I grows up, I wants to be a Papa gerbil. Papa
gerbil does the most beautiful things in the world. He
builds tunnels, bridges and a house. He loves Mama
gerbil. Whenever he passes Mama gerbil's room, she
sticks out her head and he kisses her and gives her a
carrot. I'm sure when the babies come, they're gonna
be happy. When I grows up, I wants to be a Papa
gerbiL"
It was very moving. As tribal people who admire
and identify with the bear or the hawk, our children
had developed a larger understanding based on their
experiential in volvement with the gerbil.
Not long afterward, Mama gerbil gave birth to five
babies. Watching over the gerbils gave the children,
each in her or his own wa y, an admirable and desirable
image of the famil y- a story grounded in life out of
which everyone created a personal moral. Children
often reject moralistic books written for them because
they feel manipulated . In our case, the children were in
touch w ith the environment, the gerbils and with each
other. I didn't have to warn them about drowning the
gerbils, for example. The children saw that the gerbils
needed a certain amount of moisture to be comfortable.
If the ground was too wet, their tunnels collapsed. Ifit
was too dry, they crumbled. The children learned to
measure more exactly and appreciated the importance
of exactness in applicable instances.
The children had learned something about nature
and their coexistence w ith it. They used materials,
math, writing, painting, music, drama, and themselves
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further integrate their understanding. It was completely self-motivated. They became more aware of
their own feelings and potentials, of other people, and
of course of nature.
Later the principal asked me whether I would want a
school like this in which the children would be there
twenty - four hours a day- my answer was no. I feel
that children belong to the people and to the society in
to

which they have been brought up . They should not
become withdrawn from their way of life. That is not
the purpose. The purpose rather is for them to carry
the excitement and the message of their education back
to the people with whom they live. In this way it
might not be an isolated experience, but be extended to
help to create a way of life.

I
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Reflections on the Chilean Civil War

ThiI article is the transcript of a talk gi'C-'eJl by Fral/ciIco
Varela alllte LilldisfaTlle Fellows Con/erena ill jllt/e, 1978.
ft was .wlmfl/elllly plibliIhed if! Ihe Lindisfarne Letter (8)
alld is repri1lted line Ihrough the cOl/rles,/ 0/ IiiI' ,wt//{)r.
TViLlimll h'win ThompsolI, alld the Lilldi"jarne .'-L·Iocialioll.

I can'r rc"dlv r,l lk abour rhe C i viI War in Chile wirhour
being VCr\' personal. .--\nd therefore, I alll quire uneas y
ralking here roda\', because I haven'r spok en publich'
on this matter since those events , fi\'C years 'lg0. I gues,
In this group of people and gi ven rhe clt'CUll1srances, It
is somewhar possible to do ir no\\'. Bur [ 11,\\'e nc\'CI'
done ir . [ would be much more comfortable talkll1g

about differential equations, or the limbic system, or
somerhing. So vo u will have to bear w ith me, because
it is not rhe kind of thing where I can prepare somerhing ve[\' logically structured.
So [ guess I am j LIst going to use the broad paintbrush and draw a fe\\' images for you. Hc)\vever, I
don'r think it would do LIS any good to ha ve just a
bunch of anecdotes or experIences without an v conrext . So [ \\'ould like to propose a context for these
icicas Of experiences: what rhese experiences have
Il1cant to me , on rhe basis of \I'hat \Ie have heard at rhis
conference \'estcrda\, and rolla\· . You sec, my basic
bias, 11l\ ' fUl1lbmemal narro\I'-llIindedness, is thar I
don't believe \\'C ('<111 ralk abour a world vic\\', or anv
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representation of what the world is, without at the same
time observing and critically examining how these
ideas come about. No content should be divorced from
where this content has been produced. This goes
under the name of epistemology. And so I would like
to do a little epistemology.
I take epistemology quite seriously. I think it does
matter. It is not a game or a fine pastime. Very specifically I want to go back to yesterda y. And I want to
make a distinction which I was very disappointed we
did not make yesterday. Maybe there was no time. I
want to retake the question of energy as an example of
what I mean by getting us into a frame of mind about
our ideas, which would include an epistemological side
to it. The energy issue can serve as my example,
because it was discussed yesterday and it thus becomes
more tangible. And in that sense I want to make a very
clear distinction between the kind of picture that Howard Odum was presenting to us and the kind of picture
that Amory Lovins was presenting to us. They are
fundamentally distinct: What Lovins was saying is
something I can relate to and side with in many ways;
Professor Odum's point of view I consider, in many
respects, nonsensical. I am sorry he is not here, because
I would have loved to have him hear what I have to
say; in fact, one of the reasons I can say this at all is
because we are in a gathering of friends, and he was
present.
Now, why do I make this distinction? Well, because
Odum's position about energy contains in a nutshell
what I believe are the most dangerous hangovers of a
kind of world view based on a purely mechanistic
observer-free science and philosophy. Take, for example, his notion of the quality of energy in analogy with
food chains: as you move "up " in a certain direction,
you increase the "quality" of energy. And it 's this nice
exponential that he draws; that the President, with the
negligible energy of pushing a button, can blow up a
whole continent. In more specific terms the way he
draws it is by having a system with a source and a
waste, then somewhere here in the middle, in the flow,
there is a nice little symbol which he calls order. You
can call it information. This, for me, flattens out completely what I would consider what information can
possibly be. Because order and information are not
absolute concepts. They depend on the system that is
being described, and on the describer that sees it.
If I am going to take literally what Odum is saying,
then energy somehow decreases and gets to the point
where it is packed with information. We ask, what
kind of information is this? Is that the bureaucracy? Or
is that the power of the media? Or is that the power
of the workers? Whether I see the bureaucracy as
having the information or the media as having the
information, or the workers as having the information,
these are very different points of view . I am not saying
that one is particularly better than the other. Depend-
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ing on where you are, order and information are going
to mean different things to you .
In a compact form I could say that order is nothing
more than my ability to distinguish a pattern. And
randomness, by contrast, is my inability to distinguish a
pattern. There is nothing "in" nature that is order, and
nothing that is chaotic. There is for us the possibility
of making some distinctions and drawing some inferences. And that says more about what we are doing
than about what poor Mother Nature is supposed to be
doing. If I show you a piece of paper and you say that
it is a dirty picture, it says nothing about the paper, it
says a lot about yo u. Similarly, if I say that there is
order in society, it sa ys nothing about where that order
comes from, or how it is specified. Who is specifying
that order? To put in continuity energy and information flattens out the most essential aspect of both.
These notions are a reflection of a point of view, a
reflection of a human stance, a cultural tradition which
we all have, and in which we all move. Each of those
views of order and information is going to come from
such a tradition and is going to produce nothing else
but another interpretation of that tradition. And it is
not going to constitute a description of a state of affairs
in any sense of outside, in any sense of out there.
I am claiming , in direct opposition to Odum, that
information and energy have little to do with each
other. Energy says as much about information as, say,
block print w ill sa y about language. There is obviousl y
the need to ha ve some sort of structure, of a concrete
physical conveyor, of a certain action that we classify
as informative. It says nothing about what the informative act is all about. And to put those two levels
together is to fall into the trap of the old objectivistic
ideology. I believe that when it comes to issues like
energy and information, particularly information, we
need to bring to the foreground, and not to flatten out
in neat block diagrams, these questions: Where is information generated? How is it generated? By whom is it
generated? In this I am, yo u know, a student of Gregory Bateson, who is, as far as I know, one of the few
people who really argued about this, as a lonel y voice
in the desert, for many years. Well, it 's about time for
him to be not so lonel y. When somebody sa ys things
such as Od um did in this kind of a gathering, it 's time
for us not to just sit and relax and say, "Isn' t that all
very groovy? " Maybe he was using the analogy between energy and information in a metaphorica l sense.
It can be taken that way. But it contains a lot of
technological assumptions that I don't think we can
just let go unchallenged. Now, I am taking obviousl y a
somewhat opinionated position. It is not that I am that
convinced about it , but given the kind of group that
this is, I thought that I might as we ll he somewhat less
nice than I tend to he .
Energy itself is a concept that is rarel y questioned at
all. We forget , for examp le, that energy as a concept
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has all the connotations of organic action at its origin in
the seventeenth cemury . That's what energy mea ns
also, etymologica ll y. It is usuall y forgotten that the
discovery (or the so-ca lled discoven·) of the notion
that one form of energy can be can verted into another
is a very interesting case of how a wo rld view can, all
of a sudden, be congealed into a solid perspective, and
that people become completely obli vious to the ori gins. Tom Kuhn has written a marvelous paper on the
idea of the interconversion of energy as a case of sim ultaneous diseoverv , how, within a period of three
years, many people stumbled upon the same notion
that I can take light or electricit y and someho 'vv find an
interconversion fJctor with heat or with other forms of
energy . Now, it is a historicJI fact that many people in
Furope stumbled at the same time upon the notion that
you could define thi s factor of interchangeabilit y.
ThJt's what people were looking for. Butthat becomes
In operational meaning; so many calories can be convened into so mJn y watts or w hat eve r, there is a ve ry
definite relationship between the (\,,0 . How I interpret
that is an entire ly different matter. And it was in the
fanc y or frame of mind at the end of the nineteenth
centur y to project the possibility of interchangingdiffcJ·ent forms of these forces that we call energy, to
project that possibilitv of transformation, into a unified notion that energy is a fundamental "s ubstance"
out of which the universe is made. That is very nice
metaphysics , but it is neither more nor less than that. It
is not a statement 3bout the ultimate picture of the
universe. As a matter of fact , if yo u read, for example,
Feynman's Lectures on Physics, published in 1965, he
has no qualms in saying, in effect: "Look, I don ' t
know what en ergy is. I haven'tthe faintest idea. All we
k now is that this frame of mind (of looking at different
forms of measurement, these different forms of
phenomena, and seeing that th ey can be converted into
one another b y some quantitative factors) is a useful
one. So I go along with it. But don 't ask me w hat
energy is. I don't ha ve the slightest idea." When good
technologists forget Feynman's point and go along
with the notion that the universe is fundamentall y
made out of energy, their quantitative point of view
says that we hav e an energy crisis. I say we don't hav e
an energy crisis. We have a crisis in our id eas about
energy. Obviously, again, I 3m being one-sided about
this. The case can be argued on the other side. But I
won 't.
Well, why docs all this have anything to do wi th
Chile)
Well, it has to do with Chile, because the Civ il War
ga ve me the experience that epistemologies arc not
something abstract to be given over on ly to hi storians
of science; epistemology creates the kind of world that
\\Ie live in and the kind of human values that we have.
No t to be a ware of the fact that we construct this wo rld
pcrspecti ve with an epistemology is even more

dangerous than a bitter argument between two
philosophies. And I was trying to make a case for this
in the example of energy .
You see, here the whole thing becomes personal.
Chile was, for me, a process of understanding, in the
midst of a traumatic social transformation. On ly then
were these issues made apparent to me, or at least that
was my lesson from the process. And to my surprise
when I left my country, I realized that whatever
happened in Chile had acquired somew hat of a
mythical connotation, had become somewhat of a
paradigm . A lot of people were so interested in it that it
\\las hard for me to understand wh y , unti l I sa w that it
is a capsule sta tement for many similar situations,
locall y, nationally, and internationall y . A friend of
mine recently gave me a book of poems about Chile.
It's entitled For Neruda, For Chile, and the most
interesting thing about the book wasn't what was
printed, but what she wrote on the cover of the book:
"There is not such a thing as a personal story ." This
seem s to be quite true. Everybody 's story becomes our
story, and some of them seem to resonate more than
others . So I guess this is why I thought it might not be
idle to convey to you some of the experiences in C hile.
Chile is a strange country . I cannot separate it from
its landscape. You go to Chile to find y ourself in the
middle of a mountain and at the edge of the sea. You
ca nnot get 3way from that haunting sensation of being
sort of dangling almost out of nowhere, with only
about two hundred miles to move across. The fact that
it is such a long country, going almost all the way from
the equator to the antarctic, gives one the feeling of
being in a long corridor. That gives the Chileans a
character somewhat different from that of other South
American peoples in the Inca-based countries (Peru,
Bolivia, Ecuador) and ver y different from heavily
Europea n-influenced Argentinians. Argentina is more
like the United States than any other South American
co untr y. Chileans, by contrast, are very withdrawna somewhat melancholic people used to the rain and
cold. One of the most impressive things about the
country is the Chileans' love for poetry. For some
reason, everybody in Chile wri tes-or at least lovespoetry , and poets are the best national heroes. I have
never been to a countr y where ten or twelve major
poets arc sold togeth er with the porno magazines and
Donald Duclc Well, that is partl y w hat the country is.
In 1970 came the well -known election of A ll ende,
the first Marxist politician ever elected in a free
election. The thing to reali ze here is that the 1970
e lection cannot be taken in isolation, cannot be taken
out of context, but must be seen in a forry year or
fort y- five year long and slow-moving growth of a
broadl y based worker movement. When 1970 came,
C hile probably had , percem- w lse , the largest
organized labor forc e in the who le world . Literally
half of the workers were part of active political
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movements and had been involved for years in the
labor movement and in labor participation, so that the
level of political sophistication is something unusual in
South America. Allende wasn't an accident, he wasn't
a weird thi ng, but the conclusion of a long process and
a long tradition.
Now, I suppose it is very hard to conve\' the sense of
what the election generated for all of us, the sense that
everything was possible. The 4th of September, the
night of the election, I remember everybody poured
out onto the street and started jumping like kids . For
about two hours you could see 500,000 people jumping up and down like kids. We had a sense of a tremendous opening, a tremendous hope. I won't make a
political analvsis of the three years of-".llende, hecause
I couldn't do it. I'm not reallv a polincli scientist.
Others probablv would know much Illore about it
than I would. But what I do want to paint for \'Oll arc
some of the events during those three years, the
general way things began to go, and what forces were
brought to bear upon it, internal and external. From
this sense of opening and exploration, what began to
happen was the development of polarity : in other
words, polarity in terms of either supporting, being on
the side of or against the movement, not th e
government, particularl y . That's another misconception that I always find. The government wasn't so
important as the parties behind the government. The
coalition of parties was an indication of the kind of
political mentality prevailing at that time . Allende
wasn't caudillo. He wasn't a leader per se. He was the
head of a vast force , a political party . And that was
what really carried punch . So polarit y revolved
around siding for or against the popular fron, which
by 1973 was about 43 percent of the vote. It quite
literally split the country in two.
I cannot be emphatic enough in saying that this is
literally splitting it in two. You could go to the
newsstands in the morning and one ne wspaper would
say "It's raining," th e other would say "It's not
raining ." "A is a son of a bitch"; "A is the king of the
universe." It was litera lly like that. And you know,
three years before, these two were reasonable newspapers, who agreed that a table is a table and blue is
blue. But by 1973 this was not possible any more.
They couldn't literall y agree on anything, the time of
the day or the color of the sky. It was absolutely and
right down the middle a complete split . And that sense
of polarity created a sense of "we're right ," or "they
are right ." The polarity created a continual exagger;tion of the sense of boundary and territorialit y : "This
is ours; get out of here."
For me, this was the time at which things began to
get very, very confusing . I started out being vel")'
supportive of the whole thing. I worked pretty hard,
like many other people, doing what I felt was possible.
I was doing nothing fancv. I wasn't ever a high official
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in the government; I was just doing my sort of
grassroots work . But by the second year the polarity
began to develop , and I began to have my serious
suspicions, to doubt whether thi s was making seme or
not . I couldn't believe that the other gu VS, on the other
side of the fence, were so bad, stupid, wrong, immoral,
ugly, and so on and so forth, as I was supposed to
believe. There was something that wasn't jibing
any more. And I was very, very confused by the w hole
thing and caught in a dilemma of loyaltv to what I felt
was essentially my people, m)' friends who were into
this togeth er. I mean, I wasn't apt to jump out of the
boat, hut I \\"<lS beginning to lose IllV whole
conviction, my whole commitment to the idea of
defending this thing.
That was the state of affairs in which I was by the
end of 1973. I didn't have any sense of understanding
at all. I was in the uttermost confusion ahout the whole
thing. And the only thing that was keeping me going
was simply a sense of so lidarity. I remember walking
down the streets the first days of September, having a
burden on my shoulders, I guess like everybody else. I
had a sense of impending doom and no understanding
any more of what this was all about. Where did it all
begin;l I don 't know ho'\o\' to say it vividly enollgh; it
was absolutely and completely chaotic. In the litCl'al
sense of the word chaotic. T h ere was no possibility of
distinguishing any order or any rule any more.
So it is T uesda y, September 11 th, 1973. It is not
raining, but the radio says it is raining . I am waking up
in the morning at around 6:30, taking my little
daughter to her n ursery school and the radio keeps
saying " it is raining," but it is not raining . I thought:
T hese guys are ern y . And as I am walking out of the
house to take my car, the young neighbor runs across
the street and says; "Don't you know;l " "No, I don't
kno'""." And onl y then did I learn that half of the radio
stations are taken over by the army. A nd they arc
broadcasting their deci sion to overthrow the government. Then I remember- -stupid of me --that thecode,
"I t's raining" means that a coup has begun. I had been
told that about a month before and had forgotten. So I
take my da ughter back to the hOllse and ta ke the rest of
the famil y to a next-door neighbor, who was a verv
quiet person. And I go to join , as it was agreed, the
people that I was working with at the uni versity to sec,
you know, whatever is to be done. Supposed ly' It is
civil war, so everybody is assigned certain tasks. So it
is ten a 'clock in the morning, and three-q uarters of the
radio stations are already taken bv the army. And
we're all sitting; we are supposed to be \\'aiting for the
mstructions to do whatever . But no instructions C0111e .
\Ve all sit there with the same sens e of impending
doom, not believing that this is happening. ' l'he war is
stil l an abstract thought, still somethmg that is not
really happening . We have never had a war II1 Chile
before. I have never seen a war. l'\obod\' lu s ever seen
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the armv on the streets before . :-':obodv has ever seen
the police be anything except vcr\, nice people. So
there is 110 frame of reference. This IS abstract.
So it 's tell-tlmtv in the morning , and most of the
radio stations, except one, are already taken bv the
arm\' ..--\nd I begin to sec tanks rolling down the
streets, and I begin to see vvagons loaded with soldiers
dri\'ing dOWIl the street, and I begin to see the
airplanes, war planes, f1ving over the cit\". And I begin
ro recognize that funnv sound of submachine guns,
distant from where I am. It is cleven 0 'c1ock in the
morning, and we know that everv faction of the army
has turned against the government, or those that
havc been isolated. We kno\\' that the
President has decided not to surrender, bur to stay in
the presidential palace. and thell gi ve him an ultimatum
before bombing. So we know that there is no \\'a\'
back. Bullets Jre already screaming over rour head , so
Vall know that the war is not abstract. It has a ven"
sound to it, that funnv whistle of the
th,lt \'ou can't locate except after it is gone . And still \\'e
d()n't have instructions. So the local leader decides that
we arc to disperse to different places and hide out unril
we receive instructions. So I go with four other friends
to a place in which we arc going ro hide out and wait
unti l the moment to do something comes. We must
walk, oh, twenty block s to where we ought ro go ..--\nd
as I walk out, the realitv of war becomes alreadv vivid.
I sce a tank bulldozing' over a wall in a facror}; that is
occupied b}' some twenty-odd people with some light
guns. The tank blasts through it and turns around the
thing after it is blasted, so I see some twentv or
twenty-five people, the first twenty-five or so people,
in which polarity is not anv 1110re an abstract idea but
twenty-five people whom I can hear . I am scared. I
have never been in a fight before. r hard lv know how
to use a gun . Oo\\'n the street, a couple ofbl ocks a way
frolll where I am, a lllan run s down the street to the
intC!"sectioll, and as he reaches the corner, I see coming
from the other end a soldier who riddles him with
So \\c keep walking and we finally get to the
place where we are supposed to go.
Nov.', at this point, one o'clock, the presidential
palace has been bombed. We can still sec the Ha\\'kerHunter plane hovering around not only the palace but
other important places in the citv . And we kno", that
the rug has been pulled from under us , that there is no
sense in which we kno\\' what is happening anv more.
There arc no instructions. There is no go\·ernment.
The militan', whom we had seen before as somewhat
respectable people. no\\' \\ e can see that the\" arc not. I
remember \'er\' \\'ell that the soldier, \\·hom I sa\\'
machine-gunning th e other fello\\' who \I'as running
down the street, \\'<1S prob,lbly a nincteen-vear-old
boy from somewhere in the south. A tvpical face of the
people of the so uth. Probabh', if you h<ld mct him t\I'O
months before in a bar, vou \I'o uld have had a s\\'ell

conversation-a sweet boy. He couldn't be more than
nineteen, I'et I could see III his face what I had never
seen, a s trange combin<ltion of fear and power. So
those people I don't recognize any more; I don't know
their faces anv more. We are all stranded in this place,
and we know that there is simply no hope. If they
decide to come after us with automatic 1\1- 2 rifles, the
best you can hope for is not to be treated too roughly. So,
it is three o 'clock in the afternoon, and the whole city
has been vacated . There is nobody on the streets,
because curfew has been imposed. The onlv thing you
can hear is the constant rattle of the machine guns , a
sound that vou hear for the next two weeks, which by
now is a familiar sound to me . And you start waiting .
."\"nd there is no radio, no communications. So I waited
Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday morning, Wednesday
evening, Thursday morning, Thursday afternoon.
Curfew is lifted. So we can go out. But those days we
\\'<lit with that strange sense that you don't know when
vour last moment will be. Anytime the y might come
in , and that's going to be it . So you have that funn y
rebtionship with people, knowlIlg that you might be
doing the last thing you will ever do, you might be
sa ying the last thing yo u will ever sa y. So what do you
S<l y? Little sill y things. You draw little figures on the
foggv windows.
For me, at that time, the ground had been pulled
from under me. ;'\lathing else was left to hold on to . At
the same time a very funny and contrary process
happened; <lS things got more and more chaotic, th e
e\·idence of what a war is, there was a strange form of
clarity coming more and more, a strange form of
understanding, which I can't really express . I suppose
it is somewhat like a semi-dream state. At the same
time it was very real, because in this room with these
people I could literally sec how this who le thing
\vasn't me here and they there. But I could literally see
how the army, and that nineteen-year-old boy
shooting somebody down, wasn't distinct really from
me. I could somehow contemplate that murder with a
of brotherhood at the same time. Polarity wasn't
any more this and that side, but something that we had
collective ly constructed. Literally a collective action
that we had <lll done. As this became more and more
clear to me, it dawned on me that whatever my stances
had been, my opinions had been, or whatever
somebody else's opinions had been (and the workers'
opinions and what not), were fragments that
constituted this w h o le, this complete mandala of sorts.
That all of a sudden it revealed a craziness . Total
craziness. I me<ln, this is somewhat as when literally
someone is reallv crazv. YOll sec the mind completely
out, the brain turned upside down or inside out. Well,
this was like that, exceptthis was <l whole country, or a
whole cit\' of three million people . That's what my
actual experience was; three million people being
turned upside down the same way . And you see the
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craziness, the way in which there was a co llective
pattern in which I was responsible, everybody ,vas,
and in which my views couldn 't any more signify
anything except that piece of a larger puzzle for which
I really didn't have any answer.
So, it might sound strange, but Wednesday night I
gave in to it, and I sat down and wrote some twenty or
so pages that I entitled "The Logic of Paradise," because it seemed to me for the first time that this had a
logic to it. The whole thing had an intrinsic logic that
was essentiall y good, in that it gave me a handle on what
paradise is, for the first time. I know that might sound
strange, but that is what it felt like-that being rooted in
the complete chaos and mass killing, out of that was
emerging a completely inverse understanding. And I
was too scared or something to resist it. So somehow it
just got transformed into those pages.
Now, that experience is what was given to me, is
what I have had to deal w ith ever since. Because it
revealed to me the connection between the world
view, political action and personal transformation . It
revealed to me, in a way that I knew but reall y didn't
know, that I somehow vaguely understood but hadn 't
experienced, that unless I was able to cut through my
sense of identity and attachment and identification
with what I believe are my ideas, my things, m y
territory, my limits, I had no hope of understanding
what the hell was going on . And it literally turn ed my
life inside out. What that experience told me was:
"Unless yo u build art the foundation of working with
that sense of spirituality, (vvhat later on I began to
understand was what religions are talking about) unless
you build on that base there is simply no hope of
understanding." I ha ve found, for myself, expression
of that understanding in Buddhist practice. I cannot
separate that practice, that sense of working with the
contemplation of how my mind and m y actions
generate and operate. I cannot separate that from
political action and from what m y understanding of
the world is . I suppose this is w h y I becom e so
passionate about issues on epistemology . Because
epistemology does matter. As far as I am concerned,
that civil war was caused by a wrong epistemology. It
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cost my friends their li ves, their torture, and the same
for 80,000 or so people unknown to me.
So it is not an abstract proposition for me when I say
that we must incorporate in the enactment, in the
projecting our of our world views, al Ihf same lime the
sense in which that projection is onl vane perspective,
that it is a relati ve frame, that it must conrain a way to
undo itself. And unless we find a way of creating
expressions of that nature, we are going to be
constantl y going around the same circle. VVhether that
can be done or not I do not know. But if it can be done
at all, it can be certainlv done with <l group of people
like this. ;vIy deep conviction is that we must trv to see
to ,-,., hat extent our political views and our projections
on the world can express this form of relativit y, the
fact that every position we take will also contain the
opposite one. That ultimate! y I cannot fo ll ow a form
of political action that is based on truth ,my more. I
cannot say that m y political stance is trlle as opposed to
yours, which is false. But every political stance
contains the elements on which the truth of the other is
based, and that all we are doing is a little dance. Sure, I
have to take this side, and that is cool, bur how do I
really embod y in that action that I acknow ledge the
importance of the other side and the essential
brotherhood between those two
How can I
go to Pinochet and say, "Hello, my brother?" I don't
know. I don't think that I am that enlightened at all. I
wouldn't be able to do that, but in some sense I realize
that is a great limitation . Tha t should be in some sense
possible.
I am going to end here by summarizing this theme
that is one of my major concerns: I don't believe any
more in the notion of a cultural revolution in the sense
that one form of politics and kno wledge and religion is
superseded by a new one . If I am interested in doing
an ything a t this pain t, it is in crea ti ng a form 0 f cu hure,
know ledge, religion, or politics that does not view
itself as replacing anot her, in any sense, but one that
can contain in itself a way of undoing itself. If we are
not here to do that, I quite frankl y would rather go
skiing.
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